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Prefke

This information program is based on the
-assumption that the reader already has a
basic knowledge and. awareness of the
important life-sustaining role that water
plays in the biological, chemical, and
physical cycles on the planet Earth If the
reader desires this kind of information, your
local reference libranan can recommend
books that discuss the topic

' * * * * .* * * * * * *
Working for Clean Water is an

information program designed tO help
'citizen advisory groups and local officials
improve decision**ing-m water quality
planrung The idea'S: simplethe more
people know about a subject, the better
prepared they are to make workable and
practical decisions in. meeting community
needs This program is aimed at helping
people focus on essential issues and

estions by providing Matanals suitable
or persons with nontechnidi backgrounds
Although this matenal was conceived acid
developed with the advisory group member
in mind, it is useful for many other training,
situations. Persons benefiting from these"'
Water quality management educational
matenals will be loCal, state, and federal
employees, pailic school, and college
students, and wastewater treatment
authority members The materials have
Already been used for these groups and
were found to provide an excellent
introduction to the subject.

These matenals include handbooks,
audiovisual pregentations Ishde/tape or 16
mm film), and instructor 'guides. The
audiovisual prepentations highlight major
issues and important aspects of each topic
The handbooks elaborate on these points.
provide adclitidnal detailed information. and
include examples of how other communities
have dealt with water quality and

wastewater treatifient issues The Instructor
guides give suggestions on how to hold an
information session including guided
discussions on local topics of concern and
some problem-solving exercises

Thus volume is one of a series of three
which contain the citizen handlybok
materials The eighteen topics discussed in
the individual handbooks are chapters in
this three-volume set The chapter topics
are

Role of Advisory Groups
Public Participation
Facility Planning in the_Construction
Grants Program-
Municipal Wastewater Pi.ocesses
Overview
Municipal Wastewater Processes Details
Small Systems
Innovative and Alternative Technologies
Water Conservation and Reuse
Lsnd Treatrnent.
Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
Environmental Assessment
Financial Management

Illultiple Use
ladastnal Pretreatment

0. Wastewater Facilities Operation and
Management
Urban Stormwater Runoff

" Nonixiint Source Pollution. Agriculture.
Forestry and MirChig
Groundwater Contamination.
The material ireach chapter is not

resigned to make technical experts out of
the readers However, the chapters do
contain essential facts, questions to
consider, advice on how to deal with issues,
and clearly-itritten technical background
material: In short, each chapter provides
information that will help advisor& group

1 members and local (officials to better fulfill
their roles

-I
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.Each chapter contains material addressed
specifically to advisory group members; this
information is printed in boldface type.
They are'often boxedin sections of
material containing examples, lists of
advantages and disadvantages, questions
addressed to local community needs, and
other useful information. Two sections of
material common to all chapters are case
studies which are found on pages tinted

I gray land a "Need More 'Inform ation9'
section containing annotated resource
materials with information on how to
obtain them.. In addition. a glossary of
terms is provided at the end of each
volume) .

If you would like more information
about the program, copies of handbooks,
instructor materials, oraudiovisual aids,.
contact the EPA Information
Dissemination Project for price lists and
rental information:
EPA Information Disatmination Project
1200 Chambers Road, Room 310
Columbus, OH 43212
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Glossary

a
Absorption Field IBecli--tvpeof abLorption
system which use, wide trench partially filled
with 'ravel or crushed stone and catered with
sod Piping di,trihutes treated sewage evenly
throughout the bed for seepage into the ground

Account Sheet-a table lin displaying irripar'A
a.,,,v,sment data to facilitate the comparison of
alternative-

Aquellielture-growth of plant. and animals in
water instead of said

t(....Aquifer.-undergro nd bed or layer of earth
gravel, or pnious ,toe that serves a, a
reservoir for groundwater .

Aquif Recharge-adding water to an
aquifer 'trther by spreading on the ground
-,urfate or direct injection through wells

Artesian -water confThed under pressure
between impermeable layers such a- day or
shale

Acid Mine Drainage water with an acidit.
pH %huh drain- from working or abandoned
mines

Activated Sludge- waste sohd, that lave
freer) aerated and subjected to bacterial action
process for remov ing organic matter in raw
sewage duringeeiondary waste treatment

Adsorption ant and atcuomulation of
our fiitairiiialitr mi the -urtot r of rtnuthrl

A'
Adtaiorem lax a tax imposed at ci percent
of the as- -,ed prop. rty .,,due

Advanced Waste I reatment-treatment
prrsesses that can Increase waste remo.,,i1
beyond the seondal s or biological stage of
includes remoY,t, of nutrients -uth a-

ephosohorou- and pat rogen and most suspended
solids

Aeration It Illation of oxygen through d
substance aids in purification

Aeration Tank tank in tvhich oxygen !-
circulated through wastewater a- an aid in
purification

Aerobic Digestion-14reakdo4 of organic
nZiterial by bacteria in the presence of oxygen

-Aerobic Treatment treatment of wastewater
using organisms which are dependent on the
presence of oxygen to tweak down organit
matter

Aeroclarifier-settling tank utilizing the
circulation of oxygen through the wastewater to
aid in purificatton and sedimentation

Alkaline- wasteYsater with a pH above 7 ()
contains relatively few hydrogen am, as
compared to an atid

Alternative Wastewater Treatment
Systems various non-conYentional methods of
central or community wastewater treatment,
sludge treatrperli, energy recovery, and onsite

titPrn, that can sav e energy or cost as
«6pared to tonyentioral treatnent systems
they are eligible for an additional 10 percent
f eral funding over conventional svvtems

Ammonia Stripping -process in which
gaseous ammonia is rt:moved from water by
agitatingii water ga-, rmxture in the presence
of air

Amortize pa), men; of looms with interest over
A period of I'm,.

.1`
Anaerobic Digestion hreakdovi n of organic
material by fracterra m the absence of oxygen

b
Best Management Practice (IIMP)-
technique which deals must effectnely with a
given problem

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (HOD)
amount of dissolved oxygen required by
hacter la to decompose organit matter in water
measure used to indicate the amount of organit
waste, in water

filoclegradablt:-..apatfle of fitting deturnpti-ed
through the action of mitroorgarmans

disc huhk..1Biodisc -a large rotating pier -tit
pprovides a surface area for the attar how and
growth of mu. roor gam-ms

Biological Contactor- a -4'1 of

closely -paced imido,c- that pro ids d Luce
surface area for the laologual removal nt
organic pollutants from wastewater

Boundary geographical arca or the degree of
study

Buffer Strip (Zone) area of land which at
a, a hcafth and c., hrrr; Ikti!...n
treatment site and the public

C

Carcinogen -t-cancer-cau-ang substante

I

Catch Basin-basin located at the point where
a street gutter discharges into a sewer catches ,
and retains matter that would not pass readily
through the sewer

fategorical Standards-effluent -tandard-
iistahlished for a particular industrial category

Centrifugation--the separation of sludge
particles from the liquid by a rapidly rotating
drum

tr Chemical Oxygen Demand measure )ri the
equivalent amount of oxygen required to break
down organic and inorganic compounds in
water

Chemical Precipitation- treatment technique
that ut Wm!, chemicals known as yoagulants to
cause solids in the wastewater to dump
together and settle

9

Chlorine Contact Chamber- t.!tils in whir h
chlorine is Added to treated wastewater lor the
purpose of disinfection

Clarifier settling tank where al,
removed from wastewater

Cluster System--tommunit ,for in of on-tr
disposal in which effluent fium sey &rat
inchnidual septa tanks is transixo ted to .1
cent! al location fur di-pusal

C:oagulation addition of chemical- -Itch it-
1Mr'.itt alum to clump together solid- in
wastewate so that the Y, settle out faster

Coliform Bacteria bacteria found in int.
intestinal that, of humans ,Ind !Jim
indicator of fecal polhition

ollection Lin'e or ( ollector Sewer -ev,o) -
including laterals sulanain- and main--

Combined Sewer -di ainagi...% -tern that
iv, trial! -irttiifp,t. and 4,r ihoi oft I I iiniift

Comminutor de., i , that (-it, he- and -hi ed-
large objects in the !aw ina.trysiitei enterin
sewage treatroent Want

ompostm g natural looloo.,11 breakdowii of
oruanc material in the presefire of au a
humus ilkt nrateridl the end profit,. t

Coniputer Modeling-the prow arnming.of
computer to 11,tt f t Lite(' Input data for analys
or plohlrn such prAranis can pred!.1
e., e s such a- -tor my. at.( runoff and p .1 lut ern
loa nd

Conditioning-7 treat rnent of sludge
chemicals or heat so that the water rn
readily separated

Connection ( ,arge--thf one time Mu ged
to property !r y. MI, for h. or-1%11rue ,f
connecting to a central

Consultation-an exchange of .lows between
governmental agent e, ,old interested or
affected persons or organmitions involve,
communication tethniques,uch as advisory
group- and public hearings

.1

Contamination pre...en«. of undesirable
suhstances of Mological inorgamc, or organic
composition

Cost.Fiffectiveness Analysis-determination
"of whether a project or technique Is worth

funding. hoth monetary and nonm6netary
factors are involved

Criteria--gualehnes for making decisions

Decreasing Block Rate Structure-cost of
water to consumer intrea-es as cons mption
increases, but tit a (Ali-easing rate

erDeep-Well Injection pumping.high quality
trea< wastewater Into the groundwater table

I



liclptu Surveypanel of experts ,
independently moving towards consentsus
through response, to rounds of questions

Demography --statistical study of phpulations

Derutrifieationanaerobic biological
sons ersion of mtiates into nitrogen gas

ikptrcraL Agall Cu,t+ Clru.e ousts a, ucoatrd
wah the loss of a,lue for capital investments
ac.r a period of time due primarily to aging

Detenuon Hasmshall basin for collecting
-t--ncsaier on1.c.intI the particulates pkited
up Its rain water hase,settled

pew atermg sepa rat ion of water from sludge
t h uourn pre-sure or drying processes

Digester- closed tank where wastewater
-ludo is f ioken dawn intense bacterial
<talon

Ihrec t Discharge disCharge of an industrial
A r than to a publick-owted treatment

10. Disinfectantchef-1mA such atollikorine that
added to the wastewater to kill bacteria

Dissolved Solidstrtal amount'of extremely
organic ,ind inorganic material contained

w art motel ial capable of passing through a
il'ter paper

Dosing rank receptacle in septic -'s stems for
i.1 us 'ding large flow rates for a short time,
ahi than a trickle all the time A do-ing

btrik fill- to certain Irel and then flushes bs
tct4,io

e

Eas'ement- !l" right of wary granting the use of
Ind fvr a <ertatn period of time

la Wog) -tuck of relationships between
ind their surroundings,

Ecosystem the ,r tepoction of organs -m- with
i

F.Muent treated or untreated wastewater
arse d the iroroent

Eloctroduilyas process hy which electriCity
ind -memOrane 'separate mineral salts from

Environment -tit rounding, including all
'coin,: and run hing factors

Ens ironmentiil Assessment--a document
ptpated hs th« Ell'A on its assessment of tae
.tbpact at Inc po,d projects

En ironmental Impact Statement
Else de sorrier ,inch -is of potential

1,01111aalt .11 rn pa, is of a proposed project It
,t ,tunic h II (II, EPA determines that a

pf Op.< I was ant advert.,
mirorimentabo ffekt or is highly continversial

X

Environmental Information
Document report done by the grantee
describing the erNaronmental effects of
proposed wastewater projects

Environmental Reviewthe process by which
the EPA identifies and esaluates impacts upon
the environment

E.:fusionthe weal ilig a,to of lard surface by
wind or water

Eutrophicationnutrient enrichment of a
body or water producing excessive growths of
aquatic plant- that detern rte the water ,

environment

Evapotrkinspiration Systems ---systems which
depend.on evaporation and transpiration ,Ices,
of water from plants' fur wastewater disposal

f
Facility (201t Planningplanning-local -
wastewater collection treatment and disposal
facilities the number refers to section of he
Clean Water Act

Filtrationprocess of passing wastewater
through a granular bed or fine screen for
remosing suspended matter that cannot be
removed hy sedimentation

Financial Managementthe planning and
admmistratise process by which financial
resoarces are used in their most effective
manner

Five-Year Frequency Stormstorm of a
certain degree of seventy that is expected to
occur on an average of every' se year

Fiat Rate Structure unit pricc cf
constant no matter how much is consumed

Floodplaina nearly flat plain along the
triune of a stream that is naturalls subject to
flooding at high water

Force %rim sewer pipe under pressure from ,s
pump to maintain the flow of sewage, used
where grasrty flow is not feasible

General Obligation Bondfinancial bond
which is usually paid for by the community by
raising taxis

Gravity Sewercollection system which relies
on gra% ty_t0 transport wastewater from homes
to a centralureatment or disposal facility

st.

Grermway another nava for -hurler

(.reywater- hathang washing, and kitcha
wastewater which is no longer potable, but can
bTiltered and used for other purposes A

Grit Chamber a tank where sand, cinders
and small stones are removed from wastewater
by settling

10

... Grit Removal--a stage of pr nom s t teatment .
during which sand, cinders and -mall stone -
'are removed from wastewater IA settling out

Groundwater -water Iving below the surf .

i arth

Hardnesspropert% of I\ Itor liolt tend- to
cause scaling and inefficient use of soap

`generally caused by the Mint.1,11 itini and
magnesium

Heavy :Metals metallic element, such a,
mercury, chromium cadmium arsenic arid
lead with high moles ulai weight- 1 his can -

damage living things at lkok torkentr'.itions and
tend to accumulate in the food ch un

Holding Tanktank used for storing
Aasteo.atet prim to treatment tei if t-

an alternatise for onsite pioblem areas

Horticulture-7Ience of ossinp flower-
fruit?,. and segetahle-

House Connection --sewer that call
wastewater fron4 the house to a C011Petalal
ss,teni

Hyd;.aulic Overload--sttuation when a
wastewater treatment plant is-unable to handle
the large flow of water entering it

Hydrologic Cycle-f-th flocs of water through
the ,or, land and liquid ero, rionment-

HArology--the -awn«. dealing with the
properties laws and geographical distribution
of water

Impact Mitigationthe..Irssening of Lh
effects of a project on the ens itoriment

Implementation Cost- the cost to the
community resulting from the use of .elected
mitigation measure'

Incompatible Wastea waste that will
uNet o treatment works 2, pass through a

treatmen. work, and cause a pollution problem
alit be removed in the treatment works, but

mterferec-with the disposal of the sludge front
the treatment works

Increasing Block Rate Structure--cost of

water to consumer increases as consumption
increases, and at an increasing rate', also
known as a penaltystructute

Industrial Closed loop- -the treatment and
cease of waters used in production within an
industrial plant so that no waterieases the
plant

Industrial Pretreatment- treatment of
Industrial wastes beforedisaharge to a
municipal sewer systrnot

a



Industrial Waste Ordinancea common
instnunent of legal authority for enforcing
pretreatment programs

Inequities injustices

Infiltrationseepage of effluent through the
ground to the water table, or groundwater
leaking into cracked or broken sewers

Inflow ot

ground and irface water into sewers

Infiltration-Percolation Land
Treatmentthe application of treated
wastewater onto land to allow it to percolate
dowrward through the soil in order to remove
nutrients rch as pho;phorous and nitrogen

Intlowsurface water that gets into the sewer
7,ystem from storm drains, downspouts, and
sump pumps often during periods of rainfall

Influent--the raw wastewater entering a
sewage treatment plant or in mole general
term, the flow entering some process unit

Innovative and Alternative Treatment-Ta
nonconventional cost or energy-saving system
for treating wastewater. it may qualify for an
increase in the federal grant share by 10
percent, from 75 to 85 percent .

Innovative Waste Treatment
Systetns--systems that, through sitw ideas and
techniques, ,ignificantly reduce costs or use of
energy, improve,control of toxic materials,
improve operational reliability, or result in
some other public benefit

Inorganicsubstances such as metals or
minerals that do not contain carbon

Insolublematerial that, cannot be dissolved
in a liquid

Interceptor Sewercentral sewer pipe which
carries flows from the collector sewers in a
drainage basin to the point of treatment or
disposal of the wastewater

Intrusion Barrierpractice such as injecting
groundwater wkl,h effluent in coastal areas to
force backintruding salt water

Ion Exchangeexchange of one ion in water
for another, specifically, exchanging ammonium
nitrogen for &Odium or calcium

Irrigationapplication,,of water to vegetation
to imptove its production

jkl
Joint Treatment -- treatment of both municipal
and industrial wastes in a publicly-owned
treatment works

Lagoona Pond containing wastewater in
wriich organic wastes are removed under
aerolac or anaerobic conditions

Land Reclamation- -the reclaiming and reuse
of wasteland, swamps, marshes, and other
unused or wasted land for useful purposes, such
,ks cultivation or recreation

Land Treatmentprocess of applying
wastewater terhe land for removal of
pollutants, sludge tthe solids removed from
wastewater) also may be disposed on land, but
it is not called lard treatment

Lateralthe small sewer serving individual
streets

Leachatewater flowing from the bottom or
sides of dumps or landfills that contains
material dissolved4from the materials stored in
the dump

Leachingprocess by which substances are
dissolved and carried away by water, or are
moved into a lower layer of soil

Legal Authoritystatutes, ordinances.
cottracts, or agreements through which a
municipality enforces its pretreatment
program

Liaisona go-4tween to ensure concerted
action between parties

life-Line Rate Structureschedule providing
a minimum basic amount of water at a small
cost to all people

Limiting Zoneground components'such as
impervious clay, rock, or the water table, which
can render an area unsuitable for onsite
disposal

Line Parka park which Js located along a
route, such as a sewer right of way or a
strearnsade easement

Loading Raterate at which pollutants
accumulate in soil or surface waters

Local Pretreatment Programa procedure
for regulating the discharge of industrial waste
toa publicly-owned treatment works

In 4

Mainthe intermediate-sized sewers
connecting submains to plants or interceptor

Metabolismprocess by which food is built up
Into living protoplasm, and protoplasm is
broken down into simpler compounds with the
exchange of energy

Methanea gaseous by-product of the
breakdown, of organic matter in aerobic
digestion

Mitigation Measuretechnique for correcting
or minimizing adverse environmental impacts

Oiltigative Coststhe costs resulting from
measures taken .to lessen the impacts of a
project on the environment

Monetary Costscosts which can he measured
in real dolla94-

Mounda type of onsite Ilisposal system
utilizing an absorption.heid built on a bed of
sand

s .

Mound System2-a type of onsite disposal
utilizing an absorption bed of sand that is
above the natural grade of the soil surface

Multiple Useutilization of wastewater "4:(
treatmept facilities for other functions in
addition to wastewater treatment. such as for
recreational and educational purposes

n
Nitrificationconversion of nitrogen-
containing substanSe-a such as proteins -into
nitrates by bacteria

Nitrogenouscontaining to element
nitrogen

1
Notificationinto'rmation flow from the
governmental agencies to interested or affected

. parties, involves Communication techniques
such as fact sheets, newsletters, and seminars

Nonpoint Sourcea contributing factor to
water pollution that can t be traced to a stoecific
spot, such as agricultural fertilizer runoff of
constructiOfi sediment

Nonstructural Managenient Altrnative's
nonphysical approaches to pollution control
such as land use controls such as zoning
ordinances, improved urban maintenance
programs, and construction activity schedules
Often more effective and less costly than
structural alternatives

NPDES Permitpermit for discharge of a
municipal or industrial waste issued by the
EPA or state regulatory agency k

O

Onsite Disposal; disposal of wastewater on an
individual lot, usually by a septic tank

Onsite Recyclefiltered ancLor
chemically-treated water which flows from a
holding tank back to the toilet'for subsequent
reuse

Onsite Systeid a self-contained system which
provides both treatment and disposal of
wastewater on an individual Jot

Opportunity Costsmonetary value ot
potential benefits lost as a resith of a water
quality action

Organic Matter -- carbon- containing suhstanca

Organic Waste Dischargewaste normally
4ntaining oxygen-demanding carbon
compounder

Overland Flowland application technique in
which wastewater is sprayed onto gently
sloping ground planted with vegetation

Oxidation Ponda natural or man-made pond
where wastewater is procesed through the
interaction of sunlight, wind, aquatic
organisms, and oxygen

MN*
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Pathogen-disea,e-causing organism

Papogenic -disease-causing

PCBs- polychlorinated biphenyls, a group of
Pk!' riniriy persistent chemicals used in
elettraal transfornfrrs and capacitors

Peak Demand Rate Stlitchtre-increases
price or w ater at high consumption periods,
effect or leveling out water usage

Pet Capita Daily Consumption-amount
,an-umed perpersob per day

Percolation-downward flow or filtering of
water through pores or spaces try rock oc soil

Percolation Test -test for measuring the
of .01; in te,r umlik6VvItVvald flow or

prmhbilitw of water

Perme arty the degree to whichl a
substance is capable of being penetrated by
water

Permeable-quality of an aquifergAlt permits
w arc to move through it

pH-- hydrogen ion concentration in a solution

Point Source Pollution-pollution that is
diseharged from a single location such as a
Pile

Pollutant {.sailing- amount of pollution
ontrihuted by a given pollution source over a

time period

Polychlorinated Biphenyls tPCBall-a group
pervv -tart chars irate ,teed In making

trantopmer, and capacitors

Polymer, -- chemical compound-consisting of
repeating structural units

Ponding 1Parking Lot, Rooftop) occurs
when a structure is designed so that rain water
will collect within its boundaries and will exist
at a specific location at a controlled flowrate,
rather than running off qncontmlled

Porosity--open spaces or cracks in rock that
Frogbi 1111 with water

Precipitation-process where chemicals
4 combine to prpduce a compound that can be

asiiy removed from a sohitiori

Present Worth- -the sunv of money that must
he placed on deposit at a given interest rate
when the project construction begins to provide
funds for the anticipated expenditures

Pressure Sewer-collection system in which
wastewater is pumped under pressure from
homes into a central treatment or disposal
facility

Pretreatment treatinent of an industrial
waste before discharge to a municipal sewer
system

xis

Pretreatment Effluent Standards-
concentrations or amounts of toxic chemicals
that may be 4ischarged to publicly-owned
treatment works

Primary Clarifier-sedimentation taqk used
for removing settleable solids during primary
treatnient

a'
Impact-an effect directly related to

a program or a-project such as noise associated
with the conftruction of a wastewater
treatment Ant

Primary Waste Treatment-first stage
'Wastewater treatment. removal of floating
debris and solids by screening and
sedimentation

Prohibited Wastes-wastes not allowed to be
discharged to a publicly:owned treatment
works

Public Participation-intolvement of citizens
in the decision making process

Pump Station-facility located along a sewer
to maintain the flow of wastewater under
pressure F-/'

r
1%

Rapid Infiltration-land application technique
in which wastewater is applied to land and is
allowed tepercolate throcigh the soil and enter
the groundwater, thereby treating the
wastewater

Responsiveness Summary-document
prepared by a planning agency indicating
briefly to the public how decision makers have
dealt with the actions, comments, and opinions
of we

Retrofit Devices-modifications to be installed
on existing equipment

Fteventse bond-financial bond which the
community pars for through fees for the use of
a facility

Salitie-containing chemical salts, such as
sodium, potassium, and magnesium

Salt Water Intrusion-the seepage of
saltwater into fresh groundwater, often caused
by overpumping the groundwater

Sanitaryl*wer--collechpn syritem which
carries wastewater produced inimmes and
indxtry,,a,separatecollection system carries
sto water runoff

Sanitary Wastewater-refers to wastewater
produced in homes and industry, and separate
frpm stormwater runoff

Saturated Zone -lave? below the water tahle
where all cracks and pores are filled with
water

7 2

Secondary Clarifier -sedinient,ttion tank
used for removal of settleable solids and scum
crested durIng secondary treatment

Secupdary Impact-eltet tridnecetv (do-!ed
by program or project, such as communit)
growth indatced by wastewater treatment
facilities

Secondary Treatment- microblak)g'e,0
treatment of wastewater to consume or g.inic
wastes usually in the presence of oxygen
Floating and settleable solids, and about ,s-->
percent of oxygen demanding sub stantes and
suspended wilds are removed lbsinferitorn ooh
chlorine is the final stage of seondaT
treatment

'Sediment Detentictin Basin-structural
facility for temporarily suting stormwater
runoff. during which time sediment is movc ,

by settling

Sectimentatiqa,-.anonpoint source of poilution
caused when construction disturbs the soil and
seditrent is washed liom the construction -ire
and enters urban stormwater also more
gerterally, the settlineout of solids in'
wastewater or stormwater by gravity

Seepage Bed-type of absorption s!, stem
which uses a wide trench partialb, filled with
travel or crushed stone and cowered with soil
Piping distributes treated sewage evenly
throughout the bed for seepage into the ground

Separate Sewer-collection system which uses
a sanitatty5sewer to carry dnly wastewater, and
a storm sewer to carry runoff from rainwater'

Septage-the solids collected in septic tanks
over many months of operation

Septage Treatment-treatment of the solids
collected in septic tanks overman month, of
operation

Set Price Rate Structure-each group of
customers pay asset Amount for-any amount of
water consumed

Sewer interceptor-pipe which carries flows'
from the collector sewers in the drainage have
tb the pointrof treatment or disposal of the
wastewater'

Sewer Lateral-small sewer pipes in the
street to which the individual users connect

Silviculture-a phase of forestry dealing with
the establishment, development, and harvesting
of trees

Sludge-concentrated solids removed from
sewage during wastewater treattirt

Sludge Digester-heated tank where
wastewater solids can decompose toologically
and the odors can be controlled

Soil Profile-a graphic representation of soil
components

Soluble-material that can be dissolved in a
liquid to form a homogeneous material

me,
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Special Assessment Bondfinancial bond -

issued to pai,for public improvements yhefe
specific and direct benefits exist, payments'
from pee ies Who behefit retire the bonds

j

4

Spray Irttgation-fthe application of treated,
effluent onto hind by,epraying to provide ^

irrigation.

Stabilizationdigestion of the organ* solids
in sludge so that they may be handled without
causing a nuisance or health hazard

Step One Planninginitial planning stage for
water pollution 'control facilities as
administered through the Construction Grants I
Program.

Step Two Design Grantthe second stage of
planning when a water pollution control
alternative is designed as, administered under
thi Construction Grants Program'

Stream;Divergencealtering and/or dividing
the flow course of a stream to reduce the effects
of high flows on'the land surface

Structural Management Alternatives
involvei physical entitles for delaying, blocking
or 4rapping pollutants As compared to
rbetrixtural approaches, they are often
expeisive

.

Structural Methodsconstrucpon of physical
entities for delaying, blocking, or trapping
pollutants

str
Submainsewer connecting laterals to mains

Subsidence Preventiveuse of groundwater
injection to prevent soil from subsiding'or
settling excessively

Supernatantthe relatively clear liquid that
forms on the top of the digested sludge in the
second tank of a two-stage anaerobic digestion
process

Surface Wateraccumulations of water on top
of the ground, such as lakes, streams, and the
oceans

pended Solidi(SS) tiny pieces of solid
1 . pollutants in sewage that cause cloudiness and

require special treato*ot iu rarer,:.

t I

Thickening sepa of as much water as
poisible from sludg gravity or flotation
techniques

Total- Dissolv
dissolved organ
contained in w

User Charge (Fee) prices charged to the
. consumers of various public services

V

the tote! amount of
Vacuum Filtera cylindrical drum filter
which uses a vacuum to seikirate the solids
film the water

Vacuum Sewercollection system in which a
ns a vacutriron

organic material

Toxic Chemitalonoof a number of deadly
subitanceS, it appears on a hat published by the `
EPA

Transpirationloss of water from plants

Trickling*Filtera secondary treatment
process where wastewater Beeps through a film
of microorganisms growing on stones or a
synthetic medium As the walltewater trickles
thrqugh the rhedia, the microorganisms
metabolize most of the organic pollutants

Turbiditycloudy condition in water due to
suspended silt or organic matter

201 Planlocal plan for wastewater treatment
facilities under the Constnation Grants
Program of the EPA, the number refers to a
section of the Clean Water Act

201(Fac' 'es) Planningdeals with the '
Plannlag. desigT1Ing, and construction of local
wastewa r treatment facilities

208 Plan legional, state or areawide plan for
water quality management, the number refers
to a section bf the Clean Water Act

208 (Water Quality Management)
Planningwater quality planning with a
state, regional, or areawide scope, provides
guidance for individual 201 facility plans

Unit Processesindividual functioning parts
of a whole system

Unsaturated Zonesoil layers above the
water table, where water adheres to sot
particles and will not flow to a well

13

IT

central vacuum source m
small-diameter collection inns

x y &. z

Wasteload Allocationthe maximum
pollutant load that a facility is legally
permitted to discharge to a water bodA

Water Qtiality if gement (208)
Planningplan for the maintenance of
clean water at the state, regional, and areawide
levels

Water Quality Standard levehi of pollution An,
parameters or stream conditions that must be
maintained to protect desired uses of wa'ter .

Water Rechargeadding water to an- aquifet
either by spreading on the ground surface or by

' direct iniection through wells

Watershedthe land area that drains into a
stream or river

Water Tabletop surface of the groundwater

Wef Air Oxid'ationprocess of breaking dowd
solids in wastewater under conditions of high
temperature and pressure

Wetlandslow-lying lands Which
rrhave sten water o them, such as sw ps,

'marshes. endows Wetlands essential y
are'polluta traps in natural environments
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Chapter 7

Innovative and Alternative
Tefchnologies
Charles A. Cole

Great concern has developed iniece,nt
years over the enormous post of many
conventional wastewater treatment
facilities 43hese concrete and steel Facilities
are not free gifts from the federal
government Local communities soon
realize their share of the capital costs has
to be paid with interest There are also
sizableopersation and management costs
associated with these plants The concern

fiver rising costs of wastewater treatment
led Congress to place newemphasis on
"nonconventionA" systems In The Clean
Water Act of 1977 Some of the keystones
of the Act encourage communities tq use
innovative and alternative technologies to
achieve the Nation's water quality goals.

The Uns)ted States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has developed
regulations and guidelines for achieving
the goals of the Act, while still
maintaining the momentum of the
Construction Grants Program. In
encouraging communities to consider
innovative or alternative technologies, the
federal construction grant share has been
increased by ten percent from 75 to 85
percent This increase amounts to a 40
percent reductwn in capital costs that the
locality must finance! If an innovative
system fails to operate properly, the law
provides for 100 percent grant assistance to
pay the cost of modifications or
replacement.

. r

technology Choices
The Clean Water Act of 1977 requires that
all wastewater treatment facility planning
consider innovative and alternative
technologies. So what are innovat and
alternative technologies' Convent nal

r_
methods of treatment are generally defined
as biological or physical-chemical processes

used prior to wastewater discharge to
surface waters. In various forms' these
processes are commonly used in sewage,
treatment plants

Innovative and alternative technologies, in
addition to providing the treatment levelS
of conventional technologies, also exhibit
at least one of these beneficial
characteristics

Provide for the reclamation and reuse of
wastewaters

Conserve or recoveienergy

Are economically attractive relative to
conventional technologies X-

,

The Clean Water Act requires that each
state set aside two percent of the
construction grant funds it receives from
the federal ,government each year These
funds are to be used for innovative and
alternative technologies In 1981 this
amount increases to three percent At least
one fourth of this amount is for innovative
options alone The whole project need not
meet the innovative or alternative criteria
A part of the project may do so and be
funded proportionately

Federal Share 75%
Local
Share
25%,

Convention& Techno ogy

Federal Share 85%
Local
Share

15%

Innovative and Alternative
Technologies

15

Air
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'Comparisons of
1981 Costs for
Facilities

Ay

111,

The advisory group Mould check with
> the state water pollution control
agency tosee if this annual set, side is
being used.

Alternative Technologies

Alternative teChnolOgies include various
methods of central or community
wastewater treatment; sludge treatment,
energy recovery, and onsite systems. They
qualify for ten percent additional
cofestruction grant-funding. The Act

'emphasizes alternative technologies that
recycle or reuse treated wastewater and
avoid surface Water discharge altogether

Treatv ent

The Clean Water Act places major
emphasis on land treatment of effluent and
sludge. Many areas of the country are
already utilizing la* disposal. Others such
as Lake Tahoe, California, are planning to
use it. A potential local cost savings of 44
percent is predicted for the use of land
treatment instead of a sophisticated
advanced wastewater treatment (AWT)
facility in attaining the same level of
pollution control. The Lake Tahoe AWT
plant wathe model for the country a
decade or more ago. Now, because of
concern over costs and energy use, many
communities are beginning tore -think
their app 'ach to wastewater treatment.

Faciltttes
Total Present
Worth
Million $

Average
Local Cost
$,I000 Gallons

Precipitation and Ion Exchange
(Advanced Waste Treatment)

Lake Tahoe, California

102

Flood Irlgation
TLand Treatment)

Savinii-s

-4e

51 158

33 088

36% 444
.e.

if;

Inytative Technologies

.Alternative systems that are not fully
proven may qualify as innovative
technologies if they meet any one of the
following six criteria:

Improved operational reliability

Better management of toxic materials

)1. Increased enirotimental benefits

Improved joint treatment of municipal
and industrial wastes

15% reduction of cost for the life ef the
Arstem {typically 26 years)

20% reduction of net energy
consumption.

If an "unproven" alternative technology is
designated by EPA as innovative, it
becomes eligible for 100 percent grant
assistance should the system fail.
An important point to remember .is that
even a conventional method of treatment
can be considered innovative. First, it must
be a clei-eloped technology that is not fully
proven under the circumstances of
proposed use. Second, it must meet either
of the last two c a above. a life cycle
cost reduction o least 15 percent, or a
het energy reduc i n of at least 20 percent.
Those projects, portions of projects,
meeting the r uirements of innovative
technology qualify for ten percent
additional federal fund,ing

1
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Innovative Technology
Guidelines

4

Conventional Methods of
=1Treatment and

rt
Biological or
physical/chemical unit
processes with direct point
source discharges to surface
.waters

Selection Process

11=1111

How does one goo bnoaut determining
innovative or al tive funding
eligibility? The study process involves
severaiiiecision points, including:

Determination if technology is
fully-proven

Satisfaction of qualifying criteria

Determination of cost-effectiveness.

The EPA make the final determination on
funding eligibility.

S

Alternative Technology
Forms of Treatment and
Unit Processes Not
Fully Proven

Effluent treatment

pludge treatment
Energy recovery

Individual and onsite
systems

Qualifying Criteria

15% life cycle cost
reduction

20% net primary energy .
redu0on

11)111

I.

Qualifying Criteria
e Improved operational
reliability

Better management of
toxic materials .

Indreased environmental
benet3t

Improved joint treatment

Innovative
Technology

Fully Proven?

First, it is necessary to determine if the
alternative technology is developed to the
extent that the risk of full -scale use is
acce4able. If it is and it also is
cost-effective, 85 percent funding is
allowed. Conventional technologies that
are fully proven are not given the grant
incentive reserved for innovative processes

Satisfies Innovative Criteria?

Next, one determines if a not fully-proven
conventional or alternative technology
meets one of the six qualifying criteria.
The wliple. project need not meet all of the
innovative criteria Part of the project may
qualify and be funded proportionately

17

An alternative technology
must reed( any one of the six
criteria-to qualify as an
innovative technology
Conventional methods must
meet either the cost or
energy reduction criterion to
qualify as innovative
to.bizoiok

A
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rnative Technologies
1lEffluent Tretitment

land treatment
aquifer recharge
aquaculture
silviculture
horticulture
re'vegetation of disturbed

I land
containment ponds

4-treatment add-storage prior
to rand, application

I direct reuse don-Potable
water)

t 104

Sludge Treatment Energy ReeoVery Individua Opsite,
Small Community
Systems

land application
composting prior to land

application
drying prior to land

application

co-disposal of sludge and
refuse

anaerobic digestion with
methane recovery

self-sustaining incineration

N
00

jollection systems for small communities
hat include pressure sewers, vacuum

sewers, or small diameter gravity sewers
may also Aualify for the increased graht
and the 15 percent cost-effectiveness
preference.

Cost-Effertv7

Finally, a cost-effectiveness analysis is
perfdrrned to determine if alternatives are
worth funding The method used is the
same as that normally used for facility
plans, except 'hat alternative technolttgies
and conventional options that save energy
are granted a 15 percent cost preference
This means they could cost up to 1 15

times more than ,the most cost-effective
conventional technology, and still receive
the additional ten percent funding
Analyses are done on systems that provide
equivalent levels of pollution control

All considerations, including multiple uses
such as recreaPon and resource recovery,
should be included in the analv<is
4 .

During the screening and evaluation of
alternatives, the ry group can
provide a valuablfsi"ervice to the
community by:

Entrouraging the grantee and
consultant to consider innovative and
alternative technologies

Providing a public forum to discuss
potential innovative and alterinative
solutions for the community

onsite treatment
cluster treatment
septage treatmefit
alternative collection

system for small
communities

Providing information about local
problems and circumstances w
be used in te consideration of
innovative and alternative options

Ensuring that innovative and
alternativele.chnologies are adequately je
evaluated for the community

an

Continuing to look for cost and,
energy savings through innovative
processes; even after the number of
alternatives has been narrofketl

Building public support for an
innovative oloalternistive facility.

Operation and management costs, paid for
entirely by the local government, are
usually less expensive for alternative
technologies Ap too frequently
communities have been overburdened with
an elaborate system that they can't afford
to operate Once the grantee is aware of
the monetary benefits of the innovative
and alternative technologies, various
options can be recommended for
evaluation.

Members of the advisory group are
familiar with the local situation
Knowledge concerning the appropriateness
of various technologies for local conditions
will be helpful to the grantee as well as
the consultant.

If it appears that conventional technologies-
are best for wastewater tftstment. the
advisory group should still watch for
innovation Projected energy and cost
savings may meet the innovative funding
criteria, and then qualify the project for ,

-4*
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t1-1.4qaddltionil ten percent funding. The
adAory group should also be sure that
ansite systems are gilah careful
consideration as treatment options. Ifthey
are constructed and maintained as a
community project, these onsite systems
also qualify for additional funding.

Two keys to successfitl juivisory group
participation are:

Thasadvisory group can take the lead
in encouraging the consideration of
innovative and alternative technologies
for the community

The advisory gioup should mojetor
the analysis of innovative and
alternative technologies and be
satisfied that the evaluation is
thorough and accurate.

,These are often difficult tasks. To be
effective the advisory group must work
closely and cooperatively with the
grantee and consultant. In some cases
technical adkrice and support may be
sought from the state water follution
control agency and the EPA Regional
Office.

Other Considerations for Small or
Dispersed Communities -

Besides encouraging innovative and
alternative technologies for point
discharges. The Clean Water Act of 1977
has extended the Construction Grant
Pi rain tq include indivirkial and small
community systems. In fact,ifour percent of
tiap construction funds allocated to rural
sStes are set aside exclusively for funding
"alternatives to conventional treatment \
works" in communities having populations
under 3,500 pei-sons, and in
highly-dispersed sections of large
communities. The four percent set aside
applies to states with viral population"of
25 percent or more or for a non-rural state
at the request of the Governor

Individual systems are def!ned as
priyately-owitalternative wastewater
treatment won serving one or more
principal residences or commercial
establishments which aie not part of any

, conventional treatment works Individual
systems are eligible for 85 percent funding.
Commonly used technologies for onsite
systems include

Septic tanks

Aerobic tanks

Absorption beds

Sand filtration- disinfection processes

Mound systems .

Evaporation and/or' traztpiration
systems

Waterless toilets and greywater systems

Onsite recycle systems

"An onsite disposal system without
adequate provisions for treating septic
tank solids, called septage, may be an
unsatisfactory substitute for a conventional
system The guidelines, therefore, identify
septage treatment as an alternative
technology qualifying for an 85 percent
grant

In order for onsite and small community
systems to be eligible for federal funds, a
public body must apply for the funds grid
guarantee that the systems will be
adequately managed and maintained
Specific operation and management
procedures must be included in thAfinal
facility plan ,

4

Construction of a small system

What Happens if the Innovative or
Alternative System Fails?.

If any innovative or alternative facility
fails to reach its design performance within
two years of operation, the EPA is
authorized to make a grant funding 100
percent of the cost of modifications of
replacement Only negligence cin the part
of the design firm will prevent the
refunding of projects on the state priority
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Innovative Criteria
As stated'earlier, alternative technologies
that are not fully-proven may qualify for 85
percent federal funding as innovative
projects if they meet any one of six criteria-

15 percent reduction'of life cycle cost

20 percent reduCtion of net energy
consumption

improved operational reliability

better management of toxic materials

increased environmental benefits, OR

improved joint treatment of Municipal
and industrial wastes

1

The i nt of these criteria is to encourage
the use o technologies, such as land
applicati n or reuse and reclamation
systems The cost and energy criteria
establish specific performance levels The
remaining four are not as specific and,
therefore, need further explanation

Improvi Operational Reliability
,

Alternative technology contributing.
- towards improved operational rehafnlity

must meet one of the following conditions
to qualify as being innovative

Decreased susceptibility.to upsets

Reduced occurence of effluents that fail
to_ruffLquality criteria

Decreased levels of required operator
attention and skills

The innovative technologies may i lude
the use ot unique operational pros urea,
land application schedules, and s 1

materials, equipment, or processes

Improved Management of
Toxic Materials

Since many huntsplth problems are
attributed to toxic chemicals, technology
for reducing direct or indirect exposure to
these materials is highly encouraged
These toxic materials also often have an
adverse effect on the operation of
convention4sewege treatment plants The
primary source of toxic compounds in
wastewater is industrial discharges to the
municipal system. TOW materials leave
the sewage treatment plant primarily in

the sludge, but some may be discharged in
the effluent or escape into the air These
toxic chemicals may be reduced or
controlled b

Isolation of the toxic agent

Changing the chemical structure to
make it nontoxic

Destruction by such methods as burning
or biological breakdown

Increased Environmental Benefits

Increased environmentairefits are
probably the most diffic f any of these
four criteria to define Such benefits
include the use of nutrients from sludge or
effluent Tor growing crops or fiih;iand .

reclamation such as the recovery of mine
spoils, the recharge of groundwater
aquifers

The monetary benefit of alternative
technologies is illustrated by the land
treatment system of Muskegon, Michigan
The revenues of crops irrigated by effluent
reduced operation and management costs
by 59 percent during 1978

1

Comparison of Operations ands
Management Costs

Muskegon and Warren, Michigan

Slow
Rate
Land
irrulmeni

Item MuRkegon

Flow, mgd 28
Cost, V.1000

Gollob 7 it 24 se
Per capita

cost, $/yr t $4 50 $16 00

Ark.-oared
Waite
Treurnieni
Warren

430

,I'Reduced from 16 9q as a result of crop
revenues - a drop of 59 percent In 19/8

A
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Improved Joint Treatment of
Municipal and Industrial Wastes.

V

O.;
Invention or development of new

equipment and processes

Modification, adaptatin, or
improvement of fundamentdr
chemical, or physical processet

Improved efficiency or control of known
processes

Application of processes or equipment
originally developed for another purpose to
the treatment of mammal wastewater

Unique combinations ofprocesses and
techniques that create new treatment
alternatives

Improved joint treatment refers to (a)
treatment of industrial, wastes discharged
into a municipal wastewater'coltection
system, and (b) the joint treatment and
disposal of municipal and industrial
sludges. The facility plans qualifying for,
innovative technology must meet EPA's
general pretreatment regulations. Joint
treatment may be improved by using
industrial waste or waste products to
provide better municipal c011ection,
treatment, or sludge disposal, or by using
municipal sludge toJenhance industrial
waste processing. An example is the use of
chemical solutions from a steel Traitieb0 help
thicken municipal sewage

Old Ideas, New Ideas
What we are calling innovative is not
necessarily new It can be the recycling of
old idea's In advocating new or revived
engineering and design practices, Congress
and the EPA have shown a willingness to
accept a greater degree of risk in order to
achieve advancement in the state-of-the-art

Te regional EPA atliiiiilististot).,aii
designate a project as innovative if ketshe
feels that significant environmental or
public benefits can result

Innovative systems may be processes,
concepts, or equipment. The innovative
designs may include

Greater integration and Use of natural
processes

Maximum use of available, physical
surroundings

Reuse, Reclamation, and
Energy Recovery Opportunities

Effluent Reuse
Irrigation for nutrients or water
Commercial and industrial recycle

for nutrients, water, or heat
Aquacultural uses including all

production and processineoperations
Grotulwater injection as

supplemental water source, intrusion
barrier, or subsidence preventive

Beneficial Sludge Use .

Land spreading of municipal
sludges

Joint treatment, blending, and
lasspossiopf municipal sludges, solid

tes, and,industnal sludges
Use of municipal sludges as new '`i

materials for industrial or corrrmercial
production of saleable products

Energy, Conservation,
Reclamation, and Recycle

Solar energy to accelerate
temperature-sensitive processes and
space heating in wastewater
treatment operations

Use of heat pumps' to extract heat
from effluents

. Digester gas for in -plant or
off -plant uses, including sale for
inctustnal or commercial activities

Gas recovery from landfill
operations ..........

AccZierated vegetation growth and
harveriting

Waste heat recovery and reuse for
thermal and combustion processes

Industrial and CoMinercial Reuse
or Reclamation

Industrial use of waste heat from
municipal treatment systems

MunicipIal use of waste industrial
heat

Commercial use (Tirrvastewater
effluents

Industrial use of wastewater
Joint industrial municipal disposal

of effluents or waste Solids
Use Of industrial waste products for

Vneficial municipal uses
Use of municipal waste products for

beneficial industrial uses

21
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Multiple Uses and Recreation

Innovative planning of wastewater systems
does not end with the treatment of wastes,
the recovery of resources, or the disposal of
residues. Additional multiple uses or
wastewater treatment facilities should be
considered, especially in recreationjnd
open space For example, sewer line
rights-of-way connect disjointed park
systems, and become recreationai-gthg for
cycling, hiking, horseback riding,
snowmobilin nd cross-country skiing
On the West Gst a support for an outfall
pipe serves as a fishing pier. Even
abandoned wastewater plants have
recreational uses. Id Ohio an old clarifier
is now a splash pool and roller-skating
area

WaStewater facilities should be considered
as community resources with many_
functions

As part of its overall role in facility
planning, the advisory group should
initiate and pursue this type of
thinking, and stimulate interest
throughout the community.

mormaIl1111.1111

What Can We Conclude?
A recycling of some good old ideas, an .

adoption of some good new ideas, and some
innovation niay save the community
money (both in capital expenditures and
operation and management expenses) and
lower energy consumption. An innovative
or alternative system can,receive an
additional ten percent federal funding if it
qualifies If an innovative facility fails to
operate properly, fedgral law provides 100
percent grant assistance to pay for the cost
of correction.

The facilitytlanning process provides an
excellent opportunity for a community to
develop a wastewater treatment system
that it can live with and afford.

The advisory group is in a key position
to see that this happens. Before a final
plan is selected, the advisory group
should ask itself a very important
question: Are we convinced that all the
alternatives have been adequately
evaluated?

A
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Case Study I

Afternative Treatment: : '
A Low Pressure Sewer System
with Aerated Lagoons it

(taker Lake, Pennsylvania

tw.

Adapted from Milnes, T R and N Smith, "Community Action at Quaker
Lake A Low Pres,iure Sewer System with Aerated Lagoons," Water
Pollution Control Assoeiatiop of Pennsylvanw Magazine, Volume Xl.
Number 6. Nix ember- December 1978. pp 6-10 . .

6.
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Quaker Lake, in northeastern Pennsylvania, has
experienced Water pollution problems which typically

.accompany population build-up around lake shores
Quaker Lake is surrounded primarily by summer cottages.
Of the 110 total residences approximately one:quarter are
occupied year-round

. .
Significant pollution of Quake)''Lake occurred as the soil
around the lake could not absorb. the increasing household
wastes As a result of the malfunctioning septic systems,
the lake received nutrient -rich groundwater seeping from
the surrounding residences The groundwater flows
accelerated the excessive vegetative growth and deposits
of eutrophication

Background

The movement to save the lake began in 19'71, after
Improvements were completed on an antiquated water
s pl system serving about one-third of the lake's

of res nces. As a result of increased water sBpply, some
septic systems were unable to handle the greater
househtild w steload, sometimes turning yards into smelly.,,

mires

At the request or a resident, the Cottage Owners
Association inquired into the feasibility of installing a
sewer system,ariund the lake. The initial study by an
engineering firm proposed a conventional treatment plant
and a gravity sewer system surrounding the lake. The ,

asidenta realized this project would be tremendously
disruptive and very expansive.

. 1.

Asa t of the initial study, a greit'deal of interest in
the wa quality of the lake was generated. The Quaker
Lake vironmental Study Group was formed to further
study e community's environmental problems. Through
their fforts the community became aware of the lake's
in asing deterioration). Well-attended meetings featured,
di ions on biology, soils, fish and sewage disposal
alternatives. /..., .
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The Environmental Study Group evolved into the
Property Owners of Quaker Lake, who arranged for a new
feasibility study by another engineering firm. The new
study, completed in ,1972, recommended ap alternative
consisting of a low pressure sewage collection network
around the lake wijk a lagoon wastewater treatment
system A decision was made by the Property Owners to
go ahead with the recommended system The Silver Lake
Township Sewer Authority was appointed by the
Township Board of Advisors to implement the plan

r
Financing L

. 14

The search for funding was tedious and discefuraging The._
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources
would not relestse any funds because Quaker Lake was not .
considered a priOnty project. Agreement was eventual; y
reacheclwith the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA)
for a $143,000 grant (36 percent of the cost) and a five*

percent 40-year loan for $226,500 (56 percent of the cost)
The local share of $30,000 (8 percent of the cost) was met
through sewer revenue bonds sold to community residents

As a prerequisite to securing the FrnHA loan and grant,
the Sewer Authority had to obtain easements from every
property owner who would have sewer mains through
their land. The easements granted permission in
perpetuity for the installation, management, and repro,
of the lines.

1 planning by the Authority led to an early
retire ent of the $30,000 bond issue, thus saving
consi cable interest'costs. The hookup fee, at $350 per
rein nce, generated sufficient funds to retire the bpnd

e in only one year of a three-year term.

Implementation i

In spring of 1976 construction of the sewer project began.
After expecti,pg a summer of inconvenience and
disruption, most residents were hardly aware that
installation was going on.

1
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The construction consisted of sewer mains of two, three.
and four-inch plastic pipe installed around the take, with
a six-Inch interceptor leading to the treatment lagoons
The pipes were installed at deptleof only 54 inches. This
design contrasts sharply with a conventional gravity flow
sewer system that typically requiressetpths of many feet.
In an emergency, any sectiqn of the system can be
bypassed through a hose owned by the Authority

Grinder purr)* were purchased by the' Authority to be
installed at'each residence at the owner's expense The
grinder pumps are self-contained units, installed so that
household wastes flow into a wet well Sewage IR
automatically pumped through the grinder to the main
collection line which leads to a lagoon

The aerated earthen lagoon system is located outside the
lake's drainage area, The Imoons provide a natural,
non-chemical treatment which gives off no odor, leaves ,no
sludge, and requires little maintenance. Sand filtration
and chlorination as final treatment are required by the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources for
discharge into the adjacent Little Rhiney Creek.

MIS

44

Quaker Lake
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The pressure sewer syste)n consisting of grinder pumps
and pressure pipes has performed well Initially, several
service calls were required to make adjustrnets or
replacement of such items as alarms or controls. In three
instances,- the central pumping unit was replaced, all
under the manufvturefs warranty

The sewage treatment system has prove it espy to,operate
duriiig winter and summer Overall performance has been
consistently good The facilities have no odor or sludge
problems

Significance

The residents of Quaker Lake, through their unusual
curiosity and determination, came to understand the true
cqpclition f the lake and eventually reached their goal of
hZIting Its urther degradation Their awareness of
problems associated with conventional treatment and
sewer systems around lake shires led them to investigate
and ultimately implement an alternative type of .
wastewater management system.
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Case 'Study

Projects Using Innovative
and. Alternative Technologies

S

4

These project summary descriptions are based on
information contained in the Innovative and,Alternative
Cleannghouse forms submitted by the EPA regional
coordinators

Alibamii
Dry Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant

Total Grant $25,865,000
Alternative Grant Portion. 4948,950

Alternative Components Anaerobic digesters, sludge
thickeners, gas sphere

Process Description Additions were made to the Dry
Creek Wastewater Treqtment Plant to add secondary
treatment anti 111l1Ve16C flow to 24 mgd. Alternative
processes included a digester, thickeners, gas sphere,
blower building and standby generators for energy
recovery, and aeration equipment and computer for energy
conservation.

Florida
Leesburg Wastewater Treetment Plant

Totar Grant. $8,415,967
Alternative Grant Portion $459,510

Alternative Components Storage lagoon, effluent pump
station, transmission line, emergency retention pond,
spray irrigation system, groundwater monitoring system,
crop harvesting system

Process Description The treatment mode is conventional
activated sludge with fixed mechanical aeration and
disinfection before spray irrigation. Sludge' will be dried
on drying beds and hauled by truck to landfill. Purpose of
project is to eliminate existing treatment plant effluent
discharge into Lake Griffin and provide adequate
treatment of wastes to allow low rate land spreading of
effluent without"endangermg water quality

Idaho"
City of Burley Sewage Treatment Plant

Total Grant $843,000
Innovative Grant Portion $674,000

Innovative Components Mteroscreens

r

Process Description The microscreen is e to save
28 percent in present worth cost and 25 percent in net ,
primary energy over alternative physical/chemical
processes The microscreen will be added to an existing
three-cell lagoon for algae removal to meet state
secondary treatment requirements.

Maryland
Jonesville/Jerusalem Sewage Facilities

Total Grant. $89,400
Alternative Grant Portion $89,400

Alternative Components Aerobic digesters, sludge land
spreading system, grinder pumps, pressure sewers

Process Description The process utilizes a batch aerobic
pretreatment unit, bermed cell land application system
(eliminates surface d,ischarge of pollutahts), and sewage
grinder pumps and Pressure sewers (alternative collection
system for small community)

Nebraska
Stapleton Wastewater Treatment Facility

Total Grant: $60,739
Alternative Grant Portion: $60,739

Alternative Components Lift ston, force main, total'
containment lagoon

Process Description Existing mechanical plant is being
.`replaced with a lift station, force main, and complete

Mention lagoo The complete retention lagc;on and
associated equipment are being classified as alteriptive
technology
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' South Dakota

, Yankton Wastewater Treatment rlant

It.

Total Grant $3,700,000 * ,
Alternative Grant Portion $1,150,700

4."'
Alternative Components Sludge processing facilities,
digester gas recovery facilities, electrical power generating
system using methane, effluent recycle system...
Process Description Modifications were made to a
secondary treatment plant. Secondary digester gas system
utilizes.'.100% methane recovery The methane is then
used to generate electrical power A' system was added to
direct effluent reuse on the plant site and bulk sales for

Mudgenon-potable purposes Plans for disposal include v
sand application on agricultural land (owe) and sale of
composted sludge (40%).

Composting with sludge and woodChips

*

Washington
Dryden Wastewater Facility

TQtal Grant $269,700
Alternative Grant Portion $156,426

Alternative Components Septic tanks, drainfields

Process Description Existing community septic tank and
drainfield system failed. Project incl4es construction of
new septic tank and drainfield at location where
groundIdater contamination will not be a problem
Interceptor to connect existing/system to new facility is
not funded as ItA.

Aerated lagoon in the winter

C
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Selected Resources

#

Innovative and Alternative Technology Assessment Manual. MCD-53, Publication Number Need More
EPA-430/9-78-009. Washington, DC: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,.1978. Information?
318 pp.

This is an excellent reference manual for innovative and alternative technology
assessment and cost-effectiveness analysis. The general classification and
screening approach is covered as well as a detailed description of the criteria on
which innovative and alternative technologies are developed. There are 117
separate fact sheets which describe municipal wastewateflitrocesses, including
cost, and energy data. Fact sheets on onsite disposal alternatives are also
included. It is available from General Services Administration, Centralized
Mailing List Services, Buildipg 41, Denver Federal Center:Denver, CO 80225.
Indicate the MCD number and the title of the publication.

Assistance may be provi y the Innovative and Alternative Technology Coordinator
in the Water pivision of sac EPA liegi on .

Ar,
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(/A Procedures

s Innovative and Alternative tTechnologies

The procedure to use in
determining if a system or
part of a system will be
eligible forannovative and
alternative funding is
illustrated in Figuies 1 and
2. The facility consultant
will need to follow through

is assessment process as
The system is planned

I.

114

Figure 1

Referring to Figure 1, the
procedure for assessing if
the alternative technology
will be funded as
innovative is as follows.

Begin with Point A

At Point A - Determine if
the proposed alternative
technology has been proven
in the circumstances of its
intended use.

If YES - Proceed to
Point C

If NO - Proceed to
Point B

At Point B - Determine if
the technology meets any
one of the six qualifying,
criteria for innovative
technology.

If YES - Proceed to
Point C

If NO - Not funded

At Point C - Determine if
the technology cost is
within 15 percent of the
most ait- effective
convefftional alternative

If YES - 85 percent
funding

If NO - Not funded

Figure 2

Referring to Figure 2, the
procedure for determining if
conventional methods of
treatment will be funded as
innovative is as follows.

Begin at Point A

At Point A - Detennine if
the proposed technology has
been proven in the
circumstances of its .,
intended use.

If YES - Proceed to
Point D

If NO - Proceed to
Point B

At Point B - Determine if
the proposed technology
meets the 15 percent
life-cycle cost reduction.

If YES - 85 percent
funding

If NO - Proceed to
Point p-

A4 Point C - Determine if
the proposed technology
meets the 20 percent net
pnmary energy reduction
criteria

If YES Proceed to
Point E

If NO - Not funded

At Point D - Determine if
the technology 'stile
most cost-effective
alternativi

If YES - 75 percent
funding

If NO - Not funded

ti

At Point E - For
technologies that have met
the energy criteria,
determine if theare
within 15 percent of the
cost of the most
cost-effective alternatives.

If YES - 85 percent
funding

If NO - Not funded

C
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Figure 1
Decision-Making Methodology

A Fully proven? Yes

B Satisfies innovative
criteria?

fC Cost- effective?
within 15% of the most
cost- effective con-
ventional alternative

I

Funding

Figure 2
Decision- Making Methodology

Yes

85%

Alternative
Technology

No

No

C

None

A. Fully proven? Yes

B. Satisfies 15% life-
cycle cost t eduction?

is 20% net energy
reduction?

D. Most cost-effective
alternative?

E. Cost-effective?
within 15% of most cost-
effective conventional
alternative

Funding

f

Yes

D

A

Yes

Yes

85%

No

No

C

None

Conventional
Technology

A

Yes

B

No

75% None 85%

20

B

Yes

None

No

C

Yes] No

E

85% None None
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Chapter a

Water' Conservation
and Reuse
Charles A, Cole

Why Conserve or Reuse
Water?
Man's existence and cultural deVelopment
has revolved around water Water is used
for civaking as well as transportation,
industry, commerce, and waste disposal.
Most large population or industrial centers
are located on, and critically dependent
upon, good water supplies

Water Shortages
Some aretta of the United States have
abundant supplies of high Ciiiality water
that meet year-round needs. Other areas
have only a limited supply of water of
acceptable quality. Numerous examples of
chronic water shortageacan be found in
the Southwest. Other geographical areas
face seasonal shortages. Salt water .

intrusion is a serious problem in coastal
areas where groundwater has been
seriously depleted. Yet in other cases
where there is adequate water quantity,
the quality makes it only marginally
usaple. Examples intlude the acid mine
drainage water a Appalachia, and water
containing high levels of dissolved solids
found in the Southwest. Periodic droughts
combined with an inadequate water supply

waRroduce a crisis situation. The Northeast,
suffered its worst long-term drought frog
1961 to 1965 California suffered a

devastating drought during 1976 and 1977.
Other more localized droughts occur every

' year, and have a significant effect on
communities. The need for wc,ter
conservation becomes more imp() rettlit in
light of tncreasing population and
increasing per capita demand

Wastewater Treatment Plant
Overload
Wastewater treatment plants have to be
adequately sized to meet the wastewater
flows produced by the community.
However, industrial, commercial, and
residential users often produce excessive
flows. These large flows overload the
treatment system, which then cannot
function properly Reduction of these
wastewater flows by water conservation
may make the facilities last longer or
produce effluent of impr6ved quality.
However, excessive infiltration and inflow
(111), which are leaks of ground or surface
waters into sewers, may overshadow any
benefits that result from water conservation
In these cases the citizen advisory
group should promote control as
well as water conservation.

Onsite Disposal
Onsite wastewater dispostil from a septic
tank is used by 29 percent of the total
households in the-United States More
would be used, but the soils and
topography of many sites are not
well-suited for the effluent disposal. For
example, 80 percent of Pennsylvania's land
is unsuitable for onsite systeMs.,Water
co atiqn reduces wastewater flows and

ers the potential for improved treatment
on many sites. It also permits disposal on
some previously unacceptable sites.

31
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Energy
Energy can be saved by water
conservation By using less water, sizable
savings iri electrical consumption for
pumps, and electricity or fuel used for hot
water, can be realized Additional savings
result through reduction in chemical usage
at treatment plants Part of chemical costs

f represents the energy consumed in mining,
manufacture, and transportation of the
materials

Regulaiory Policy
The Clean Water Act of 19'77 recognizls
that water conservation will improve water
quality It includes provisions that
encourage economic water saving
measures. Water conservation increases
both efficiency and longevity of treatment
facilities. If the amount of water treated by
a plant can be reduced, the.size of the
plant and the operational costs can also be
reduced This will extend federal dollars
for pollution abatement and permit the
construction of more treatment plants

Section 1044If the Act requires the United
States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to conduct research into methods
that can reduce wart seater flow 'Section
201 states that the EPAl.allall encourage
wastewater treatment technology that
reclaims waitewater for other uses. Section
201 also requires the consideration of
innovative and alternative technologies
that result in water reuse and recycle The
Act provides increased funding for those
projects using alternative technologies,
raising the federal share from 75 percent
to 85 percent of construction costa

The Safe Drinking Water Act or 1974 takes
another approach to water conservation by
providing funds for demonstration projects
that will investigate the health
implications of reuse and recycling of
water for potable use

President Carter in 1977 asked the federal
government to review water resource
policy "with Water Conservation as its
cornersto,ne SP is directives to federal
agencies include IP

Requiring water conservation as a
condition of federal funding for water
supply and wastewater. treatment grant.aof
the EPA, housing programs of HUD, and
USDA, and contracts for water supply from
federal projects of the Bureau of
Reclamation, USDA, DOE, Army Corps of
Engineers, and the TVA

Requiring water conservation in federal
buildings

Encouraging water conservation in
agricultural assistance programs, and
providing technical assistance in
water-short areas

Cpst-Effectiyeness Analysis
The EPA requires evaluation of the
cost-effectiveness of flow reduction
measures dunnk Step 1 planning of the
201 construction grant process However,
this is required only if the community is
Target than 1.0,000 people. and average
water use is greater than 70 gallons per
Person per day The water conservation,
alternatives include water pricing changes,
use of water meters, use of low flow devices
such as toilet dams in homes, public
education, and changes in plumbing codes
to require installation of water- saving
devices in future homes

Savings in water and energy at the present
and 20 years into th'e future are to be
analyzed. Water and sewage treatment and
transmission costs are als6 tie be
considered, bbth with and without
conservation measures

Plumbing Codes
Many tonununities have adopted plumbing
codes requiring the installation of
residential water-conserving devices in
newconstructio The first area to adopt
such a strategy

.

the Washington
'Suburban artitary ainmission in
Maryland because of short water supplies
in the Potomac River watershed and
overloaded wastewater treatment,plants

118
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Similar measures have been legislated in
California and Georgia. Other states ee
also considering plumbing codet that
promote water conservation.

Water Ilse and Wastewater
Production
,Water use and wastewater production go
hand in hand. For example, 90 percent of
municipal waters end up in the sewer
Water conservation thus alleviates both
supply and disposal problems because
water that is not used doesn't have to be
treated

Industrial, Commercial, and
Agrievitural Usea,_
Industrial water accounts for 40 percent of
the water used in the United States
Industrial wastewater production may be
the easiest to control. Industry often must
treat water before using it, and is

"motivated economicallyto recycle its
wastewater and'conserve water It may be
'fossiblethrough ahhange in water rates to
significantly reduce industrial flows. The
trend in many water-consuming industries
is tow total recycling of water
withinatlitnts. Potable water use and
sanitary waste production are often only a
small part of industrial flows.

The volume of water used by commerce
(1 e., businesses) is not as great as the
volume used by incinstry. However, water
used for human consumption and
sanitation, such as drinking, bathing,
washing, and toilet tise, makes up a much
larger fraction 4 the total commercial use.
Therefore, man residential water
conservation devices are applicable to
commercial situatienk Commerxe, like .
industry, is motivated by economics and
changer in pricing may have significant
Impacts.

Agricultural water use is related to the
crops grown and the geographic area.
Agricultural water use accounts for 50:
percent of total United States water use
Many new techniques are being developed
to reduce irrigation water needs.

4t
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Residential Uses
Residential water use has not been
seriously studied until recently Generally
accepted average use of individual systems
is 50 gallons per capita per day, and for
public systems it is 73 gallons per capita
per day. The two major household uses are
for bathing and toilets.

f.\\

Indoor Residential Water Use

TO I LETS
1 45%

LAUNDRY
& DISHES

20%

DRINKING
5% &COOKING

BATHING
30%

Implementing Water
Conservation Plans
Public education is a key to water savings.
Although it is difficult to evaluate the
actual savings from an education program
water reductions of 20 percent appear
possible without too much hardship. One
effective municipal district's public
education campaign took the form of:

%Printed inserts included with water bills

Posters placed throughout the community

119



Reminder items such as buttons, key
chains, matchbooks, and litterbags

Public service announcements on radio
and TV

Speakeri and motion pictur4 films
sponsored by the utility

Help from volunteer grOups

--.Gefiservation education programs in
schools

The advisory group can recommend a
water conservation program for its
community. The agency or body that
hair/i vested interest in conservation
will bethe most willing to support such
a plan. Water utilities with supply
problems can be Very effective.
Overloaded wastewater treatment
utilities can also a syely 'cipate. If
the conservation objealv is long term,
not merely a solution an immediate
problem, it may require glifSerent
action. Then the localtOr state
government may need to start an
education program. The advisory
group should be sure that water
conservation is carefully considered
during the cost-effectiveness analysis
of faiility planning.

120

Pricing
Water pricing can impact the consumption
of water. Most utilities establish rates to
recover the cost of services, high rates can
accomplish much more. It may be
necessary to encourage your utility to
review traditional pricing policies In light \
of water shortages or water quality
difficulties. These reviews can4)e
encouraged by public education and
legislation

There are several types water rates
They have different impac on
consumption Major pricing approaches are
the set price, the flat rate, the decreasing
block rate. and the increasing block rate

`.Va-ter Pricing fvye.i hods

kefativ6 I centive'
Met hod to Cons:er e Water

INC.Fa ASiNG
Bt Oct RATE

FLAP RATE

DECREASING
BLOCK RATE

Set Price

With this rate structure each group of
customers pays aset price for any amount
of water consumed, The bill is the same
whether 1,b00 or 10,000 gallons are used
each month This type of structure must
used when there are no meters The price
offers no incentive to conserve water
because the price is n6t linked to the
quarttity of water consumed

Flat. Rate

1I

High

In this pncing arrangement the unit price
of water is constant no mater how much is
consumed The cost to the customer

increases in direct proportion to the
amount of water consumed There is an
incentive to conserve, but it is the same for
both large and small users
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Decreasing Block Rate

This rate structure is widely used by
utilities today. The consumer pays a
certain unit price for a volume, a lower
unit price for the next volume, and so on.
The coat of the water to the consumer
increases as consumption increases, but at
a decreasing rate. The incentive to
conserve water decreases as consumption
increases. In fact, the largest consumers
have the least incentive to conserve.

Increasing Block Rate

The unit price of water increases in a
stepwise manner under this rate structure.
It is opposite of the decreasing block rate
This type of structure is Justified, when
the cost of water increases as demand
increases. It provides an excellent
incentive to conserve wafer

Two other pricing strategies are possible
One is the "peak demand rate" which aims
to flatten usage at.high consumption times
of the year or day The other approach, the
-life-line rate", provides a minimum
amount of water at a small cost to all
people. The life-line rate benefits people on
fixed incomes such as the elderly. '

Water prices can be a most effectve
conservation tooL Upon recognizing
the need for water conservation the
advisory group should meet with the
people responsible for water pricing. If
the supplier is a non-profit government
agency, 4 may be easier to adopt rates
which m.urage conservation. Private
utilities may be more rely to
change anything that _ reduceLlpeir
water sales. The advisory group
present examples of savings caused by
changes in pricing. This action
followed by an education campaign to
mount public pressure may achieve
some price changes.

Residential Water Conservation
Devices
Residences use public water and generate
wastewater. Each year there are more
residential users. Each year many
individuals use more water than the year
before. The result can severely strain the
capacity of water supply and wastewater
treatment facilities. Residential
water-conserving devices alleviate overload
problems, or postpone construction of new
supply or treatment facilities. The toilet
and bath otfier the greatest potential for
conservatidh, since 7b- percent of
residential water is used there

Toilet Devices

Adoption of the flush toilet may well-have
been one of man's worst decisions about
disposing human wastes Each of us use
dlily about 25 gallons of drinking water to
flush wastes down the sewer The
conventional toilet, using S or more gallons
of water per flush, can be modified to
reduce water consumption Plastic bottles
filled with water and pebbles can be added
to the reservoir tank -rn order to displace
water. Several commercial devices serve
similar functions. These devices can save
as much as a gallon per flush. Recently
many new types of toilets have come onto
the market which reduce water
consumption
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Water Use
for Various
Toilet Systems

1

)

"

Type Mechanism
Sewage Production
Gallons 'Flush

Conventional Water Closet
;

ConventioralsWater Closet

Modified Water Closet

Vacuum or Air Toilet

Recirculating Toilet'

.

Incinerating Toilet

.ir

Waterless Toilet

Water Carrier of Wastes

With Bottles or Dams'
Tank Volume Displacement

Dual Flush Cycle and/or
Reduced Tank Capacity

Air or Vacuum Treatment )

""Filterefl-anci/or Chemically
Treated Water Recycled From
Holding Tank

Liquids Evaporated and Solids
Incinerated by High Tempera-
ture in Either Gas or
Electric Furnace

Composting or Oil Carrier
Fluid with Incineration

k

a.

4

3

1

0

0

0
.

U

8-5

7-4

0-3

3-0

1-0

5

5

5

5

2
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Two types of conservation toilets, more'
properly called modified water closets, are
now used in the United States The more
common water-saving toilets use 3 5
gallons per flush in contrast to the 5
gallons needed by the conventional types
These water-saving toilets look and
function the same as conventional types,
but accomplish a savings of 30 percent in
water use Dual flush systems. common in
Europe, are rare in the United States
They can drastically reduce water ue The

- dual flush toilet has a 1 5 gallon flush for
liquid's and a 2 5 gallon flush for solids
They have a wall-mounted tank, with a
pipe running to the bowl mounted to -the
floor

Recirculating toilets using
chemically-treated water, incinerating
toilets, and composting toilets are other
options These devices offer potential for
rural and vacation homes where sites on
land are unsuitable for septic tanks

tx.

However, thy/ are relatively expensive

Showerheacis
Bathing represent; the net largt'st
amountrof residential water consumption
Great potential exists for saving water
and energy used to heat water) Public

attitudes play an important role in
acceptance of the devices 'Fortunately,
showering is more common than bathing
and has greater potential for water
conservation Simple devices can be
inserted by the homeowner to reduce flows
by restricting water yrt the showerhead
However, it is often just as easy and more
effective to replace the showerheall with a
new inexpensive water saving model
Water savings in the range of 50 percent
are feasible without customer
dissatisfaction Spray devices installed on
lavatory and kitchen faucets will improve
water use

STANDARD
SEWER
HEAD

STANDARD HEAD
with FLOW REDUCER

36
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Water-Saving Washers

For Aars water-saving clothes washers
called suds savers have been
manufactured. Ho Weyer, lowering water
levels and improved rinse systems can
reduce water use up to 50 percent for
clothes-washing. Improved dishwashers
have reduced water consumption by up to
38 percent.

Lawn Sprinkling
Some areas of the country depend heavily
upon irrigation to keep their flowers,
lawns, and valuable shrubs in good
condition. Improved methods such as
underground trickle irrigation can reduce
demands considerably. The best
conservation alternative for landscap
to use native vegetation that can survi
naturally in the existing climate without
supplemental water

Pressure-Reducing Valves
Lowering water pressure in a residence can
reduce water usage. Many fixtures and
appliances consume less water as pressure
drops, but still perform adequately at
minimum pressure It is advisable to
reduce maximum pressure in residential
piping to 40 Ounds per square inch. This
can be done by installing a simple valve at
your residential water inlet. .

Economics

The potential annual net savings from
installing retrofit devices in an existing

`suburban household was estimated at $54
in 1978 by the EPA. The installation of
new devices in a new suburban home was
estimated to save $96 annually.

The advisory group can encourage
agencies or utilities to start a public
education program to promote water
conservation and water-saving devices.
The advisory group can help citizens
locate plumbing distributors stocking
the devices. The residents should get
advice from their water suppliers on
how to measure the water use before
and after the devices are installed, and

'how to check for leaks.

Things to Consider in a
Water Conservation Plan
Two areas of caution relate to water
conservation consumer And utility
company acceptance, and device and
collection system maintenance. Most people
are willing to make some c nge in habits,
if they have good reasons cation and
good public relations are the k ys to
consumer acceptance

Some water Utilities have traditionally
been opposed, or at least indifferent, to
water conservation. As long as there was
sufficient supply and no restriction on
disposal, added volume or usage meant
added profits. However, faced with the
problems of limited supplies and consumer
complaints over increased costs, attitudes
are changing. Nevertheless, utilities agree
that water conservation may increase
rates. This results from the utility's high
fixed costs, which.remain unchanged no
matter what volume of water is sold. The

Potential Savings Dail water Annual Savings

for Installing CoTYPenstruction Devices Sa per Household*

Devices in a 1. Retrofit in Displacement toilet dams 49 gal (23%) $54

Typical Suburban
Household

Existing
Homes

Fine spray showerheads

2. New Homes. Water-conserving toilets 74 gal (35%) $96
Fine spray showerheads
Water-saving clothes washer
Spray on lavatory faucets
Water-saving dishwasher

. Includes in-house hot water energy saving
I-
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utility's costs go down, but the cast to any
given usemay go up, down or remain the
sere The means of making the rate
imhact equitable for all users depends on
pricing policies.

Extensive water conservation has caused
some problems for wastewater collection
and treatment. During a severe drought in
Marin County, California, it was necessary
to flush sewers to transport solids when
sewage flows dropped to 25 percent of the
normal amounts. Modest reductions in flow
produce no adverse effects. It is also
expected that pollutant concentrations in
the effluent from some treatment plants
may rise as flow goes down, but overall
removals in terms of pounds of pollutants
per day will decrease. On the other hand,
many already overloaded plants produce
improved effluent when flows are reduced.

Toilet retrofit device maintenance can be a
problem. Some makes of toilet devices may
cause double flushes Others occasionally
become displaced and cause Wet
malfunctions. They are simple to repair if
the user is aware of the problem. Any
conservation program using toilet retrofit
devices should evaluate the device prior to
its adoption

Reuse
The reuse of water has been going on for a
long time. Reuse occurs through the
hydrologic cycle, groundwater recharge
from septic tanks, and
upstream-downstream uses of water For
example, it is estimated that water is
reused seven times on the Ohio River in its
journey from Pittsburgh to the Mississippi
River.

Recently large-scale controlled reuse of
water has been implemented. Reuse may
take many forms Examples include
'agricultural and residential imgation,
impotent in lakes for recreation and
wildlife; gr oundwater recharge, industrial
cooling, and consumption for both drinking
and industrial processes.

Municipal wastewater recycle for potable
use (drinkiqg voter) began in South West
Africa in 1g70.Municipal sewage is
reclaimed by physical/chemical treatment
to make up 30 percent of the public water
supply. No such direct potable use is made
in United States. Custpmef acceptance is
expected to be a major problem even if
public health consider ions are satisfied.
Municipal wastewaterMs been revised in
the United States for industrial cooling
water and agriculturalbr horticultural
irrigation water., Land treatment of
Wastewater is really a form of reuse. A .
goad example is Muskegon County,
Michigan, where effluent provides
irrigation water for crops. The crops
remove the nutrients from the wastewater
before it is returned to the stream or
groundwater. Municipal wastewater also
can contribute to recreational lakes. An
example is the Santee oroject in California

Industrial "closed loop" with internal
recycle of water has been performed for
many years. However, it is being
considered by more industries as we move
towards the 1985 goal of The Clean Water
Act; the "zero discharge" of pollutants.

Agricultural irrigation reuse is common,
but it may cause additional downstream
use problems because of higher total
dissolved solids in the water. Resid.entiii
reuse (recycle) has beervinvestigated-in
several demonstration projects. Treatment,
storage, and reuse for toilet flushing and
lawn sprinkling-are considered to be
economical only for problem onsite disposal
areas and high water cost areas. However,
dwindling water supplies and rate
increases may make residential reuse more
attractive.,

Many innovative and alternative
technologies reuse and recycle water. Many
result jn aquifer recharge. Others produce
saleable energy and marketable crops. This
revenue reduces operatioicosts Multiple
use is another form of reuse. Municipal
wastewater reuse projects qualifying as
innovative and alternative 'technologies
may receive 85 percent federal funding in
the Construction Grants Program. This is
an increase of 10 percent over projects
utilizing corentional treatment methods
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An advisory group can encourage the
grantee to consider the wastewater as
a resource rather than a liability.,This
wastewater can be valuable in
water-short areas. However, the
nutrients in wastewater are also a
resource, that has made land
applicatiOn attractive even in areas
with adequate water supplies. Water
reuse requires public acceptance and
support. An advisory group can
promote water reuse through the
public and the organizations that it
represents. In severttl instances land
treatment has been opposed because of
the public fear of healtlethazards.
Decades of research has dispelled most
of these concerns. The advisory group
can help to allevilte fears by
explaining the facts. An advisory group..
can ask that these options be
considered during facilities planning.

a

Conclusions

There are many reasons why water should
be conserved:The most obvious reason is a
limited supply. Less apparent, but just as
valid, reasons include: wastewater load
reduction, reduotion in water pollution,
energy and chemical savings, and potential
for reduced capital investment for both ,

water treatment and wastewater treatment
facilities.

Probably the greatest potential for
reduction in.water usage lies with
industry. However the best opportunities
for public water savings is in residences,'
where 45 percent is used for toilets and 30

-percent for bathing How to reduce water
usage is a multifaceted probleM. Public
awarenew and education coupled with
changes in pricing, regulation, and
plumbing codes can result in dramatic
savings in water and energy The most
tangible economic benefit to consumers i§

in reduced energy bills
a

Residential water conservation max be
obtained using readily available de-vices
which require little or no change of habits
for their usage Water - conserving toilets ,

and showerheads are best for new
construction, while retrofit device: may be
easily installed in existing homes.

Controlled water reuse is another Option
,IResource a¢ economic benefits can be
gained by reusing or recycling water or
wastewater effluent for agricultural,
induMnal, and other purposes.

The exact Scheme chosen for water
conservation in your area will depend on
the particular needs of your community.
These can be determined through Section
208 studies, as well as 201 facilities
planning. Retnember that water
conservation and reuse may not completely
solve your water pollution problem, but
they can be useful tools.

Water conservation and reuse must be
evaluated during the cost-effectiveness
analysis conducted as part of facility
planning. The advisory group should
insure that the conservation and recycle
alternatives are given adequate
consideration

39
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Uniform Rate Structure, Retrofit; and
Education
Elmhurst, Illinois

V

a

,

Excerpted from Two Citte4 Meet Conbervation Cleallenge", Myer, L et
, al Water and Sewage 14ork4, pp 60-61, March 1979 1'

--... ,

Slmhurst; Illinois, is a confmunity of 50,000 people that
solved a waiter-supply shortage through water
conservatio'nIts water is supplied primariV from dpep

Since 1957, withdrawals had been exceeding the.
rate of recharge Also, the sewage treatment plant had
reached its hydraulic limit

Program*

Elmhurst's goal was to

Deduce water consumption by 10 to 15 percent and
sewage treatment plant hydraulic loads by 8 to 10 percent

Reduce both maxrmum day and peak-hour consumption

Elirriinate the necessity for a new deep well

An important part of the water conservation program was
public education This included

A water bill mailing insert

Newsletters sent to all residents-descrabing the
water- supply problem and conservation program, with
suggested methods to conserve water

Local newspaper, radio and TV coverage.

Until 1975, Elmhurst used a declining block rate
structure (unit charge decreased as consumption
increased) for water and sewer service It decided that the
most equitable rate structure for a primarily residential
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community *as a uniform unit charge rate, independent
of.._ consumption volume In late 1975, Elmhurst instituted
an excess usage water rate, based upon findings that a
small percentage of users were responsible for the high
summer water demands The water system was designed
for the summer peak-hour and maximum daily
consumption .So, it was underused inthe winter The new
rate charged the cost of excess supply and storage capacity
tqtheusers responsible for it.

To save significant amounts of water quickly, Elmhurst
delivered to each home a set of toilet displacement dams,
rel.nction device for showerheads, and dye tablets to
chick for toilet -flush leakage The community spent
aptroximately $1 per person fo( the public education
program, purchase of water-savYtig devices, and labor.

Results
Preliminary results show that-

The nine wells previously needed to meet summer peak
demand were reduced to seven

Water consumption was reduced by 15 percent

Wastewater loads were reduced by 10 percent, providing
'additional capacity for 5,000 people

Expenditure of $400,000 for a new deep well was
deferred

<
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Case Study

Plunibing Code Change and Retrolit
Program
North Tahoe Public Utility District Nevada

A

From presentation made by Hassenplag, J and Esking, N at the 1978
American Water Works Association Conference in Atlantic City, NI,
"Water Conservation Methods Practical and Legal Aspects", Jane 1978

es.

4te

A

The North Tahoe Public Utility District is a public entity
operating a do es water supply and distribution system

ryseing a part of C ifornia and Nevada. The area is
primarily comPzieed of second homes, condominiums,
mbtels, and some commercial establishinents. Tourism is
the primary industry. Approximately 25 percent of the
housing'stock is occupied year-round.

The District- began developing a water conservation
program in January, 1976, as a method for reducing
sewage flows, although realization of a severe drought in
California was just beginning.

Pp:4)km %

Impletrientation of a- water conservation program was a
major problem, since:

Many operators of tourist fhcilities believed water
conservation restrictions would infringe on the visitors',''

yment of the area and disrupt tourism

ere were f they programs to imitate and
Information op ater-saving devices was sketchy

Legal basistfor operating Ole progiram was uncertain

Governmental structure also hampered the program.

The District had.ordinance-adopting powers pursuant to
state laW, but depended upon Placer County for
enforcement. Working closely together, the District and
the County adopted essentially the same ordinance,
presenting a united front to the utility user. The county
ordinance was also effective over a wide geographical
area,-encouraging tither districts tonnserv'e water

The followirkg design for a water conservation ordinance
was given

1 The ord
water use,

distinguished between different classes of
tween existing and new construction

2. Certain types of conservation were mandated. These
were all ,physical installations and not changes in human
actions. The devices used were water -arcing showerheads,
aerators, and toilets. Self-closing lavatory valves were
TApPated under. certain conditions

3. A retrofit education program was developed to convince
users that both new and old users were treated fairly
Furthdr, the District conchicted most retrofit programs to
insure proper installation.

4. A timetable was set forth for compliance: 30 days afters
adoption for all new users and 8 months for retrofitting.
Failtire to conform involved'penalties of,$500 for-each day

basin,the TJah reWithin' oe lev t governmental entities
after notification, and shutoff of services if compliance was

imi rthcomin
included: the federal government, two, states, 'five counties,

not g.

the Tahoe Regional Planning Agencyt-Ther
California-Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, and the
Nevada-Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, as well as
numerous public utility districts and private watei.
companies.

Program
The program objective was to achieve water conservation
in a pat/dive manrler without requiring or prohibiting
direct action by water users. This was particularly
important because of thransient population,

41

Conservation device selection was made-by ordering
several types of each device and subjecting them to tests.

The estimated cost of the retrofit installation ogram *as
based on these assumptions: two tEilets/house, two
showers/house, one man-hour/house for installation, and
0 4 man-hotir/houSe for follow-up service for installation in
ten percent of the houses. Installation teams operated in
pans, preferably of mixed sexes. ShowerNflow devices and
toilet tank dams were scheduled for initial installation.

"Faucet aerators were scheduled for the second and third
years of the program. This enabled crews to check initial
installation and review of the program with the customer:

4

4
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Very few problefni were encountered by the crews In
places where the dams wouldn't fit, plastic bottles were
Used. No bricks were used. in the case of vandal-proof
showerheads and in cases where the showerhead would
not fit the.deyice, a new shower arm or showerhead was
instapcIlre. Complaints were rare. Public cooperation and
sup were excellent due to the large amount of
publicity given the progtam.

The publicity program of radio announcements, press
eeleases, and flyers, sent with all water bills preceded
door-to-door canvassing The flyers also provided
information for naking appointments to have the service
done The publicity campaign also included poster and
essay contests, a water conservation fair; and distribution
of water conservation lolttons, T-shirts, balloons, and
stickers. Area restaurants were provided with table tents
and posters indicating water was available on "request
only" In addition a school education program was tied in
with the current science curniulum

128

Results
The average water savings for 12"area motels was about
40 percent during the second and third quarters of 'the
year. These periods do not include ski seasons in which
usage is highly variable. Several lessons were learned
during the program: They include: Different water-saving
devices will be needed for a programDevices should not
be purchased all at once since better ones may appear on
the market at any time. Good publicity, education, and
public relations are essential aspects of a program.

The following suggestions are offered for implementation
of a water conservation ordinance.

1. Analyze the political structure of the area where the
legislation is to be effective .It is desirable to coordinate
the adoption and implementation of the rules with the
agencies most involved with enforcement\2 Avoid allying a program with a controversial agehcy.
particularly with a planning agency involved in growth
control Such action will have the effect of linking the
program with controversial and negative issues, thus
diminishing puEllic cooperation

a
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Peak Demand Surcharge Rate
Dallas, Texas

Erc;,rpted Iron: Water CansertatwnA Practical Approach ", by Rice 1
and Shalt L Journal of American Water Works Association. p 481, 482
Septern her 1978

4

Education and information have long been tools in the
panes, Texas, water conservation program Their pnmary
iTalue, however, has been supplemental to more direct
conservation measures. The Dallas solution as to use
pncing policy as a tool to achieve conservat n of water
resources A pricing policy must be tailor to the
circumstances of an individual commun y, Whose leaders
and administrators best understand where significant
conservation is possible and how it can be achieved. In the
United States the price mechanism is easily understood
and its impact is readily assesSable-Three eleinents
knowledge of customer water use, okistomer ,
understanding of rate structure, and customer ability to
assess economic impact of conservation measuresare
essentialto an effective water conservation program.

Program
In Dallas the customer having the most potential for
significant water conservation is the single-family
residential consumer The hot, dry sununersitypical of
nortlicentral Texas from June through September create a
heavy, but relatively short-term demand for yard
irrigation to preserve grass, shrubs, and trees Therefore,
the initial focus of the Dallas conservation program was
directed to the high-usage residential consumer during
summer months. The program objectives were twofold: To
lower (1) the average residential Consumption:11nd (2) the
peak-hour and maximum-day demands upon the
treatment and distribution system, as compared to
previous years under Similar weather conditions. The first
objective was an attempt to reduce the need for future

a, supply reservoirs, the second objective tried to reduce the
need to expand( the capacity of water purification plants
and the distribution systems. The strategy was to
formulate a rate structure based on cost of service to
accomplish these objectives.

A number of approaches to changing the ro4idential rate
structure were considered. Dallas those to adopt and
implement a surcharge for monthly consumption above a
specified level during the summef months (June-
September) In 1976 a major fraction of the water
was consumed by e users ve 20,000 gallons per
month) It was felt a ate structure must affect
these users if a significant impact on traditional
consumption patterns was to be achieved.
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Dallas, Texas, Rates for Water Service: 1977

Monthly
Consumption

Old Pate New Rate
Si 1000 gal $./ IMO gal

Rate
Increase
Percent

First (8,000 gal) 0 58 0.61 5.

Next (12,000 gal) '051 061 22

Over (20,000 gal4 (winter
months' Oct.-May) 0 501 0.61 22

Ov (20,000 gal)
mmer months, June-Sep,) 0 50 0.79 58

Overall increase in
revenue requirement 12

Results
The results of the first summer's experience with the new
surcharge feature and other rate structure modifications
must be considered pretinunary but they do seem
extremely encouraging. For example, the maximum-day to
average-day demand in 1977 declined 8 percent from the
average of the last five years, even though weather
conditions wtre the same or more severe than those
experienced during any yeariof the last five-year period
Also, the maximum-day pumpagoe in 1977 declined 12
percent from that experienced in 1974. If the preliminary
view is correct, the new pricing policy may have saved the
Dallas system the equivalent of a450 to 75 mgd treatment
plant at no cost. 9'
It is believed that DEitas is the first major city to adopt a
pricing policy that places a surcharge on heavy demand
residential customers during peak usage periods. In Pallas
this represents a stage in evolution from a pricing policy
that, over 25 years ago, gave a declining rate to heavy
consumers, to the policy adol3ted in the 1950's of a flat
rate, to the present system of heavy-demand surcharge
When the current rate structure was presented to the city
council for approval, the surcharge portion of the ates
was described as a response to a previously exptessed
desire of the counoil to increase water conservation in
Dallas.
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Case Study

Recycle and Reuse
California

U"

5

..---

E;rcerpted from Water Conservatton Through Wastewater Reuse', by
M L Wasserman, Proceedings of National Conference on Water
C,,nsenation, and ]Municipal Wastewater Flow Redactuln, November 28,
4'9 1978 Chicago, IL spawned by the EPA EPA 4301979-015, August
1978

The followingitse studies illustrate a variety of reclaimed
water producers, users, and industnal rec4clers:

Burbank" Power and Light'About 10 years ago, the
City,of Burbank was sending all its wastewater to the
City of Los Angeles for treatment and disposal To-reduce
the cost Of wastewater disposal and to conserve water,
Burbank built a 7 mgd sewage treatment facility ith
outflow supplying the 1 2 mgd coolt*waters-9.; rements
of the Burbank Power and Light generating ,s . r.

The cost of city supplied Water is much more pensive
than reclaimed water City water in 1978 for more
than five times the cost of reclaimed wa terms of
costs for water purchase and includinvhe ical treatment
to control pH, scaling, hardness, aidAlifogn organisms,
total cost savings to the power pl 'amjunted to $6,300
per month

Simpson Paper ConitkEui Simpson Paper Company's
Shasta Mill near Anderson, California, operates under
some of the most stringent watir quality 'regulations in
the United States The regulationre are tight because the
mill thszharges to the Sacramento River, a highly
productiVe fish spawning ground Wastewater discharges
resulting fr9tn a plan xpansion in 1974 could not be
economicalfy treated meet discharge standards. The
company then inves ted the use of secolhdary effluent
for irrigating cropl

Presently the mill produces 2 6 mgd of reclaimed water for
irrigating 650 acres offropland A fully automated flood
irrigation system is used to supply the water to the land
Good pelts of oats, wheat, .lnd field corn are achieved

This land has highly permeable soil; which allows the
effluent to percolate rapidly to the riverbed. During the
recent drought when Sacramento River flows were very
low, the.S;hasta Mill was ableto meet the most stringent
conditions prescribed in its discharge permit.
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Irvin'e Ranch Water District. In 1972 the Irvine Ranch
Water District adopted a water resources master plan
which provided for maximum use of the District's total
water resources, including fresh water supply, the
collection and treatment of wastewater, and...the extensive
use of reclaimed water. In asse options for effluent
disposer, the District chose a tal recla ation and reuse
alternative, rather than ocea disposal Two key points
became evident in the analysis of the alternatives First,
the degree of treatment had become virtually the same for
the two alternatives largely because of.increasingly
stnngeht water quality standards for ocean disposal
Second, the cost of the total reclamation p ogram was
$1 25 millions less per year than the oce fi disposal
routemainly because the District c d earn a potential

. $4 million annually by selling reclaimed water Presently,
it supplies 5 mgtrof reclaimed water for irrigation of
citrus orchards, vegetable crops, parks, community
greenbelts, and golf courses

The District sells reclaimed water for $69 06-ac -ft.
compared to the $143 75/ac-ft charge for Colorado River

-water imported for domestic uses High in nitrogen and
phosphorus, the reclaimed water is calculated to have a
fertilizer value of $30 /ac -ft, which at prevailing irrigating
volumes comes to about $120/acreiyr, To the farmer this
means fertilizer cost-savings on top of the water
cost-savings obtained by purchasing reclaimed water at
half the price of freshwater. 1 a,

4
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A Pilot Water Conservation Program. Bulletin 191. Sacramento, CA; California Need More
friformatiori?

Department of Water Resources, October 1978 64 p.

This bulletin reports on a study of the best and most cost-effective ways to
Introduce water-saving devices into homes. The study includes pilot pro in
six California comes that were affecto.by the severe 1976-77 drought e study
will be of vaifie to water suppliers and citizen groups interested in water
conservation Eight appendices are also available, including a device study and
the study of each of the six cities. The report is available at no cat from
California Department of Water Resources, P.O. Bqx 388, Sacramento, CA
95802. attic Dean Thompson

Agricultural Water Conservation Conference Proceedings Sponsored jointly-by California
Department of Water Resources and the University of California Cooperative Extension
Service: June 1976 249 p

These proceedings resulted froni a conference on agricultural water conservation
in California. however many of the conclusions are applicable nationwide. Both
approaches and policy are discussed in these proceedings. It is available from-
Califurnia Department of Water Resources, P 0 Box 388, Sacramento, CA'
95802; attn Dean Thompson

Diresctory of Federal Programs Related to Water Conservation Draft copy Washington,
DC U.S Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Water Programs Operations,
November 1978 72 p

This is a directory of federal programs by agency including type of assistance,
.nature of program, water conservation provisions, eligibility, fiscal scope of
)program, applicant eligibility, and-informational contact It is available from
EPA, Facility Requirements Division (WH 595), 401 M Street, S W ,

Wash ingtorOiDC 20460

Milne, M Residential Water Conseruation..Califorma Witter Resources Center Report No
35 Davis, CA University of California, 1976 469 p

A comprehensive but non-technical report on residential water conservation
covering factors influencing water itse, devices, and applications It also
discusses costs of treatment of wastes and laws from the California viewpoint It
is available for $14 50 as order no.-PB-253-253/9 from the National TechniCal
Information Service, 5285 Port Royal R.d.,'Spnngfield, VA 22161

McGhee, R et al., eds. Readings in Water Conservation. Washington, DC. National
Association of Counties Research, Inc., 1978. 332 p

This document represents an extensive collection and synthesis of recent .

publications in water conservation. Areas covered extensively are regulations,.
infiltration and inflow devices, education, land use, planning, pncrng policies,
economi d reuse. is collection represents national scope Copies may be
obtained rom National, Association of Counties Research, Inc., ,27e_New York
Avenue, W., Washington, DC 20006

Water Conservation Devices, Residential Water Conservation. Water Research Capsule
Report Washington, DC. U S Department of Interior, Office of Water Research and
Technology, 1977. 10 D

'S`*t.

This capsule report highlights findings of research projects funded through the
Of of water Research and Technology. It is a simple overview of the subject

.and is suitable for lay persons desiring information on residential water
conservation It is available from Superintendent of Documents, U S
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402 as Stock Number
924-000-00834-1, at a cost of $090 per copy
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Chapter 9

'Land
Treatment
David A. Long'

What is Land 'Treatment?
It is an old idea that has come cfsgein
the West, that la. Orientals have recycled
human wastes, for centuries. Although this
approach is based on the same principle, it
is a different practice Eastern cultures
such as China use waste solids called
"night soils In the United States
wastewater is used. Called land treatment
or laM application, it means applying
wastewater to land rather than discharging
it Alto lakes and .streams

When wastewater is put o4to land a whole
series of physical, biological, and chemical
actions take place. The soil acts first as a
filter to strain out suspended solids. The
remaining bactina and dissolved materials
are broken down biologically, or become
absorbed into the soil. Plants growing on
the ground surface also play an important
role by removing water and nutrients such

as phosphorus. The land treatment process
is truly a "living filter" at work

When Should. Land
Treatment Be Considered?
When should hod treatment be
considered? Always!

The Clean Water Act of 1971 is clear.
Communities seeking, federal funds for
wastewater treatment systems must
consider land treatment as an alternative
treatplent method Land treatment is one
of thtee broad categories'

Treatment and discharge into surface
waters (conventional waste treatment)

Reuse of treated wastewater

Land application and utilization
practices.

asilm1111ra.. ---4111Lu

Land Treatment in the United Mates
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Advantages of Land
Treatment ,

Land treatment has severity advantages
over conventional waste treatment
systems They include

Recycling of plant tnents

Reuse of resources t ugh crop
production

Retention of water in atersheds

Recreation and open ce

Reduction of sludge

Land treatment can rem e nutrients as
efficierQ as the best c ventional
processes, while achie ng additional
benefits The recove and reuse of
wastewater and nutrients through crop
production is one advantage

Another fs to keep water in a watershed
In many conventional treatment systems it
is common to discharge effluents miles
from where waters are withdrawn and
wastes are generated In water-sparse
communities this water transfer is a
problem because local groundwater is not
'replenished

Land treatment may also provide
opportunities for recreation and open space
to a greater extent than conventional
systems All of these activities, as well as
wastewater treatment and reclamation,
allow land treatment systems to /
accomplish far more than most -J
conventional treatment and discharge
alternatives

This taint; filter at Muskegon prat ides advanced
treatment for a asteaater Organic matter is
diemposvd mu-rnorganisms Nutrients
are bound by plants and soil Suspended matter
is filtered out by the soil Heavy metals, colored
substances and i iruses are adsorbed by organic
matter and soil particles After percolation
through the lit tng filter, the renal ated uater is
collected by a drainage system

el Az

Role of Advisory Groups
Citizen advisors can help assure that
land treatment receives its deserved
consideration. They can assist in. the
following ways:

Help pick suitable sites including
those set aside for parks, open spaces,
and green belt areas.

Through meetings and other informal
contacts, bring farmers into the
planning.

Promote the consideration of
wasteNavta as a resource out of place,
not a p em.

Carefully scrutinize the analysis"of
land treatment to make sure that
technical and management aspects
have been adequately evaluated.

Point out local problems and
opportuhities which the consultants
may have trouble identifying.

Seek assistance from the state water
pollution control agencies and the
EPA.

7
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Impetus for Land
Treatment
Conventional wastewater treatment
systems, especially those of a regional
scope, are very expensive. Additionally,
they are ill-suited to some localities.

In an effort to meet-the needs of
communities, and to stretch tax dollars,
Congress passed two major water quality
laws in the past decade. The Clean Water
Act of 1972, PL 92-500, requires the
United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA') to encourage waste
management that recycles nutrients in
agncultur-e. forestry, and fish farming. The
Clean Water Act of 1977, PL 95-217,
reemphasizes recycling through innovative
and alternative wastewater systems,
including land treatment This legislation
authorizes monetary incentives They
include

Making l&nd used for wastewater storage
and application eligible for grant
assistance

Allowing land treatment alternatives to
receive fUnding even if they are 15 percent
more costly than conventionatreatment

Supplying federal grants for 85 percent of
the construct.on costs .

Allowing full modification or replacement
if innovative or alternative projects fail to
meet.required water quality antena.

In lementating the Congressionalmtes, the EPA administers pOlicies on
land treatment They include.

Vigorous promotion of land treatment to
reclaim and recycle municipal wastewaters

Full justification when land treatment, is
rejected infacilities planning

Exclusion from EPA funding those works
designed for high levels of treatment before
applying wastewater to the land.

Facility plaris which give only cursory f

coverage to land treatment will be rejected
as not fulfilling EPA requirements.

r

Land Apptleation
Techniques
Land application techniques consiet of-
three categories:

Slow-rate irrigation

Overland flow

RApid infiltration
(infiltration-percolation)

Wastewater is usually applied by spraying,
flooding, or running between ridges and
furrows.

Municipal wastewater, usually treated to
some extent, is applied to land mainly by
the irrigation and rapid-infiltration
methods. Municipal,installations currently.
are just beginning to use overland flow
Industrial wastewater, generally screened"
or settled, is applied using all three
approaches, with the choice usually
dependent on the type of soils

The water just does not disappear when it
is placed on the soil. It becomes part of the
water resources of the region! For this
reason, the land-treated wastewater must
meet the criteria established for the
receiving waters. For example, permanent
groundwater recharge must meet drinking
water quality criteria, and surface runoff
must meet surface water quality criteria

Treatment of Wastewater Prior to
Land Application
Pretreatment-requirements vary from state
to state. Some are more- demanding than
others. The EPA asks that states modify
stringent preapplication treatment
requirements when a lesser level of
treatment will still protect the public
health, protect the quality of surface
waters and groundwater, and ensure
satisfactiiry performance of the wastewater
management system.

States should adopt flexible criteria and
standards for regulating land treatment
systems. This flexibility conserves.

49
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resources, and supports systems that are
best suited for local conditions. For
example, only simple screening or grinding
may be appropriate for overland flow
systemg in isolated areas with no public
access. However, extensive removal of
organic pollutants followed by disinfection
may be necessary for slow-rate systems in
public areas such as parks or golf courses.
Secondary wastewater treatment prior to
lath application should be held to a
minimum.

ft

Slow-Rate Irrigation
Irrigation is the most widely used type of
land application. As many as 3,000 U.S.-
communities practice this approach.
Factors controlling this type of land
application are the site,the method of
irrigation, the application rate, the
management and cropping practices, and
the expected pretreatment or removal of
wastewater constituents;

The major factors involved in site selection
are:

Type, permeability, and depth of soil

Nature, depth, and type of underground
geological formation

Soil surface topography

Considerations of public access tosthe
land.
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Soil drainage is perhaps the primary
factor. Drainage is important because,
coupled with the type of crop or vegetation,
it directly affects the application rate for
liquid. The ideal soil is moderately
permeable. The agricultural extension
service or neighboring farmers can be
consulted about the drainage of cropland.
University specialists can offer advice on
forest or landscape irrigation..

For crop irrigation, slopes are generally
limited to about ten percent or less,
depending upon the type of farm
equipment to be used. Heavily-foliated
hillsides up to 30 percent in slope have
been spray-irrigated successfully.

An ideal site for wastewater irrigation is
in an area with limited contact between
the public and the irrigation water. An
obvious exception is the controlled
irrigation of parks, golf courses, and other
public use areas.

Irrtgatwn Factors
The type of irngation system depends on
soil drainage, crop, topography, climate,
and economics. These factors control the
rates at which effluent substances can be
removed by the soil. .

Loading rates are important for water,
nitrogen, heavy metals, and organic
matter. A loading rate is the amount of
water or pollutant placed on the soil in a
certain, length of time Organic loading
rates are less significant if an intermittent
application schedule is followed. Nitrogen
loading rates are of concern because of
nitrate passing down through the soil into
the groundwater. If wastewater is applied
at a proper rate, crops can absorb and
Utilize the nitrate, thus preventing it from
entering the groundwater

System Life

Wastewater irrigation sites can have long,
useful lives. For example, Systems have
been operating in Cheyenne, Wyoming,
since 1881 and in Fresno, California, since
1891. Many other irrigation systems in the
United States and throughout the world
have equally long records of successful
operation.

Irrigation has many positive effects on the
environment, such as providing wildlife
habitats when public access is properly
managed. It is effective for recycling



nutrients to the land. In general, irrigation
is considered the most reliable approach to
land application.

Economic Considerations
Capital costs for irrigation include those
for land, and facilities for pretreatment,
transmission, and distribution of effluent.
The main operating and management costs
are for labor, power, and sipit..m
maintenance.

The economic benefits from irrigation can
offset someof the operating expenses. In
addition to the water, wastewater
nutrients are an increasingly important
contribution to crops. These nutrients
replace synthetic fertilizers that become
more expensive as energy costs increase. In
1975, Muskegon County, Michigan, realized
$714,000 from the sale of crops and
services. These revenues helped to markedly
reduce the gross operating costs of

$1,946,000 for the land treatment system.
Over four years of successful operation, the
crop revenues have been approximately 30
percent of the annual operating and
maintenance costs. The Muskegon facility
used publicly-owned land. For successful
land treatment projects, lend acquisition is
not necessary in many cases.

Overland Flow
In overland `flow the wastewater is applied
to sloping land. The water runs downhill to
a collection ditch. The crop or vegetation
on the ground surface is not always
harvested.

Overland flow has been us-tong
time. The methOd has been tested on
municipal wastewater, but in the United
States it has been more ompletely
developed for food processing industries.

`Several community systems are now under

,

'

Irrigation

Analysis

.

- '

Factor Cruerwn

Soil type

Soil drainage class

Soil depth
-

Depth to groundwater
,-.

Groundwater control

Groundwater movement

Slopes

Underground geological
formations .

,._

Isolation

---)
!Distance from source

of wastewater '

.

-- Loamy soils are preferable, but
most soils from sands to clays are
acceptable
Well-drained (more than 2 infltr.)
soil 'is preferred -

1,Jruform depth of at least 5 to 6
ft!throughouethe site is necessary

.,,More than 2 ft. is preferiat all
times
Drainage may be necessmws to t nsure
performance if water table is
seasonably shallow
Velocity and direction must be
determined
Up to 15% slopes are acceptable with
or without terracirlg,,
Rock strata are analyzed for
interference svith groundwater or
percolating water movement
Moderate isolation from the public
is preferable, the degree depending
on level of preapplication' treat-
mein, method of application, crop,

. and site use
It(onordics...'

L
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design or construction in southern states.
The important factors in overland flow are:

Site selection

Design loadings

Management practices

Type of pretreatment.

The runoff water collected and discharged
into a'stream hits to meet the treatment
and discharge criteria.'

The treatment of wastewater by overland
flow is less complete than for irrigation..
Also, relatively less is knovin about the
useful life of an overland flow system. In
Melbourne, Australia, the treatment
system has been operating successfully for
many decades as a winter a'ternative tp
irrigation. The oldest operating systems in
this country have been treating industrial
wastewaters for up to 20 years. The
literature suggests that a long.useful life
may be possible if effective management
continues.

Evaporation

Percolation

Overland Roo;

138

Rapid Infiltration

Adverse environmental effects should be
minimal. As the runoff flow occurs; it must
be stored, reused, or discharged to a
surface watercourse. Infiltration into the
soil is slight and chances of affecting
groundwater quality are low.

Overland flow facilities are very
competitive with conventional methods
where site and climatic conditions are
favorable fdr year-round operatiqn.

Rapid Infiltration
A third option is rapid infiltration. In this
technique wastewater quickly moves
through the soil until it becomes part of
the groundwater.

Soils permitting the application of one to
eight inches of water per day are best for
successful use of rapid infiltration
Acceptable soil types include sand, sandy
loamy, loamy sands, gravels, and/gravelly
.sands Very coarse sand and gravel are less
desirable because they allow wastewater to
pass too rapidly through the first few feet,
where the major biological and chemical
actions take place.

Other factors of importance include:

Percolation rates in the subsoils

Depth, movement, and quality of
groundwater

Topography

Underlying geological formations.

To control the 'wastewater after it
infiltrates the surface and percolates
through the topsoil, characteristics of the
subsoil and groundwater layer must be
known. Recharge should not be attempted
without specific knowledge of the
movement of water through the soils.

ity
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Wastewater treatment by rapid infiltration
vanes considerably with soil
characteristics and management practices.
This process is very effective for remover of
suspended solids, organic substances,
phosphorus, and !betels. It is less effective
for taking out nitrogen, although special
management techniques have obtained
nfirogen renpvals up to 80 percent. Overall
nitrogen removal averages 30 percent for
commonly used operating techniques.

The useful life of a rapid infiltration
system may be shorter than irrigation or
overland flow systems This situation is
caused by high loadings of inorganic
constituents, such as phosphotrus and
heavy metals, and by the attachment of
these substances to the soil particles
Therefore, the loading rate and soil
charactenstics are important in
determining how long a site may be used
Overall phosphorus removal is excellent for
systems which have been operating about
35 years at moderate application rates of
seven to fifteen inches per /week. At Lake
George, New York, phosphorus has
saturated about fifteen feet of soil, but
some percolation beds have an additional
life span of 100 years because of the depth
of sand still available for phosphorus,
removal.

From the standpoint of environmental
effects, rapid infiltration is also a
satisfactory. method of wastewater
treatment Many systems when managed
properly are quite reliable.

Capital and operating costs for
infiltration-percolation systems will
generally be less than those for irrigation
or overland flow because less land is used
and distnbution is by gravity flow For
high-loading rate systems, however, prior
needs and costs are substantially greater.

Other Land Application Techniques
There.are several other approaches to land
application, including

Subsurface adsorption beds

Deep-well injection

Evaporation ponds

Such techniques are very limited in their
applicability Adsorption beds are
subsurface fields in which effluent seeps
into the ground Usually limited to small
flows, they are prevalent in rural areas as
individual or cluster systems for disposal
following septic tank treatment, Deep-well
injection involves pumping wastewater to

the groundwater table-It provides no
-substantial renovation to the wastewater,
and is prohibited unless pretreatment is
sufficiently-high. Evaporation ponds also
have limited use because they require
large amounts of land, and cannot be used
except in very dry Climates.

Important Siting Factors
Advisory groups should pay close

_ attention to the following points
concerning the siting of land treatment
systems.

Some of these points are:
Because land treatment requires land

and land involves cost, land
application systems may be too
expensive for communities, especially
when acreage is near a large city.

High land costs favor conventional
treatment systems, especially where
large buffer areas are required around
the application areas.

Land treatment sites are not limited
to municipal ownership. Public ,

agencies and farmers can combine
resources to create mutually beneficial
systems based on leases or easements.

A city may supply the pretreated
wastewater to a holclinepond. Through
agreements with the city, farmers can
withdraw the water and apply it to
their lands.

A city must maintain adequate
operational and monitoring controls to
protect water resources when utilizing

:lease or easement arrangements to
supply water for the irrigation of
private land.

Regional differences in factors such
as climate and availability of land are
important. 4f
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Cost-Effectiveness of Land
Treatment
Today the issue of cost-effective
wastewater treatment closely relates to
system performance. The EPA now
requires secondary' treatment for all
munia*ties. Several' consultants have
made cost comparisons of land treatment
versus other alternatives: These analyses
show that land treatment is- Very
competitive with, conventional treatment
under favorable site conditions. There are
so many site specific variables that it is
impractical to make many general
projections about average costs for the
slow-rate, rapid-infiltration, or overland
flow processes. However, some
generalizations can be made about the
comparative costs of land treatment,
conventional secondary treatment, and
advanced waste treatment processes:

Land application systems are less
sensitive to the economics of scale,
meaning that large facilities are not
needed to achieve low costs as compared to
conventional treatment processes.

Under favorable conditions land
treatment is more cost-effective than other
treatment technologies for removing
phosphorus, nitrogen, and suspended
solids

Under unfavorable conditions (cold
climate or poor soil) land treatment .

becomes less competitive because of greatly
increased capital, costs for storage and land
area. However, differences exist among the
types of land treatment. While slow rate
systems are particularly vulnerable to
these conditions, rapid infiltration systems
are less susceptible.

Because the.costs of operation and
management are lower for land treatment
systems, the Local share of total costs is
much smaller than with advanced
wastewater treatment facilities. Slow-rate
systems usually recover a substantial
fraction of the overall costs of treatment.
These revenues come from the sale of crops
or irrigation water.

Summary
The tology of land treatment systems
is well- all over the world. The use
of this technology often depends more on
policy considerations than it does on
technological ones.

Because land treatment processes
contribute to the reclamation and recycling
requirements of the Clean Water Act as
well as conserve energy, they are defined

, as an alternative wastewater management
technology. As such, land treatment
proposals are eligible for a ten percent
increase over the usual 75 percent federal
grant. This 85 percent federal share, plus
the potential for low longterm operations
and management costs, may be
.particularly-beneficial to smaller
commdnities

While they are not accepted everywhere,
land treatment systems have the potential
for saving billions of dollars This will
benefit not only the nationwide water
pollution control program, but will also
provide a way to recover and recycle
wastewater as a resource . .

The EPA currently requires each applicant
for construction grant funds to thoroughly
analyze wastewater management
alternatives, including land treatment.

Requinng stringent wastewater treatment
prior to land application has quite often/
made land treatment processes too costly

The advisory group must be assured
that appropriate federal, state, and
lOcal requirements and regulations are
carried out, but not in a manner that
'arbitrarily blocks land treatment
projects.

Given the strong and clear mandAte of
the Clean WaterAct, an advisory group
should expect that the consultant and
grantee will give careful consideration
to land application of wastewater.
Advisory group members can help by
locating suitable application sites, and
by seeing that all appropriate factors
are taken into account. If land
application is feasible the advisory
group can lead the way for public
acceptance of this treatment method.

Because land treatment is often
misunderstood, und,sometimes causes
local controversies, ft may not be easy
to develop. Public forums, ,
presentations by experts from EPA and
the states, field trips, and community
workshops can help to foster reasoned,
and informed discussion of the issues.



Case Study

Land Treatment
Using Spray Irrigation

Muskegon Cainty, Michigan

a

Adapted' from Wa.tewater Is Muskegon County's Solution Your
Solution''EPA-90,512-76-004 MCD34 Chteago, IL U S Enotronrnettal
Protechon Agency, Regwn V, August 1975 pp

Near the erldtbf the lTs, citizens, industry, and
community leaders in kegon County were beco *ing
aware of their overburdened, wastewater treatment
facilities The county's three main recreational lakes vOere
being polluted Because of wastewater problems, older
industries were leaving or closing rather than rebuilding.
New industries and businesses were not coming to
Muskegon

Muskegon Comity!s Solytion
C'omm'finaty leaders and pl era in Muskegon Cotinty
came to grips with sness of the problems in .
1969 Enorrnoit iti difficulties were involved in
uniting the ny independent cornmtiruties within the
county to rd development of a common wastewater
treatment system. Authorities, including the state aridthe

-Federal Water Quality Adminis tion (a predecessor df
EPA) had to bvonvin uskegon's-idea was
worthy of funding and support. Large -scale projects using(
wastewater for spray irrigation andicrop prodttctign in a
northcentral locallon of the United States was an untested
concept This made ;Try difficult, the task of designing and
building a large spray irrigationsystem to provide '

'efficient treatment while protecting the environment and
ennching the quality of 'the soil__ ,

s.

The Cost
combined county, state, and federal efforts have resulted
in a land treatment system which is yieldingAry
cost effective treatment and utilization of wastewater.
Construction costs were approximately $44 million. P
Federal supplied apprdximately 45 peAllbt of the
funding

s

No 1978 total Ost for treatment was 160/1,000 allo of
water, This cost is charged to users via a 1
operational fee, a 4.54/1,000 gallon debt

fee, and acreage charges. Aluskegtin County's sewer
. curge is lower than any Siseveral systems surveyed,

rdless of the level of treatment giyen,to the
wastewater

es.
4
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The Setting
Muskegon County, Michigan (population 160,000), which
lies directly along the Lake Michigan coat, began its plan
prior to Public Law 92-500.

lone county-wide land application system hattciio separate
v)astewater treatment areas, a 10,1500 acre site near

all. Renovated
White Ruler and

Renovated
ected by

One dischargX
to Muskegon

e Michigan. The other discharge
hich feeds Mona Lake-before

Muskegon and a 600 acre. site near
water from the Whitehall lute enters
runs into White Lake and Lake Mic
water from he main Muskegon site
tinder -drai nd discharged at two-

rs Mosqui s Creek *then flow
e before en

enters Big Black
emptying into-Lake Mithi

The Main Muskegon System .

9
The main Muskegon County Wastewer Management
System has a 42 million gallons per day (mgd) wastewater
treatment design capacity, The system consists of
collection, transmission, aeration, storage, irrigation, soil,
crop, and drainage components: The system treated 27
mgd of wastewater at startup in 1975, 60 percent of which
was industrial flow, leaving a reserve capacity qf 15 mgd
for serving additional residential and industrial'
development.

Wastewater is collected via a conventional sewer system
and pumped eleven Miles to the land treatment site. After
reaching the Management site, wast,eVaiteris treated in i
aerated lagoops abd then discharged tolhe large capacity_
(150 day retention time) storage lagoons. Prior to entering
irrigation ditches the water is chiorti.ed to meet health
standards. - --:.?r .

The pretr ated wastewater is distributed to irrigation rigs
by buri pipes. There are 54 irrigation"rigs located in
circular fields of 35 to 140 acres: The soikare mostly
sandy... .

,
..

.

nuring the 1-978 season, oyer 5,000 acres werelanted
with corn, and irri fited with wastewater up to 4 inches
per week. Anot 00 acres were 3n.rye grass.)Total
wastewater applied *the 5,200 acres varied from none to

141
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over 100 inches field during 1978. Irrigation was efforts, -prouessive improvements have been achieved and

performed from mid-April to mid-November with time but' operationaFproblems have been overcome at very modest

for cultivating, planting, and harvesting the coriPcvp. cost.

Thus far corn has been the main crop, and it has been
marketid through normal channels.

Recycling - Resource Recovery
'The irrigation-soil-cropping phase of the wastewater
treatment system provides advanced wastewater
treatment, as well as utilizes nutrients in the wastewater
for growing crops. The sale oT corn reduced the 1.9 million
dollar operating cost for wastewater treatment during
1978 by about one-third. Over $120,000 worth of nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium from the wastewater was
reclaimeN as fertilizer in 1978 to improve the soil and grow
food Additional chemical fertilizer was injected into the
wastewater only during the active part of the growing

°season to increase corn growth and veld, and to stimulate
increased removal of phosphorus, potassium, and other
wastewater nutrients

Operations, ManageMent, Research,
and Development ,

le entire system is being operated by 40 full-time
rsons and an additional part-time labor force of 10

e
rkers. The success of this operation de heavily on

rt management, which 1,n turn 14 based sound
mess, failliouig, engineering, and scientific skills

Personnel also have laboratory analysis and research
capabilities.

Management has benefited
advisory board made up of
Michigan State Unive
board made up of EP
good management. assisted by research and develernent

**
m the creation of a farm
'cultural agents from

nd from a research advisory'
sonnet As a direct result of
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Outlook and Life Expectancy
The Muskegoii County Wastewater Management System
has maintained its successful operation since 1974 by
producing highly renovated wastewater while, at the same
tinerusing wastewater and recycled nutrients to produce
field corn. Pollutant,removal has remained the same since
start-up: 98 percent for SOD, suspended solids, and
phosphorus; and about rcent removal' of nitrogen
Average yields on 5,000 acres Of corn irrigated with
wastewater increased from 60 bu els per acre in 1975 to
75 bushels per acre during 197 to 1978. This yield has
been consis ntly higher. tha the county average even
-though t primary purpose of the system is to renovate
wastewater The income from sale of corn has continued to
help offset operational costs such that the net operation
and maintenance cost in 1978 (including debt retirement~
was about 25c per thousand gallons of wastewater treated
This is an increase_of -,bout le per thousand gallons over
the 1975 figure

Increased Agricultural Productivity by
Renovation/Reuse of Wastewater in Muskegon

Wa,tewater
County average

Gros. croOrevenue

Corn Yield and Income
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978r

6u acre
28 60 81 73.75 73 -75

55 6; 45.50 60 71

milhort.,_of dollar
0.35 07 "10 09 09

Finally, Muskegon is in the process Of expanding its
system Not only are additional residential and ,
commercial areas in the county being connected, but there
are increased flpws fr industrial expansion The county
plans to add attain° I land, irrigation rigs, and other

g the anticipated increase inequipment for tre
wastewater volu

Any wastewater treatment system has limitations The
Muskegon County Wastewater Management System is no
exception In its present mode most of the cropped soils at
Muskegon are expected to adequately remove wastewater
contaminants like phosphorus for much longer than the
design life of the project, at least 50 years If and when
the land becomes saturated with phosphorus and can no
longet provide adequate phosphorus removal, many other
uses for the land will be possible Alternative uses such as
energy production and recreation are being developed.
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Guide to Clean Water Act Ainendrnents. EPA No. OPA 1297r-Wssbitikton, DC: U.S.
Government Pnnting.Mice, November 1978.

This publication contains many of the previsions of PL 92-500 (The Federal
Water Pollution Control Act of 1972) and PL 95-217 (The Clean Water Act of
1977). It can be obtained from the U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402.

Hartman, Willis J., Jr. An Evaluation of Land Treatment of Municipal Wastewater and
Pliv-,u:al Siting of Facility Installations. Washington, DC. U.S. Department of the Army.
May 16, 19,75 65 pp

This reported study and evaluation is directed toward providing some guidance
to those who might select land treatment as an alternative process Particular
emphasis is placed on siting facilities in more popul4ted areas The report costs
$8 00 and can be obtained from the National Technical Information Service,
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22)61. The order number is ADA016118

Jewell, William J and Seabrook, Belford L. 'A History of Land Application as a
Treatment Alternative EPA-4309 .-79-012 MCD-40. Washingtom.DC U S
Environmental Protection Agency, April 1979. 83pp

This publication presents a complete history of land treatment technology
including discussions of policy and a consideration of the future of land
treatment This publication can be ordered from General Services
Administration 18FSS) Centralized Mailing List Services, Bldg. 41, Denver
Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225' Indicate the MCD number and title of
publications

Land Treatment of Municipal Wastewater Effluents Three Volumes Cincinnati, OH
Technology Transfer Municipal Seminar Publications, 1979

These publications cover the various methods of wastewater treatment
techniques on land including slow-rate irrigation, rapid infiltration, and
overland flow It is a good set of reference manuals suitable for persons with
limited knowledge but interested in land treatment They are available free
from CERI, Technology Transfer, U S Environmental Protection Agency,
Cincinnati, OH 45268 Specify oral. number 4010

Pounds. Charles E , Cntes, Ronald W and Smith, Robert G Technical Report
Costs-Effective Comparison of Land Application and Advanced Wastewater Treatment
EPA- 430i9 -75 -016 MCD-17 Washington, DC -U.S Environmental Pr Action Agency,
November 1975 25 pp

This reprt is intended to be used for general cost comparisons of advanced
wastewater treatment and land application systems. The curves shown in the
figures are presented only for comparative purposes and should not be used to
estimate costs of specific alternatives in facilities plans. This publication cal be
ordered from General Services Administration (8FSS) Centralized Mailing List
Services, Bldg 41, Denver Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225. Indicate the MCD
number and title of publication.

Survey or Facilities Using Land Application of Wastewater EPA-430/9-73-006. UNA-03 0.
Washington, DC U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, July 1973. 377 pp

This report presents the results of a field survey of 100 facilities where domestic
or industrial wastewater effluents were applied to the land. Ninety-nine tables
and the collected data are presented along with photographs of representative
facilities used to illustrate land application practices This publication can be
ordered from General Sex-vices Administration 18FSS) Centralized Mailing List
Services, Bldg 41, Denver Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225 Indicate the
number and title of publication.

Assistance may be provided by the Land Treatment Coordinator in the Water Division of
each EPA regional office
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Chapter 10

Cost-Effectiveness
Analysis

I

E Drannon Buskirk, Jr.

Costs In Water Quality
Planning
It is ironic! Cost is a basic concern to many
of us, but We are reluctant to learn its ins
and outs We want to know the bottom *
line, but we don't want to be bothered with
how it is figured Why' Perhapi it is
because calculations are bonng. More
likely it is because costs are complex.

Indeed, assessing water quality costa is not
easy There are both monetary costs, and
nonmonetary factors such as environmental
matters Direct and indirect expenditures
are involved. These costs occur at different
times often years apart. Several "
alternative solutions to water quality
problems are usually compared. All these
considerations make cost assessment
challenging, but not impossible. A way for
making such evaluations is available. It is
called cost-effectiveness analysis

r

Why Conduct
Cost-Effectiveness Analysis?..
Cost-effectiveness analysis permits the
systematic comparison of waste-water
management alternative& The objectives of
cost-effectiveness analysis are to:

Maximize environmental enhancement
per dollar invested

Selbct the alternatives
4 Provide a document for evaluation by

the public
. Meet the requve-ments of the law.

Cost-effectiveness analysis documents the
decision-making procbss. If done properly it
should show that the taxpayer's monies
have been used in the most efficient
manner possible.

Section 212 of the Clean Water Act of 1977
requires that, cost - effectiveness analysis be
an- important part of wastewater facility
planning. The United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
will only.fund projects determined to be
cost-effective

Cost-effectiveness analysis should result in
an integrated document bnnging together
answers to important questionfabout
particular water quality problems. The
environmental assessment, economic
evaluation, and other considerations should
not be evaluated in isolation. The key is to
make sure that all factors are considered
together. By paying close attention and
by asking questions, advisory groups
can see :that a comprehensive
evaluation of alternatives is performed.

Procedures For
Cost- Effectiveness Analysis
The scope of cost-effectiveness analysis has
changed over the years. Previously,
monetary costa were compared against a
single measure of effectiveness, such as the
efficiency of treating wastewaters: Today
coat-effectiveness analysis involves a
broader range of considerations. In water
quality planning these topics range from
monetary costs and the reliability of
lystems, to environmental effects and the
likelihood of implementing projects.
'Cost - effectiveness analysis has extreme
breadth, but this breadth is necessary.
Water quality projects are complex. A
meaningful assessment must consider all
factors

59 .
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4

Controversy on the
Pennypack

1

Wastewater manageMent in the
central Pennypack Creek area of
suburban Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
has been a problem for years, Growth
and the failure of many onsite sewage
disposal systems have crea ed
pollution,and public ,heal hazards,.

The Pennypack runs through
communities totaling five million
people. Two other sprawling cities,
Trenton and Wilmington, are next
door to Philadelphia. Innins large
Metropolitan area there is a
dwindling supply of open space and
green acres Three municipalities
AbirigIon Township, Lower Moreland,
and Bryn Athynhave the only
remaining green belt that is adjacent
to Philadelphia. These communities
are at the heart of the wastewater
mAnagement controversy

A private citizens group, the t
Pennypack WatersIrcl Association, in
the early 1970's recommended, spray
imgation for the disposal of all
wastewater in the central Pennypack
area. The Associationlbelieved that
land treatment would preserve .

existing open space, and enhance the
feasibility of a proposed wilderness
park and nature center.

In 1973, the Bryn Athyn Bo*roulh
Authority applied for a federal grant
to build a spray irrigation system At
about the same time the Abington
Township Commissioners and the
Lower Moreland Authority applied for
funding to build a sewer.gn the
Pennypack. This line woad join an
existing interceptor that leads to a
Philadelphia wastewater treatment
plarL

The United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), after

preliminary review of the
applications, decided that the
proposals conflicted with one another
The EPA requested that the
Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Resources (DER) take
steps to resolve the problem

A consulting engineering firm was
hired to evaluate the proposals To
,increase local involvement,-the DER
formed the Pennypack Creek
Watershed Task Force made up of the
Pennypack Watershed Association,
local municipal officials, and the
staffs of planning and regulatory
agencies

Following completion of the
consultant's report, a public meeting
was held to obtain additional public
input Some municipal officials,
dissatisfied with the findings,
requested an independent evaldration
The DER agreed to another study by
a different consultant

The DER next made an evaluation
based upon its own studiei, the/v/0
consulting reports, and cownents
from citizens and local officials Three
wastewater management
alternativesinterceptor, spray
irrigation, and a mixed

'interceptorispray irrigation
system--were assessed for
cost-effectiveness.

Two of the alternatives, the
interceptor and spray irrigation
options, are used to illustrate
cost-effectiveness analysis

Adapted from Conclusions Waste Water
Management Study of the Central Pennypack
Publication Number 53 Harrisburg, PA
Bureau of Water Quality Management,
Department of Environmental Resources pp
ik
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System
Reliability

Monetary
Costs

Goal
Satisfaction

Implementation
Feasibility

Economic
Effects

Environmental
-Effects

Cost-efferateness analysts encompasses the entire range of [actors that go into making a cleci,ton

Everyone'is interested in cost-effective
solutions The term is heard more and
more frequently at public meetings and
presentations However, the term is often
misused Real cost-effectiveness analysis
requires specific calculations and
procedures In water quality evaluapT
these calculations and procedures fit into
the planning process

1 Determine the water resource problems

2 Define solution objectives
3 Develop feasible alternatives
4 Evaluate alternatives
5 Select plans

Cost-effectiveness analysis primarily
involves the latter steps of the process, the
evaluation of alternatives and plan
selection However, certain preliminary
analyses contribute to the
cost-effectiveness studies
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Preliminary Analyses
Determine Problems and Objectives

During the preliminary analyses,
technicians estimate the present and
future water supply and wastewater
treatment needs When projections show
wastewater production to exceed treatment
capacity, indfor wastewater treatment is
insufficient to meet water quality
standards, the community has a problem

A wastewater facility usually has three
parts the collection and transport of
wastes, wastewater treatment, and the
disposal of effluent and solids They may
be analyzed separately, or may be so
closely interrelated that they must be
considered together In either situation it
is necessary to state clearly the problems
which must be addressed The advisory
group should be assured that local
problems, existing needs, and future
problems are accurately identified and
analyzed. Detemurung the extent of the
existing situation is essential The rest of
the planning is dependent upon it



Develop Alternatives

The number of alternatives selected for
evaluation varies according to the nature,
location, and scale of the project- 'All
feasible waste manage/tent systems
initially should be identified. These
'alternatives include

Improved operation of existing facilities

Conventional treatment processes

Innovative and alternative technologies
such as land treatment and wastewater
reuse

The advisory group can play an
important role in the initial screening
of alternatives. As the alternatives are
narrowed down, the advisory group
can see that:

Alternatives to be considered are
consistent with local values, facility
planning regulations, and the problems
and needs which have been verified

Special attention is given to the size
and location of sewer service areas,
and the routing of interceptors.
Other considerations include the size,
type, and location of treatment work4
flexibility for expansion in stages; and,
if required, adaptability to multiple
uses such as recreation.

Once the preliminary screening is
complete, the community will be left
with a small number of alternatives to
be studied in detail. At this point the
advisory group should feel confident
that no viable alternatives were
eliminated during the analyses.

Separate monetary and nonmonetary
assessments are then performed on the
alternatives. These evaluations are
brought together by cost-effectiveness
analysis. They provide the basis,for
selecting a plan.

On the Pennypack .

Preliminary Analyses

In preliminary studies of the
Pennypack situation the following.
considerations were taken-into '
account:

Both the interceptor and spray
irrigation options met the water
quality criteria and standards for the
watershed

Population projections varied
slightly between the consultants, but
not enough to affect the wastewater
flow estimates

Aminterceptor built in a single
stage was found to be more
cost-effective than one constructed in
several stages

The legality of tralosfemng wastes
between governmental authorities
(Philadelphia and the suburbs) was
explored, but not settled

The acreage for the spray irrigation
sites and buffer zones was estimated
at 452 acres. The consultants and the
DER disagreed on the adequacy of
soils for land treatment.

The subsequent study included. site
suitability and capacity, site
availability, legality, monetary costs,
environmental effects, social effects,
mitigation costs, opportunity costs,
financial costs, technical reliability,
implementation feasibility, and public
acceptability
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Monetary Evaluation of
Alternatives
Types of Costs

The monetary costs in constructing and
operating a wastewater management
system are crucial in cost-effectiveness43analysis. For each alternative, various cost
estimates should be obtained, including:

Present and future capital costs
Operation, management, and

replacemellit costs during a 20-year period

Mitigation costs

Opportunity costs

ital costs include land costs, acquisition
of ments or rights of way, design,
en neering services, field exploration.
legal and administrative services,
financing costs (e g , selling bondi),
construction loan in :tirest, start-up costs,
and an appropriate allowance for
contingencies' Past capital costs, called
sunk costs, must be omitted These
expenditures have already been incurred
They must be repaid regardless of which
new alternative is adopted

Operation, management, and replacement
costs are figured on an annual basis It is
important to differentiate between annual
costs that are constant over a project
period, and those annual costs that vary
with the pollution load carved by the
system These costs should be separately
estimated to avoid errors

Mitigation cost& occur as a result of the
steps taken to lessen the adverse impacts
of alternatives Projects may need stream

_divergence, maintenance of stream flows,
and other activities indirectly related to
the alternatives. Such costs must be .

reliable to be considered monetary costs.
Otherwise, there are significant adverse
environmental impacts of a nonmonetary
character. Care should be taken to report
mitigation costs separate from other cost

.og
categories. Federal grants may not apply to
the mitigation costs

_ Opportunity costs also ire included in
'cost-effectiveness analysis. An opportunity
coat is the monetary value of potential
benefits lost as the result of a water
quality action. It is not an
out-of-the-pocket expenditure It represents

:an income that would have been receivedif
the project were not done. For example,
opportunity coats include the tax revenues
or net recreational benefits lost as a project
is developed. The value of land used for a
treatment site,- even if the land is already
owned by the wastewater management
agency, can be an opportunity cost. ERA
guidelines call for the inclusion of
opportunity costs, where reasonable, in
determining overall system costs.

CostEffectiveness
Requirements of
The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency
Planning period for prajects-20-years
Service lives for ea`ch compoitept of a
wastewater treatment system

Land
Structures
Process equipment
Auxiliary equipment

Interest or discount rateset
the Water Resources Council, a
federal water planning agency
Monetary costscalculated as
present worth values
Interest cost during
constructionthe interest rate
"times" the total capital expenditures
"tunes" half the construction period in

Permanent
30 to 50 years
15 to 30 years
10 to 15 years

by

years
Future inflationusually is not
considered in the analysis because
constant dollars reflect real values of

cagipurces, not necessarily cash
(ftiflays.
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Cost Estimates

The costs of each alternative can be
estimated by several means, including:

Estimates by experienced local agencies
and consulting firms

Comparison with recent studies in the
area or neighboring communities

Previous project cost estimates adjus
for inflation and technological chan

Some local agencies have the expertise,
expenence, and resources to estimate
water supply and sewage treatment costs.
Recent studies for the area or neighleri%
communities can give useful cost
estimates If the cost estimates of prtediotis
projects areused, they must be updated to
reflect local conditions and prevailing
p ces (or labor, 'materials, and equipment
All costs must be based on the market
prices it the time of the cost-effectiveness
analysis No allowance is usually made for
anticipated inflation It is assumed that
the same inflation rates will apply equdlly
to all the alternatives. An exception to this
rule is made if it can toe shown that the
inflation will be abnormal for some
components of a particular alternative.

Present Worth Analysis

The amounts and timing of monetary
outlay,s veil vary among the proposed
alternatives It is essential to compare the
outlays on a common basis Present worth
analysts is used in making such cost
comparisons

Present worth analysis is a method for
bnnging monetary costs or benefits to the
same point in time Present worths
defined as
the present sum of money that must be
placed on deposit at a given interzst rate
when the project construction bePis (called
the discount rate) to provide funds for the
antwipa4d expenditures

t

It works like interest computations in
reverse' A dollar invested today at ten
percent per annum would be worth ,$1.10
in a year. A dollar a year from now, if
discounted back at a ten percent rate
today,, would be worth about 90cents. The
same logic and procedures are followed in
calculating water quality projects worth
millions of dollars. All capital, operation4
management, replacement, opportunity,
and mitigation costs of each alternative
over the first twenty years.t: sf its useful life
are calculated. The estima costs and
monetary benefits at each point in time are
discounted back to the present. The
difference between these aggregated
discounted costs, and the revenues from
the sale of sludge and the salvage value of
equipment and structures'is the present
worth for each alternative. The present
worths of the different alternatives are
then compared. If overall costs, monetary
and nonmonetary, are similar and the
treatment efficiencies are cornpa the
project with the lowest present orth
be selected in order to qualify or federal
cost-sharing grants. Innovative or
alterative technologies, such as land
treatment, may have a 15 percent greater
present value than competing alternatives,
however, and still be considered the most
cost-effective solution la alvater quality
problem

Part of the cost-effectiveness alysis is
based strictly upon items that an be
reasonably expressed in terms of monetary
costs However, this is only a piece of the
picture. Other factors such as energy use,
social effects, environmental impacts, and
system reliability must be considered
before an alternative can be chosen

Advisory groups can help the agency
or consultant identify potential costs
and benefits such as the sale of effluent
fertilizers to include in the studies.
Analysts sometimes overlook
opportunity costs and situations that
will need mitigation. A key role for the
advisory group is to help point out
such costs. In any case, advisory group
members must not be put off by the
complexity of the analyses. When in
doubt, they should ask questions jam..
those who conduct the analyses.
Advisory group members should
expect answers they can understand.

C5
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On the 'Pennypa. ck .

Monetary costa

The consultants did not agree on
monetary eosts.,They differed
especiallrop, depreciation costs,
mitigatiorEosts, opportunity costa,
and management fees. Considerable
discussion centered on the
calculations of the mitigation and
opportunity costs. These estimates
were criticized as being unrealistic.
As resolved by the DER, the following
cost estimates were made.

System Outlay Costs
, The spray irrigation had higher

capital, operation, management, and
replacement costsabout '/3 higher
than the interceptor option

The costs of mitigating adverse
effects on stream flows were much
higher for the interceptor ($1.5
million vs. $300,000 for spray
i mgation).

The total outlay costs were estimated
at '$137 million for spray irrigation
and $12 million forthe interceptor
alternative.
Opportunity Costs

Opportunity costs were very large
for the interceptorabout $9 million
for Post open space and recreation

Direct outlay costs thus favored the
interceptor. This alternative was less
expensive than spray
irrigationabout $1.7 million or 14
percent less in system outlay costs.
However, the inclusion of opportunity
costs made the spray irrigation
alternative much mo7-sittra
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Different Perspectives

Cost-effectiveness is the main basis for EPA
grants. Congress has mandated this
requirement so that comMunities will
receive maximum benefits for their.dollars.
Some important economic matters are not
covered in cost-effectiveness analysis. Por
instance, communities want to know how
they can pay their share of the costs.
Citizens and local officials are especially
concerned about funclipg sources,
underestimated user costs, and costs that
are ineligible for the EPA grants. Such
matters are largely outside the scope of
cost-effectiveness analysis. However, they
,remain important and mush, be dealt with
dunng fr.cility planning

NoRmonetary Evaluation of
Alternatives
If economic costs were all that mattered,
the selection of a water quality plan would
be easy. The alternative with the lowest
present worth would be chosen However,
other considerations-are just as important
as economics These additional factors of
project feasibility include

'Environmental effects, including social
considerations

Reliability and flexibility

Implementation capability

Resource use and energy consumption

Public acceptability

Environmental Effects

In the analysis of wastewater treatment
alternatives, the environment Is a key
factor (The others are economics and
system performance ) The environmental
assessment i§ a special part of facility
plans, and is done concurrently with other
studies in the planning process The .

assessment may lead to the preparation of
an environmental impact statement if
significant adverse effects are indicated for
the water qualitproject

In the assessment an inventory of
environmental condition is compiled. This
information provides a base against which
predicted environmental changes dutip
the various alternatives may be evaluated.
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Environmental Factors in
Facilities Planning. -

Natural Reso"ces

Water quality and
Quantity

Air Quality
Climate

- Topography
Geology and Soils
Plant and Animal

Communities
Noise and Odor
Solid Waste
'Energy Resources

Cultural Features

Population
Housing
Transportation
Land Use
Economic and Social Profiles
Archaeological Resources
Historical Areas
Recreation and Open Space
Aesthetics

Sensitive Areas

Endangered Species
Flood Plains
Wetlands
Coastal Zo;ies
Wild and Scenic Rivers
Agricultural Areas
Earthquake Zones
Steep Slopes

The assessment reveals both prtmary and
secondary environmental effects. Pnmary
effects ftelate to the location, construction,
and operation of the project. Pnmary
beneficial effects include the elimination of
pollution or public health problems, and
the maintenance of groundwaters
recharged by land treatment. Primary
negative effects may involve soil erosion
along sewer lines, noise, odors, loss of open
space, and air pollution from incinerated
sludge. Secondary effects are the indirect
changes that are induced by a project.
These impacts Include changes in
population, economic growth, and land use
such as development around sewer .

interceptors Advisory groups can be
especially helpful in anticipating
adverse social impacts, including the
disruption of neighborh , inequitiei
suffered by parti ups, and
aesthetic problems.

Ad Verse environmental aixd social effects,
of course, can be a major factor in rejecting
alternatives.

Reliability and Flexibility

A reliable system is one that meets its
design efficiency with.the anticipated
effort, and operation and management
costs. The main features of system
reliability are

Frequency of plant upsets or spills
Need for operator attention
Effects and frequency of sewer overflows

Flexibility concerns the capability for
changeto expand the size of the
treatment system, extend service to needed
areas, upgrade the level of pollutant
removal, and switch to wastewater
reclamation and reuse or other options

Implementation Capability wer
A wastewater management. system has the
greatest chance of being carried out if it
meets all legal requirements, is adequtitely
financed and staffed, and is approved by all
governmental units; If existing institutions.
Cannot carrytout the plan, the necessary
arrangements must be made to create a `,--
new agency. This new organization, often
called an authority, should be fully
empowered to finance, operate, and
manage a Proposed project The ,key
implementation factors include.

Local political situation

Amount of local funding and capability
of community financing

Personnel

Prevailing state and local laws on public
health, water nghts, water supply, and
land uses.'

V:
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On the Pennypack .

Environmental and Social k
Changes

Spray irrigation is much more
advantageous than the interceptor
alternative when environmental
effects are considered. The spray
irrigation alternative should:

Retain renovated wastewater in the
basin and increase stream flows. The
interceptor should reduce the flows

Slightly improve the kinds and
amounts of aquatic organisms in the
tributaries. The interceptor will
require impact mitigation

Stimulate less development than
with the interceptor, and thus disturb
fewer wildlife habitats'

Make feasible open space and a
wilderness park of an estimated
present value of $9 million.

Except for the open space and
recreatioal benefits of spray
irrigation, only minor differences in
social effects exist among the
alternatives. The spray alternative
may be more growth-limiting,

.depending upon treatment system
capacity and future zoning.

Resource Use.and Energy
Consumption

Resource use and energy consumption. in
facility planning are becoming more and
more important. The main resources in
wastewater treatment facilities are energy#

-(electric power and fuels), chemicals, and
land. The increased operational costs of
these resources have reduced the
cost-effectiveness of conventional
alternatives such as physical-chemical
wastewater treatment systems.

Public Acceptance

A wastewater system, even ifit is properly
designed and constructed, functions only as
well as the community wishes. Like any
project, if a water quality program is to
succeed, in the long run it must be
acceptable to the people. The easiest way to
achieve acceptance is for citizens to feel that
they have a say in the planning and
decision-making process

An advisory group should be acutely
aware of local concerns, conditions,
and values. However, it cannot
represent the ideas, priorities, and
values of all the people. For this reason
an advisory group should assist in
developinga public participation
program drat-reaches all elements in
the community.

The evaluation of all monetary and
nonmonetary factors of a project may
reveal adverse environmental impacts that
will have to be mitigated (avoideZ or
corrected).

E8
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Mitigation °VP° ntial
Problems
The construction of sewage treatment
facilities can cause pnmary and secondary
impacts. These impacts-can be either
positive or negative. Some negative .
impacts are inevitable, but most can be
avoided or mingatediif recognized early
enough in the facilitiehlanning process.
Federal law requires grant applicants to
identify negative impacts and make efforts
to correct them

Mitigation Techniques

Primary, impacts such as erosion, odor,'and
noise.are generally slit rm impacts.
They are.relatively' eas mitigate
through

Thoughtful planning

Control of construction activities
Operating procedures

Problems such as erosion and noise can be
avoided, in part,hrough thoughtful site

jitelection and suitable facility designs tiff
,example, noise can be kept down with
earth berms or vegetative buffer strips.
Construction impatts such as erosion and
dust can also be controlled by construction
activity schedules, the immediate
restoration of disturbed areas, and periodic
wetting of exposed sot's: Another-

,mitigating approach involves proper
operating procedures such as the treatment
and disposal diksludge to minimize odor

Secondary impacts tend to have long-tprm
consequences that often "are difficult to

predict and correct. Efforts to control therli
are relatively recent. Little documented
evidence shewsthow effective these
measures'-can be in the lohg run.

The EPA has identified a rang,e,of
possibilities for mitigating secondary
impacts The list includes.

Proyect.cliangee g , reduction in plant-.
capacityi,

Phasing of sewer Service
,J .

Sewer use restrictions

Planning coordination among
communities

Land managerrient controls to protect
water qualp ie,g , zoning,

On the Penn, ypack .

/implementation, Reliability,
Resource Use and Public
Acceptability

The spray irrigation alternatiieshas a
slight advantage with regardlo
implementation. The legal'and
scheduling issues involving sewer
comigction to the Philadel hia
wastewater managemer ystem
remam unresolved.

The interceptor may be more
technically reliable System upsets,
spills, arid maintenance requirements
are considered greater for the spray'
irrigation alternative

Spray irrigation uses less chemicals,
but much greigter commitments g
land and energy resources asi
compared to the interceptor

'alternative

Public ntiment has norshown a
preteren e for other alternatives. The
overall public opinion seems to be
about equally split

J

k
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Implementation of Mitigation Plan

In most cases, a mitigation plan will work
only if a cornmunity sees the need For
example, if land use controls are used to
lessen the growth impacts of a project,
these controls must be supported by
citizens and local officials. If existing 208
water quality plans or local land use plans
are already in effect, it may be relatively
easj, to manage the secondary effects of
wastewater projpcts simply by enforcing
existing ordinances.
Timing is crucial for impact mitigation
Adverse effects and mitigation measures
should be determined early in the planning
process. Once considerable time and money
have been invested in a project, it becomes
increasingly difficult and expensive to
make changes.
Another important consideration is the
implementation cost to the community
Some mitigating measures, such as
reduction in facility size or service area,
may actually decrease project costs. Others,
such as siting the facility so,as to use
prevailing winds for the natural control of
odors, may have little or no effect on costs
Still, other mitigating measures may
increase the project cost, or may not be
e igible for federal construction grant

It is important for advisory groups to
see that these factors are discussed
fully during facility planning.
Professional planhers often are
reluctant to delve into subjective
matters. Advisory group members have
a responsibility to see that a full
discussion, subjective or objective,
takes place.

Display of Costs .and Effects

All significant costs and effeets of each
alternative must be clearly displayed in
the cost-effectiveness analysis All people
who participate should be able to compare
the proposals and their tradeoffs. The
cost-effectiveness analysis must be an
integral part of the facility plan

Costs and effects can be displayed in
various formats An approach suggested by
the EPA is an accounts sheet ThA
'technique is basically a table Categories of
factors are listed in a column The effects
of every alternative are placed next to the
factors Such an arrangement permits easy
comparison of information The technique
has drawbarek, however. The total or
compositeWict of the alternatives is not

f riding. easily perceived Interrelationships are not
apparent The advisory group can help

required for an 011 this gap by making sure th all'
'included in the effects are considered in evali atinggie

proposed alternatives.

mitigation costs ar
a ative, they must
cost- ffectivenes4 analysis

4.

Selection
e main purpose of facility planning is to

lect the plan best suited .
community's water qualitytglt at the
least cost to the community. Through the
compai ison of proposals, cost-effectiveness
analysis provides the basis for this
tinkion Despite the apparent complexity
67Thi e calculations, there is no rigorous
analytical method of choosing the most
cost-effective alternative vironmental,
social, and resouiNe wets not measured
in the same ways. -her ctorspublic.
acceptance, reliabilit , nd
itnplementatiominfluence the choice of a
plan Also, individual perceptions of
relative values vary widely

J
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On the Pennypack

Cost - Effectiveness Mittrix

CrIterum
lkiternative

Interceptor

1. Water Quality Goals
A Contribution to Goals and

Policies of Federal and
State Pollution
Control Laws

B Contribution to other Water-
Related Goals of the Planning
Area

tiT State
2 Local

2. Technical Reliability
A Frequency of Plant. Upsets.
B Frequency of Spills
C Frequency and Effects of

Combined Sewer Overflows

D Nonpoint Source Control

3. Monetary Costs
A System Outlay Costs

1 Capital Costs including
discounted deferred costs

Fair

Poor -Fair
Poor-Fair

Infrequent
Infrequent
Slight increase

NA

$ 8,162,626

spra bfigunial

Excellent

Good-Excellent
Excellent

Infrequent
Infrequent
NA

NA

$ 9,191,912

B Lost Opportunity Costs
1 Open Space, Recreation
2 Penny-pack Streamflow

LOSS not Mitigated
1215 daysyn

TOTAL Lost Opportunity
Costs

4. Financial Costs
IS Equivalent Dwelling
Unit'yr for System
Outlay Costs)
1 Wall Present EPA Funding

Policy
2. With EPA Funding

Mitigation and
Leasehold Costs

$ 9,857,000
$ 2,198,846

$12,055,846

1

149

141

m..4

g,

$ 129

123

5.
A

Environmental Effects
Hydrology !surface and
grOundwateri
I Water Quality

a Dissolved oxygen
h Phosphate
c Tributary streams

aquatic life
2 Water Quantity

,TIt 'p9'" ihir

Di,ect

Meets standards
Impacts mitigated
Impacts mitigated

Reduces by
I 74 cfs or
16 2'4

Indirect

N/A
N/A
NJA

NA

Direct

Meets standards
Slight decrease
Slight
Improvement
Increases by 1 58
cis or 14 7'',

Indirect

NA
N,A
NA

N/A
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Cost-Effectiveness Matrix (Continued)

3 Flood 'Hazard

B Biology
1 Rare and Endangered

Species ---
2 Wildlife Habitats

C Air Quality
D Land

I Amount of Groyg.h
people 1970-20n)

Type of Growth

N/A

Temporary
Impact

Not significant

N'A

NA

*st
con

for
ngent
rols

NiA

e specie reported Impact unknown

Shift in wildlife
composition in
new development .
areas, 4,50
acres more
then spray
imgation
144,por

8,395

Current zoning

Need for
stringent
controls for

Spray fields Shift in wildlife
may result in composition in
changes in new development
wildlife areas
habitats

Not significant

NA

NA

Minor

5,395

Current zoning
except master plan
development area

6. Social and Economic Changes
A aChangeq in Economic

Actin itv
I Agriculture
2 Land Value

B Employment Changes
I Regional Availability

of Skilled Manpower for
Treatment Plant U & M

2 Dislocation

( Public Health

NA

Sufficient

NA

U Aesthetics
1 Recreational Accessibility None

and Activities
2 Unique Archeological

Historical, scientific .
and Cultural Areas

3 Noise Pollution

E Other

Ignmplementation Feasibility
and Reliability

41t Legal Capability
B Operational' Effectiveness
C Practicability
D Coordi ative Capacity
E Pub!' Accountability

8 Public Acc,iailiThty

N A - 200 acre`
Impact on land Yalues unknown

NA

N A Sufficient N A

N NA NA
No significant impacts with adequate treatment
Both beneficial ,r1 remo:,ng fa,l,ng sept,c ,.stems

NA

Not significant

N

Possible loss of
wilderness park
NA

Not significant

NA

None

N A

Slight potential
from localized not
Erom aerated
lagoons and spray
nozzles

Potential to
demonstrate
watershed
management.

None

NA

Not significant

NA

Slightly more potential impediments Slightly less potential impediments
No significant difference
No significant difference
No significant difference
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Main Points
Cost-effectiveness analysilpetmits the
systematic comparison oMastewater
management alternatives The costs of
using different methods to achieve similar
goals are compared.

The analysis should result in full
documentation of both monetary and
nonmonetary factorsa display that
clearly shows the tradeoffs among,the
alternatives

The main components for cost-effectiveness
analysis are monetary costs, nonmonetary
'factors such as environmental and social
Costs, and implementation considerations
such' as system tenability

-

Cask-effectiveness analysis is part of a
five-s\ep planning sequenCe It is most
usefuPln the latter steps of the
process:11the evaluation of alternatives and
the seleclion of a plan

1111 Selected Rekources

/ Need More
Information?

Costs and benefits of several alternatives
are compared at the same point in time
through present worth anal

The cost-effectiveness analy is determines
what is eligible for EP truction
grants.

Advisory groups have important roles
in assisting their agency decision
makers. These functions include:

Identifying feasible alternatives that
are consistent with local values

Verifying problems and needs
'Identifying relevant benefits and
costs, especially opportunity and
mitigation costs

Seeing that various tradeoffs are
identified and discussed in the
community

, Assuring that the composite or total
effects of alternatives are evaluated

Helping to carry out a community
involvement program.

Construction Grants Program Municipal Wastewater Treatment Works Rules and
Regulations Appendix A Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Federal Register Volume 43,
Number 188 September 27, 1978

This is the most up-to-date set of EPA rep ions based upon the Clean- Water
Act of 1977 It gives a detailed discussion cost-effectiveness analysis \,

* procedures

Guidance for Preparing a Faciltty Plan EP -76-015 Washington, DC Office of
Water Program Operations, Municipal Construction Division, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, May 1975. 32 pp. with references and appendices.-

This publication briefly discusses the facility planning process Featured are
considerations at each planning step (e.g., cost-effectiveness analysis), the format
for plan submissions, and the relationship of facility plans to other water
management and planning programs. More detailed instructions are given in
the January 1974 version of the same document. This publication can be ordered
free of,charge from General Services Administration (8FFS), Centralized
Mailing Lists Service, Building 41, Denver Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225

\ Be sure to mention the publication title and the number

Schmidt and E E. Ross. Cost-Effectiveness Analysts of Municipal Wastewater Reuse
WPD-4-7-01. Washington, lk Water Planning Division, U.S Environmental Protection
Agency, April 1975 116 pp with 5 appendices. -

Alt ough this book pertains specificallyli) alternatives which reuse wastewater,
it co ins a chapter on cost - effectiveness analysis. This section gives the basic
pros- res for the technique, the EPA cost- effectivens guidelines, and formats
for pr- : nt worth calculations This publication can be ordered free of charge
from L rary Services, Maildrop 35, U S Environmental Protection Agency,
Resea i Tnangle Park, NC 27711 The publication number is 5725'

7 3
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Chapter 11

Environmental
Assessment

4. Drannon Buskirk, Jr.

Focus on Environment
In many parts of the country, surface
waters are cleaner today than they were
just a decade ago Fish are returningto
once-polluted streams Community pride in
water resources is on the upswing
Although the work for clean water is far
from over, things are better in many
places All this was accomplished while
population grew, and pollution continued
What turned the situation around? It is
mainly a matter of environmental
awareness, and careful consideration of the
environmental effects of plans

What is meant by environment? How is it
involved in planning? Where do citizens fit
in?

Environment is a word of many meanings.
For the interior decorator it means
household furnishings. To urban dwellers
it includes skyscrapers FmTsome persons it
is the natural world of plants and animals
These diverse viewpoints have one thing in
commonsurroundings. Environment
means surroundings In water resource
planning, environment includes natural
elements such as water and wildlife, and
economic and social features such as
employment and housing Meaningful
water resource planning thus involves just
about everything Economic matters alone 4
are not enough

Including environmental considerations in
water resource planning has several
benefits

Incorporation of environmental values in,
decisions

Protection of cultural. histofical, and
natural resources

Broad basis for determining the costs and
tradeoffs of proposed projects

Besides, it is the law'

Regulations of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
call for the consideration of the
environmental effects of certain projects
and programs in water resource planning
These regulations apply to efforts such as
201 local facilities plans, and 208 water
quality management plans The numbers
refer to sections of the Clean Water Act)

Facility Planning

In planning local wastewater management
facilities, an environmental information
document describing the environmental
effects of proposed actions is prepared by
the grantee or similar agency The EPA
then evaluate%this information for
environments impacts, and ways of
avoiding or minimizing the adverse effects
of the actions. The resulting public
document, called an environmental
assessment, provides data and analyses on
the significance of the environmental
impacts. If no significant adverse impacts
are anticipatedt the EPA issues a Finding
of No Significant Impact. However, if
significant impacts are possible, and they
cannot be sufficiently reduced or
eliminated, an environmental impact
statement is prepared and released. The
impact statement, is a report which
identifies and analyzes in detail the
environmIntal impacts of proposed actions
and feasible alternatives. The statement
differs from the environmental assessment
in the level of detail and in the scope of
analysis; it is more comprehensive than an
environmental assessment, and
concentrates upon areas with potential for
significant environment/II degradation
Impact statements are prepared when the
wastewater facilities will induce significant
changes in land uses, will seriously impair
air or water quality, or will adversely
affect other resources.

5
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An overW,helmingemsiority of the
assessments report no, significant adverse
impacts. Fewer than ten percent of the
facility plans result in impact statements.
Increasingly, however, the EPA and/or the
public have been challenging the
environmental findings because of
inadequate analysis, or the insufficient
documentation of community needs. These
controversies can delay facility planning
for a year or more. In several regions such
as New England, some impact statements
are prepared concurrently with the facility
plans. While the impact statement must be
complete before the facility plan can be
approved, this "piggybacking" approach .

can avoid the delay inherent in doing the
two separately.

Water Quality Management
Planning

In water quality management (WQM)
planning, environmental information also
is used in shaping alternatives However, a
separate report such as the environmental
information document is not prepared
during or after the WQM plan is
completed The environmental information
is included with the plan itself The final
form of this data is determined by the state
or areawide planning agency. and the EPA
regional office

After the plan is submitted, the EPA
reviews the env ronmentd findings to
determine whe her an impact statement i$
necessary If a ificant adverse
environmental i a is likely to occur, a
draft statement is prepared by the EPA,
and is distributed to interested or affected
groups. After these recipients have had

Facilities
Environmental
Information
Document

Fmcling or
t.I0 Significant
fmpact

Environmental
AtIses-ment

Enviconmelitat
Impact
Statement
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time to comment, a final statement is
prepared incorporating their comments
State and areawide water quality
management plans seldoin need
environmental initiact statements

Elements of Environmental
Assessment
Although the environmental information of
WQM and facility plans may be reported
differently, the contents are essentially the
same. Together with a list of information
sources, the environmental information
includes'

Description of current and future
environment, without the implementation
of a plan

Evaluation of alternative plans

Discussion of environmental
consequences

Description of measures to mitigate or
minimize adverse effects

These aspects, in general, apply to both
WQM and facilities planning

,0

Descriptiori of Current
Environment

Knowledge of the existing environment is
important for identifying water quality
problems and for comparing alternative
plans In describing the current situation.
analysts look at natural resources such as
water quality, cultural features such as
population, and environmentally-sensitive
areas such as wetlands However, this is
not just a straightforward data-gathering
exercise. Environmental information
missed or misinterpreted may substantially
affect the planning outcome

Advisory groups can monitor the
current situation by seeking answers to
questions such as:

Have the environmental aspects of
existing water quality problems, from
both point and nonpoint sources, been
sufficiently and accurately identified.?

Are existing population and land use
data properly assessed?

Have all environmentally-sensitive
areas been identified?

Are the boundaries and criteria of
the analysis realistic?

Do the methods of data collection
make sense?

76
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A basic concern is the accuracy and scope
of the data. Careful attention to study
boundaries and assessment criteria can
minimize these difficulties.

Study Bfflrridartes

Boundaries refer both to the geographical
area. and the type and degree of topic...that
make up the studies The geographical
area must be large enough to assess all
potential environmental impacts of any
wastewater treatment alternatives or
water quality management plans. It must.
for example, include the entire area that
might receive growth induced by water
projects Similarly, it must be large enough
so that cost-effective alternatives can be
considered. Since boundary selection often
crosses town borders, especially in WQM
planning, political and legal tugs-of-war
may occur among communities This
conflict can be heldto a minimum by the
selection of advisory group members who
represent the relevant interests of
participating communities

Another type of planning boundary is the
subject matter or scope of studies
Although' the EPA regulations call for
certain analyses such as population
projections. other factors not explicitly
named should be studied. For example, in
some areas the ethnic composition and
location of the residents may be,just as
important as overall population size

Since the advisory group is'especially
sensitive to local concerns and values,
its perspectives can be invaluable in
setting the course of these planning
studies.

Assessment Criteria

Criteria. the guidelines for making
decisions. need explicit attention in
environmental studies. The use of
appropriate critena throughout the
planning process from data collection to
plan selection is extremely important
Some criteria, such as those for
cost - effectiveness analysis, are given in the
regulations However, others such as those
for data collecs-tiop are not drawn out.
Sometimes, in a rush to get the work done,
poor data measures are.adopted anctot the
reasons for their selection are not given A
remedy for this situation is having
measures that fit the subjects For
example, quantitative measures are often

Inappropriate for assessing aesthetics. Yet,
some analysts compare all factors.
including aesthetics, on a numerical basis

It is neither the role nor the function of
adv" groups,to make such

This work is best left to the
is and planning staff.

er, advisory groups have a
nsibility to know how data is

ng collected, Analyzed, and
reted, They should be told why

ertain assessment approaches were
hosen, why others were ruled out, and

what ramifications these choices have
for the community. Since all planning
is based upon data, advisory groups
roust see that the methods of data
collection make sense.

Description of Future Environment

Many WQM and facility plans propose
reasonable solutions to managing water
quality and disposing of wastewater
However, some plans have resulted in
economically and socially blirdensome
projects A major shortcoming has been the 2a

identification of water quality and
wastewater management needs, especially
future needs This aspect of environmental
analysis, the determination of the fu;ure
situation both with and without plans. is a
weakness of the assessment process

Compared to the effort spent compiling an
inventory of the present situation, too little
attention is often given to future
conditions. Projection methods may be
inadequate For example, an
environmental assessment of a proposed
wastewater project in central Pennsylvania
stated that sewer construction alongside a
trout stream would result in
sedimentation No estimates were given of
the amount of sedimentation or its,effects_
on fish, water quality, and aquatic
productivity In this instance, the
description of the future environment was
clearly inadequate However, the extent of
these studies depends, in part, upon the
anticipated impacts and their value to the
community Every aspect cannot be studied
to the last degree Just as decisions must
be made on the scope-ofiAtidies, similar
decisions must be reached on the extent of
the assessments;

7'7
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Aditilsory groups, sensitive to
community concerns, can help decision
makers make judgments about the
resources that are committed to an
environmental assessment. Factors that
are complex or important usuall}y will
need more effort spent on the
assessment. One factor in water quality
planning that is particularly significant
is the size of the future population.

Population' Estimates

Most water quality difficulties are caused
by human actions Many problems such as
urban runoff and wastewater production
are often in direct proportion to the
number of people. Therefore, accurate
population estimates are essential' in
assessing the future situation

To avoid unneeded wastewater treatment
capacity, or construction that induces
undesired growth, the EPA has guidelines
for making population estimates The EPA
requires that population estimates for each
facility planning area be consistent with
the national and state estimates The state
water quality agency, working with WQM
planning agevies or other regional
agencies, break down the state
population estimates into regional
projections Numerous facility plans may
fit into these projections

Maine A 268 water quality analysis and
population projection identified
eutrophicatum from phosphorus enrichment
as a potential threat to Lake Maranacook,
which borders Readfield Agricultu
failing septic systems, and stormwafer
runoff were found to bet e sources of this
nonpoint source pollut

Various analysis approachesirthe local
level may be used, including extrapolations
of past growth trends, estimations
according to population age groups, and
even forecasts based upon business
activities However, the approach that is
adopted must make sense. Its results must
be consistent with the overall estimates for
the state and water quality planning area
Any deviance from these projections, as
might occur from an unanticipated influx
of immigrants, must be thoroughly
justified by the planning agency

7c

A few questions apprOpriate for a
describing the future environment
include:

Can current and past trends be
expected to continue into the future?

Are the projections of population,
stormwater runoff, and similar
considerations realistic?

Are any potentially significant factors
excluded from the assessment?

Have sufficient resources been
allocated for studying important
issues?
These descriptions of current and future
environments provide a basis for
evaluating water quality and wastewater
management alternatives

I .Evaluation of Alternatives

The environmental assessment is used for
comparing alternatives, and selecting the '
final plan. An array of possibilities is
usually considered Alternatives are
screened based upon monetary costs,
environmental effects, and physical, legal,
or institutional constraints Alternative
actions include structural approaches such
as wastewater treatment plants, and
sediment basins for stormwater runoff,
nonstructural measures such as land use
ordinances, and changed operation and
management for improved wastewater
treatment efficiency In fact, the EPA
regulations for facility planning call for
analyses involving .

Flow and waste reduction measures
through water conservation and control of
infiltration/inflow

Alternative locations, capacities, and
phasing of facilities construction

Alternative waste treatment and sludge
management techniques

Improved operation and management
efficiency

Energy reduction

Multiple use of treatment facilities for
activities such as education and recreation

A wide range of alternatives is also.
considered in WQM planning A major
thrust of the WQM program is the



development of Best Management Practices
for preventing or abating pollution from
nonpoint sources. Methods such as street
sweeping and sediment detention basins
are being studied at dozens of test sites
around the country. These results should
be available by the end of 1983, or sooner.

In fodusuig upon the benefits, drawbacks,
and risks of each alternative, it is easy to
lose sight of broad relationships and
cumulative, long-term effects. Similarly,
the tradeoffs between short-term gains and
long-term losses should be explored. For
example, disruptions during a construction
project should be compared with the
probable impacts of induced growth and
community development. The extent to
which a proposed plan would foreclose
future options should be discussed.

Pennsylvania The potential loss of
wilderness near Philadelphia due to a
proposed interceptor project was worth $9
million The foregone benefits made a
competing spray irrigation alternative much
more cost effective

The evaluation of alternatives shows that
different kinds of impacts occur at various
points in time

Discussion of Environmental
Consequences

The environmental assessment of a WQM
or facility plan involves many facets
Although the required content of the
assessment is given in EPA regulations,
the relative emphjis placed upon different
elements varies from place to place, and
changes from time to time. These impacts

\---\occur in different ways

Primary Impacts

Effects directly related to the location,
construction, and operation of projects or
programs are considered primacy impacts.
They can be either Wirefltial (positive) or
adverse (negative). At the local level,
primary beneficial impacts include the
removal of disease-causing organisms from
wastewater, and the reclamation of poor
soils by application of sludge. Negative
impacts may include the noise and soil
erosion which occur during sewer

excavation. Impacts of WQM efforts may
be less obvious, but are still important,
Destruction of open space, loss of wildlife
habitats, and the transfer of wastes out of
an area can be problems of regional
significance. Beneficial primary impacts of
WQM plans include reduced costs through
shared facilities, and expanded multiple
use opportunities.

Direct impacts are interrelated. If
environmental disruption is to be held to a
minimum, or costs are to be kept low, a
water quality project often should be built
within or adjacent to a developed area.
However, the aesthetics will suffer because
of the siting: unsightly construction, noise,
and traffic disruption as a treatment plant
is built; other problems such as odors may
exist after construction is completed.,

California Planners in Monterey faced an
impacts tradeoff The only available sites
for a wastewater treatment plant were. on
prime farmland a principal source of

- artichokes for the nation. In the end,
agriculture was forced to move to less
desirable land

The primary impact is important, but
another kind of impact may be even more
significant, especially for WQM plans

Secondary Impacts

Indirect effects that are induced by a
program or project are called secondary
impacts. They involve the subtle, often
long -term, changes in location, density,
timing, and type of development brought
about by the construction of treatment
facilities Impacts on population, economic
growth, land use, and the environment are
the main areas of concern. For example, in
many areas the siting pf sewers and
treatment plants directly influences the
location of growth within aregion.

Secondary environmental impacts from
growth and sprawl are numerous New

'suburbs, shopping centers, industrial
parks, and recreation centers may consume
excessive energy, and generate air
pollution from traffic. Newly built-up areas
also contribute to stormwater runoff and
nonpoint source pollution. Facilities may
induce unwanted urban development that
infringes on open space, recreational areas,

sir

Eroding stream bank.

l
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historical sites, or agricultural lands. The
scenic character. or etlunc makeup of an
area can be disrupted by the forces of
growth. For example, sewering usually
permits dense development such as
high-rises and townhouses. The type and
quantity of housing in an area, as well as
the people who can afford it, may change
as an indirect result of treatment facilities

Some secondary impacts are singled out for
special attention by federal law They
include construction in wetlands,
destruction of habitats for endangered
species, development in flood-prone areas,
and degraded air quality in certain
geographical areas Other impacts such as
steep slopes may be of special concern to
states or communities

In evaluating the alternatives, and
describing their environmental
consequences, several questions are
appropriate:

Is a full range of realistic alternatives
both structural and nonstructural

types evaluated?
Are the alternatives consistent Arith

the values of the community?
Does the evaluation consider

short-run and long-term tradeoffs, and
irreversible commitments of resources?

Are all potentially significant impacts
both primary and secondarie

included in the analysis?

Mitigation of Impacts

An appropriate followup to assessing
impacts is studying ways to mitigate
(remedy) the adverse effects of alternative
plans. In fact, the consideration of
mitigating measures is required under the
EPA regulations,

Most primary or secondary impacts are
mitigated by several measures Yet, both
the measures and the local situations 'vary
It is important to select the measure that
best meets the needs of a particular area of
the community

Several questions stiould be considered
in selecting mitigation methods:

What mitigation techniques are
available?

How feasible are these measures?
Who will be responsible for their

implementation and enforcement?

,Technique Atm.10)day

Primary impacts such as erosion,
sedimentation, and noise are generally
short-term impacts. They are relatively
easy to mitigate through site planning.
control of construction activities, and
facility operations or program
management
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These problems can be kept to a minimum,
in part, through thoughtful site selection'
and working with, rather than against,
environmental constraints such as limited
terrain An example of mitigative site
planning is the use of vegetation as a
visual screen, or as a buffer against
nonpoint source pollution Another
strategy is the control of censtruction
impacts through measures' uch as
restoring disturbed soils immediately, and
continually cleaning up debris An
additional approach involves proper
operating procedures, such as adequate
treatment and disposal of sludge to
minimize odors it

W i.consin The Dane County Regional
Planning Commission, through its WQM
program and the local Soil and Water
Corwrcation District, developed an effective
agruultural nonpoint source control
program Using cost sharing, techniques
such as nurntum tillage and stream bank
fencing uere Omphasurd

Secondary impacts can have long-term
consequences that often are difficult to
predict and correct Efforts to control them
are relatively recent The EPA has
identified a range of possibilities for
dealing with secondary impacts The hs-t
includes project changes such as a
reduction in treatment plant capacity, land
use regulations such as zoning and
subdivision ordinances to protect water
quality, itestnctions on the number and
type of sewer hook-ups A more
controversial approach for mitigating

*adverse impacts involves multiple use
activities: such as wastewater treatment
facilities used for recreational purposes

Adoption Feasibility

Identifying possible techniques is only the
initial step Just as important is the
feasibility of implementing a particular
mitigation measure Especially difficult are
adverse secondary impacts that are not
easily mitigated through technological
fixes Land use controls such as zoning and
floodplain ordinances are usually needed

Communities concerned with.stunulating
economic development may be
unresponsive to land use controls. Even.the:
local land use plans may be inadequate for
particular mitigation measures. Therefore,
plans and enforcement should Amp reviewed
carefully to determine their effectiveness
and feasibility for various mitigation
measures. Two other important factors are
monetary cost and timing

A major consideration is the cost to the
community of implementing a technique
Some measures, such as the reduction of a
service area, may actually bring down
project costs Others, such as using existing
trees for screening, may have no effect on
cost For the community, grant-eligible
expenditirre-s are as` important as the total
costs. Some mitigating actions. such as
extending an outfall an extra 100 yards,
may make the item grant eligible.
Measures that are considered innovative or
alternative technologies can reduce the
local share of design and construction costs
by forty percent' However, some rwitigating
costs, such as acquiring wetlands to
discourage future development, may not be
eligible for federal grants

Timing is also a key element in
implementation Mitigation measures
should be considered early in the planning
process, soon after impacts are identified
Once the engineering designs are
completed, or construction is underway. it
may be extremely difficult to make
changes

Implerr =imMion and Enforcement
Responsi i ity

An equally important matter is who Will
have the responsibility for implementing
mitigation measures The planning agency
must have the capacity to coordinate the
efforts of the many organizations and
individuals that are involved. For example,
the facility contractor may build erosion
and sediment control structures such as
detention basins However, an official
usually conducts an inspection. The
planning agency itself nit), be responsible
for ongoing maintenance The local
government generally has the
responsibility of implementing land use
controls
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California. A facilities plan for North
Monterey called for the mitigation of
construction, operation, and growth-related
impacts Over 16 agencies and
organizations were tdehttfiedifor possible
implementation roles.

In facilities planning, the grant recipient
must demonstrate that it has the necessary
legal, institutional,financial, and
managerial resources to carry out
construction, operation, and management

and mitigation of primary and
secondary impacts However, areawide and
regional arrangements may be
troublesome One community or
organization may be planning on the
behalf of several others. Since several
jurisdictions are involved, no single local
organization may have the authority to
implement mitigation measures outside its
own area. Or, it may be a special agency
with powers too limited to carry out
mitigation projects. Therefore, this
situation may require an
interjunsdictymal authority with powers
for implementing mitigation measures
Although the local agency executes the
mitigating actions, the EPA has the
ultimate responsibility to make sure that
appropriate measures are adopted This is
done by monitoring the planning process

Environmental Assessment
in the Planning Process
All planning, even water quality planning,
has similar events They include

Identifying problems

Establishing goals and objectives

Compiling data

Developing and evaluating alternatives

Selecting a plan

Implementing and revising the plan

WQM and facilities planning differ
primarily in subject scope. level of detail.
and regulatory requirements

Advisory'Group Activities

Environmental inputs are dealt with
throughout the planning process. In facility
planning, perhaps even berore the advisory
group is formed, it is important to discuss

-potential impacts at thepreapplication
conference Activity at this point shows
local interest, and starts planners thinking
bojit impacts and mitigation measures

-
Early in the planning process, goals are
establi ed ana data is collected. Advisory
groups n address these concerns by
putting vironniental issues on meeting
agendas visory groups can consult with
their consti nts, and comrhunicate the
values and o mons of the public to the
planners. Fr uent news releases about
environmental aspects can Interest the
community in water projects, and establish
on-going support. Fact sheets about
programs or projects can be released to the
public at the beginning of the process
These sheets can be used to point out
environmental issues

Advisory groups can be actively involved 4
in developing and evaluating alternatives
Subcommittees can be formed to study
various aspects, especially from the
perspective of the local interests. Resource
specialists such as soil conservationists can
be invited to cont their expertise to
'advisory group scussions In facilities
planning, the ntee,is required to help
identify these arties. This is also a time
foi usher's-mg mitigation measures
Advisory group members and the public
can take teurs of existing facilities to
observemitigation techniques in operation

Inform ational meetings are especially
appropriate for the plan selection, and the
needs assessment early in the process
They present an opportunity to make
environmental tradeoffs known to the
public, and W hold planners accountable
for their analyses

Advisory group members should encourage
planners to present data and findings la
ways that are relevant to the audience
Charts and pie graphs may appeal to the
general public, while tables of data are
more appropriate for technicians Accounts
sheets may be an effective way for
displaying environmental, economic, and
social impacts Similarly, reports can be
written with different levels of detail or

11liallimIllr111111m1
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summanzed for communication with all
interests in the community. Tradeoffs
should be explained in common terms, such
as the effect of the project on the'locartax
rate, or`the-project compared with other
expenditures uch as a new school It must.
be made easy fir people to compare

'proposals and tradeoffs.

The review of final plans and specifications
offer additional opportunities for the
consideration of environmental issues In
facilities planning, impact mitigation can
be made a condition for design and
construction grants.

Texas The North Central Texas Council of
Governments in the (Vallas -Fort Worth area
is incorporating water quality into/
comprehensive planning and development
lbr the region It consolidates input from
several technical committees into a
Preferred Regional Development Program
This program integrates five areas
transportation, sewage, water supply, N

howong,'anCI land use

Plage in the Planning Process

Some persons think that the
environmental assessment aboul4Abe
limited to the latter part of the pranning
procets, and handled as a task apart from
other planning functions. This can result
in plans that overlook environmental;
issues, and cause subsequent

lementation problems. The EPA
inadvertently encourages this practice,
requiting the submission of the
environme+1 information document
separate fro the facilities plan.

Proper water quality planning is a
back-and-forth process. The assessment of
current and future situatibns goes into the ' 0
development of alttrrnative plans. The
evaluation of these alternatives, in turn,
often leads to further studies of the future,
and so en Similarly, the environmental
assessment proceeds concurrently with all
steps in the planning process

- . -a . ..
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Facilities
Planning

Assess
current

)

9 Assess
future

situation

Identify
alte'"atIve:.

C,cnouct
environmental

assessment

a

Eva,uate
c c

effectiveness

Seiec
aitezzative

4

ViSQ Grou Activities

Put environmental uemental issues on agendas
V

of meetings

Consult math public on the local goals,
values, and !resources, communicate
findings to planners

Circulate fact sheetsaboui program or

PrTet

.
Raise environmental concerns vath'the

4 public, arrange for presentations, to key
.constituents

4 Visit facilities wit 1 mitigation mepsures

A Invite resource specialists and other
interests to participate in studies

4 Make detailed, environmenpl analysis .

State and Areawide
Planning

*Deff4
water quality

orobierns

Identify
constraints ono A.

,priontiet

Determine
solutions

Deve,op
alternatives

4 Advise on data format for the public

A Survey constituents about impacts apd
tradeoffs

Put environmental assessment on the
agendas of public meetings

Design
and construct

.project

Review the consideration o mitigation.
techniques

/ 74-
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EvaiJate
- alternatives

Selec,
Gam

Implement
ann revise

plan
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Main Points .

Because environment reans surroundings,
tile word has different connotations for(
various persons. To the EPA it means just
about everything. Envitpnmental

ents in water quality planning,
therefore, evaluate jobs, housing, and

tics, as, well as water quality,
, and other natural resources. In

warwajkr quality planning, environmental
f rs are as important as monetary costs

Environmental information documents are
prepared for all facilities plans. Impact
stateients are done only if projects are
controversial, are expected to have
significant impacts, or other circumstances
warrant additional studies. Water Quality
Management planning is also subject to
the envixonruentai assessment process, but
WQM,plans seldom need an impact
statement

Programs have diffeent regulations,
different terms describe the assessmait
steps. However, the environmental
assessment involves the same basic
elements: description of current and future
environments; evaluation of alternative
plans; discussion of environmental
consequences, description of measures to
mitigate or minimize adverse effects.

Impacts can be either beneficial (positive)
or harmful (negative) They alsore,

4,

assified as either primary or secondary,
terms which do not reflect their
importance, but show their relationships to
actions. Primary impacts are due directly
to a project or program. Secondary effects,
such owth, are included or ca
indirectly by a project.

Successful projects require the mitigation
of adverse impacts. The choice of
mitigqion measures depends upon
technique availability, implementation
feasibility, and enforcement responsibility
Secondafy impacts are generally more
difficult to mitigate

WQM and facilities planning programs
have different specific requirements, but
they have th same basic planning
elements. th involve: identifying
problems; establishing goals and objectives,
compilingdata; -developing and evacuating
alternatives, selecting a plan,
implementing and revising the plan.

.-Advisory groups can ensure that.
environmental aspekts are considered
throughout the plannIrtg process Meetings,
public hearings, fact sheets, project
reviews, and other occasions are

it, opportunities for citizen involvement
Maximum information exchange between
the planners and the public requires
different kinds of communication
approaches for the diverse public and
discussions in common terms.

4
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Environmenkil assessment
plays a role in soil
consery ion planning.
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Case Study

Mitigating Growth Impacts and
Protecting Wetlands

Block Island, Rhode Island
i4

O

E

Adupted Nitunkipai wastewater Management Citizen (Jul& to
Facilay Planning L Ruqatte editor W ash t"gton LX'
Ern. mento 1 P%tet non Agru (1 /flee of Wateg P rogrum OperntionN,

1979

Block Island is a irnail island located roughly ten miles off
the coast of Rhode Island It supports a small year-round
population of about 500 residents During the summer, the
resident population increases to 1,700, and on a typical
summer day another 1,000 2,040 tourists may be visiting
the island

Development on the Wand has been concentrated in the
Old Harbor area Hotels, Inns, rooming houses,
xestaurants, and shops clostered .long the old
harborfront To the northwest, more recent development
has taken place in the Nev. Harbor 'area The remainder
of the island is largely open heath, pastime, numerous'
ponds and inland wetlands Of the island's nearly 7.000
acres oser 5.000 are in Math and open pastalre, and
another 1 0.t00 acres are in water and wetland

In 1972, the island.Adopted a comprehensive development
plan The goals anTpolicies outlined in the plan include
prutetting environmentally sensIttve lands and natural
area:", Deserving the rural NewiEngiand character of the
iolarid, and confining development to lands with soils
suitable for septic tanks In 1973, the township updated
its 1967 zoning ordmanct to conform with the new plan,0
and to ensure the protection of wetlands, ponds. and
streams

TlitProblem

Until t late 1 0s. the primary wastewater disposal
method a island was onsitesewage systems, usually
with the direct discharge of raw wastewater into the
ocean In the early 1970's, a ban on raw ocean discharge'
caused a swi bsurface disposal

The high d- ity i e Old and New Harbor areas,
)'however, did n , pow enough land for adequate
'subsuc-face" isposal, particularly during the peak summer
season New construction, which was increasing'at the
time, placed adOitional strain on the capacity of the soils
As a result, many onsite systems fail , creating a,
situation that was,aesthetically dis sing to the
residents rt also represented a pa tal cdmmuti.ity
health hazard

172

Proposed Solution

Because of the serious sewage disposarproblems, island
officials hired a consulting engineering firm to studs the
situationeland develop tentative plans for a municipal
collection and treatment system NexOthe township
began application proceedings for federal aid it then
contracted with thelsame,engineering firm to design.
supervise construction, and start operation oe
recommended waste disposal system

The initial pl4n called for the construction of a secondar .
wastewatetreatment plant, sewer, and an outfall off the
breakwater near Old Harbor The system (0 28 mgd( w
designed to initially serve both the Old and Nev. Harbor
areas, with provisions to serve the area south of Old ^
Harbor in the future

Based on the envirgnmental assessment, the EPA issued a
Finding of No Sig-nThcant Impact However, in six months
the project had become the subject of serious public
controversy Citizens discovered that the project would
cost $2 6 million more than was originally estimated It

- would also have serious growth implications for their
community The EPA Regional Office, recognizing the
serious nature of the community concerns, reversed its
decksidn and decried to prepare an environmental impact
statement

Issues RaPsed

4

Both the draft and final environmental impact st ement
discussed in some detail the project's possible slco ary
land use impacts Based on the experience of other land
resort communites, and depending on the demand f
zoning changes and expanded treatment capacity, tfie
statement warned that the following secondary impacts
could result

. Develop resorts and residences on wetlands, shorelines,
and flood-prone areas

Facilitate condominium and high4lerlaityresidential
development on the extensive open moors.

intrude upon the character of open space, especially the
view of Great Salt Pond and Block Island Sound

A
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Degrade water quality through runoff from additional
paved and impermeable surfaces, through eros'iori and
sedimentation aatiociated with construction activities, and

' through solid waste-sept,age disposal and septic system-

Increase noise levels through additional vehicle-.
IA wnmowers. and human astivities

Degrade air quality through additional motor ehicle-
and power boats

Disturb the fragile ecosystems of marshes, Mines, anti'
upland plant and animal associations

The Alteuatives

The cOroposed project alternatives were carefully analyzed
to ensure that an extreme growth situation would not
occur. and that the'severe secondary impacts would he
avoided The analysis concentrated on what Were
considered the four most practical choice-

Alternative A. Construction of a treatment facility and
collection sv'tem to serve the Old and Nev. Harbor
sections of the island, with provisions to serN.e the area
south of Old Harbor in the future

Alternative B. Construction of the project without
provisions for sewering the area south of Old Harbor in
the future

Alternative C.. do sewer construction, but a
comprehensive program for rehabilitating individual
septic systems

Alternative D. construction of a treatment facility arM
collection system for the Old Harbor area only. waif
rehabilitation of individual septic cytems in the "lc.
Harbor area

e,
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The draft impact statement recommended against
allowing the situation to remain unchanged is "do
nothing" alternative), and against trying to solve the
problem simply by upgrading existing individtal septic
systems (Alternative C) Also rejected was the original
rrnrryza Altprnative A , whirh was ahnut to hp Pnartpri
when the citizens raised their protests This alternative
).)as eirrrmiated because wetlands and other
environmentally-sensitive areas made ap a large portion
of the area proposed for future sewers The draft impact
statement recommended alternatives B and D

Of these two recommended altepnatives, the draft
statement favored Alternative Di Pressures for induced
growth would be mirumized, particularly along the stnp
between the two harbors However, due to the insistence,
by the Rhode Island Department of Health that septic
systems could not be made adequate in the New Hari
area, the final environmental impact statement
"rmorrineridod Alternative B It also advocated that bo
commercial `argue be served-by public sewers, rather than
the Old H area alone

1
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Mitigation Measures
,-

Scaling down the onginal project desigriwas the first ,

mitigating measure Eliminating Alternative A reduced
the size of the service area This meant that the project
would not induce growth on wetlands and other
environmentally-sensitive lands south of Old Harbor

The second mitigating measure involved a specific
directive to protest wetlands un the periphery of the two
harbors, and lands adjacent to interceptors carrying
wastes from the New Harbor to the treatment plant in the
Old Harbor

The EPA attached a condition to facilities grant It
required the grant recipien protect wetlands by
partially controlling the new growth through hook-up
limitations

It is important to note that this condition reaffirms Rhode
Island law on the protection of wetlands, and that it
supports policies contained in the local comprehensive
plan antzorung ordinance /1
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Lelected Resources

Ent'tronmental Asse4ment of Construction Grant Projects FRD-5 EPA-430/9.79-007
Washington. DC U S Environmental Protection Agency, January 1979 58 pp.

I'his manual is designed to aid grantees in the preparation of environmental
assessments for wastewater treatment facilities. Using a checklist format, it
discusses the types of environmental factors which should be considered in
environmental assessment It has four chapters whiCh deal with procedures for
identifying and assessing impacts, types of pertinent man-made and natural
features, hazardous or sensitive areas, and conservation of natural resources
Federal laws and regulations are mentioned and the minimum and
supplemental requirements of the assessments are given Copies are available
from General Services Administration 8FFS), Centralized Mailing Lists
Sera ices, Building 41,.Denver Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225 Give the FRD
number and the publication title when ordering

nirnmnipntol 4.e..rrler4 (V Water Qualfty Management ashington, 9(1 U
Environmental Protection Agency, January 1977 108 pp

This report is designed to assist managers and staff of planning agencies in
assessing envintmental impacts of water quality management plans In
addition to-an overview, chapters are devoted to land use, air quality, water
quality, visual quality, and ecological economic, IA social impacts These
chapters discuss parameters appropriate to the topic, baseline de:elopmearif, and
assessment methods Key questions about each topic also are featured Copies
may he obtained from the ITS Environmental Protection Agency Library
Sec icjc, Mail Drop No 35, Research Triangle Park, NC 27771 When ordering,
:nye PDS No 3471

Leffel R Ernest, Direct Em.irOnmental Factor,' at tfuructpal Wa.steuater Treatment
iAorA. EPA-430 9-76-00.3 MCD-20 Washington DC U S Enkironmental Protection
Agenc: Januar. 1976, 104 pp

Inis report is primarily limited to a few categories of impacts at municrpai
wastewater treatment facilities, but it does contain a good summary' of
ek aluation and control measures ofenvironmentally -sound projects It has a
comprehensive section on facility planning and site design Other chapters
discuss airborne pollutant s. noise. and site.,problem: To order this publication
write General Services Administration 81'.FS,, Centralized Mailing Lists
serk ices: Building 41. Denver Federal Center. Denser, CO 80225 Indicate the
NICD number and the title of publication when ordering

Rastatker Clem L., ed .Municipal Wa.stewater*Mdnagement Citizen Guide to Facility
FRD-6 Washington, be' S Environmental Protection Agency, Office of

hate- Program Operations, January 1979 263 ON

This handbook is deigned to 'acquaint citizen leaders with important decisions
that need to be made in managing wastewater The book identifies key
decisions throughout the pinning process that are critical to the facility plan
and the community, identifies environmental, economic, and social
considerations affecting these decisions. facilitates citizen input and helps
citizen- understand the legal tools to facilitate their inyol:ement Regarding
en: ironmental assessment the book focuses up-on primary and secondary
impacts and mitigation measures It is available from the General Services
Administration t8FFSi. Centrafiied Mailing Lost' Services. Building 41,renver
Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225 Indicate the FRB nkfrnber and title of
publication when ordenng

Need More
Jnformation?
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Chapter 12

FinanCial
Management
Dennis W Auker and Irving Hand

Athieving clean water can be expensive'

More than $25 billion in federal funds
gave been spent on the planning and
construction of wastewater treatment
far:limps in the decade following the
passage of the Clean Water Act of 1972

From 1974 to 1980 the federal
anvernment invested nearly a quarter
billion dollars in state and areawide water
quality planning,
Due to poor planning, a lack of planning,
or unexpected events, the residents in some
communities pay over $800 in annual
sewage charges

The implementation of water qualit7,
programs in the face of rising costs raises
many questions for statesland local
communities They need to know how
much they can afford to pay, who will pay,
and how they On pay The answers to such
questions are crucial to the success of any
project or program

Water Quality Planning
Water quality planning is done on several
levels State aid areawide planning, called
water quality management (WQM)
plannmg, aims at providing a framework
for the coordination of local plans.It also
focuses upon broad problems such as
nonpoint source pollution Another type of
water quality planning, wastewater facility
planning is usually directed at the local
level There are also other types of
plannmg such a5 river basin planning
Financial management has a role,in each
of these types of planning and helps
implementing agencies meet their financial
responsibilities

I

The analysis and administration of the
financial aspects of water quality planning,
construction, and operations is called
financial management The benefits of
financial management aremumerous
Besides indicating total project costs,
financial analysis leads to an estimate of
the local share of the costs, and identifies
secondary or indirect impacts such as the
energy needs of various project alternatives
which can affect the costs borne by
communities. -Unfortunately, financial
management has been hampered by
several factors. including

The absence of information on how to
manage the financial aspects of water
quality projects

Limited application and testing of
financial analysis methods

The reluctance of technicians and
financial experts to investigate each otter's
points of view

The hesitancy of some persons to face
tough financial issues out of concern for
political consequences

The lack of trained personnel at the loCal
level

While most water quality plans are
technically acceptable, many fail to
consider adequately the important
financial and institutional issues affecting
funding and implementation This lack of
information and analysis makes it difficult
for local planners and decisipn makers to
evaluate alternative costs, add institutional
arrangements. This, in turn, makes it
d ''cult to obtain the commitments which
a necessary to implement plans

91
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Many personnel at the state, regional, and
local levels view financial and institutional
analysis as outside the usual realm of
technically-oriented'planning. However,
federal, state, and local governments are
now facing increasingly stringent financial
constraints which are forcing a careful
analysis of the local community's ability to
finance water quality programs and
projects.

The advisory group should recognize
the need for financial management and
support its implementation. Without
adequate financial management, a
community may end up with a water
quality program that it cannot afford
or completely Accept.

Benefits of Financial
Management in Planning

Determination of total costs for
project alternatives

Estimate of th'e local share of
various costs

Assessment of the capacity of the
community to finance itts costs'

Identification of alternative funding
sources and revenue- generating'
systems

Allocation of costs among
cokununities and institutions

Equitable distribution of costs
among users

Assessment of the financial impacts
of institutional arrangements and
responsibilities-

Identification of secondary,impacts
such as energy use

Financial Management
Principles

Financial management must occur as early
as possible in the planning process Prompt
consideration helps to assure the adoption
of affordable solutions to water quality
problems Continuing financial
management throughout the planning
prodits is then necessary to ensure that
the final cost estimates and financing
strategies are sound and acceptable
Specifically, early analyses are based upon
assumptions about service levels,
engineering requirements, financial
capabilities, and institutional
arrangements These assumptions may
chaftge later in the planning process,
requiring reevaluation of previous
conclusions

Accurate financial management analyses
require a clear understanding of the water
quality planning process and the decisions
to be made at each step in the process
Four important steps in water quality
planning include

Assessment of the current situation

Assessment of the future situation
Environmental assessment

Cc.rst-tffei.-tiveriessAanalysin

An accurate analysis of the current
situation requires data on population,
wastewater facilities, pollution,
regulations, and institutional
characteristics This information is needed,
for example, in order to determine whether
to repair existing systems or to,buitd new
ones

The assessment of the future situation
leads to a more detailed financial analysis
A whole series of issues related to
financing is addressed, including the
estimated rate of population growth and
distnbution, and projected land uses:
including the kind and density of
activities Other important issues are
wastewater quantity trends, including
infiltration and inflow factors, and
projected industrial wastewater
contnbutions to municipal wastewater
treatment facilities Each of these issues
has a major effect upon ttie financial
picture of water quality planning

r
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An environmental assessment evaluates
the effects of various wastewater ireatment
or pollution control alternatives on surface
waters, sensitive areas such as wetlands,
population change, economic growth, land
use, and other factors The impact of each
on the financial aspects of the plan must
be studied.

In facility planning, the final selection of a
wastewater treatment alternative is
completed within the framework of
cost-effectiveness analysis. The Most
cost-effective solution, is the one with the
lowest overall monetary costs which meets
water quality goals without overriding
environmental drawbacks However, the
cost - effectiveness analysis does not include
a consideration of a community's ability to
pay Therefore, the financial management
andlysis should evdlatC the impacts of the
cost-effective alternative itself upon a
community's financial resources

Water Quality Planning

Assessment of the current situation

Assessment of the future situation

Identification of alternatives

Environmental assessment

Cost-effectiviness analysis

Selection of the recommended
alterroive

Selection of management and
financial arrangements

I, ,
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Certain principles of financial analysis
apply throughout the planning process

The presentation of cost information
should be based on the cost to an
individual user, or a single household

The impacts of the water quality
program on the financing of other public
programs should be identified

The funding scheme must be perceived as
equitable. To the extent possible, those
who benefit should pay for services

The advisory group can help to assure
that the financial aspects of the project
are not ignored until the last moment
when little can be done. It is important
that the advisory group know the key
steps in the planning process, and the
types of %Alicia' input that are crucial
at each decision point.

Wisconsin. On the Fox River between
De Pere and Lake Winnebago is a
concentration of ten paper mills and' tour
municipalities They collectively achieved a
90 percent reduction in organic wastes
discharges, but still could not meet the
water quality standards An areawide
planking group, the' Fox Valley Water
Quality Planning Agency, with a WQM

. grant, used financial considerations in
developing innovative wasteload allocation
strategies such at flow and -

temperature - related permits, stream
segment wasteload permits? and in-stream
aeration Although all of trw approaches
have not been approved by the Wisconsin
Natural Resources Board or the U.S EPA,
they allow water quality goals to be met
without erecting finanral hardships for the
dischargers

Costs of Cledh Water
",.. The costs of clean,water can be substantial

For wastewater treatment facilities, the
major costs are associated with design,
construction, operation, and management.
Funds from the U S Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) normally cover
75 percent of the eligible planning, design,
and construction costs. However, local
communities must bear the burden of the
remaining costs, including long-term

. operation and management expenditures
For 'state and areawide WQM programs,

,
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federal funds have covered much of the
initial planning costs Again, states and
local communities have the financial
responsibility for implementation and
operation costs

The determination of the costs for a
particular water quality project or program
can be a long and complex process It is
one, however, that is epsential. Local
decision- makers need a thorough
understanding of costs in order to make
comparisons among the water quaky
alternatives and activities that compete for
community resources. Specifically, the local
share of costs must be identified to assess
how other local programs such as streets or
schools may be affected through budget
limitations.

Much cost information is developed
through water quality planning efforts
However, most cost studies focus upon
engineenng factors. Cost-effectiveness
analysis permits the systematic comparison
of wastewater management alternatives,
but is pnmarily designed to help the
engineers and planners select alternatives

Cost information should also be developed
to meet the specific needs of perSons who
will be affected by a project and those who
will have implementation responsibility
Cost estimates for industry, business, and
homeowners are crucial in determining
how alternative pollution control systems
will affect a community Likewise, cost
information is needed to ,assure that
agencies charged with implementation,
such as a sewer district, have the ability to
effectively perform the necessary tasks

Most cost deterJrninations are made by
professional engineers working in
consultation with agencies responsible for
the planning activities An understanding
of the technical aspects of water quality
projects and programs is necessary to
accurately estimate costs However, costs
are affected by factors such as service
areas, future land uses, and population
projections, which should not be
determined solely by the engineers These

i determinations should be developed in
coordination with the local governments
that are directly charged with land use
planning and regulation responsibilities

Facility planning and management suggest
that cats be developed for capital and
operating expenditure for five-year
intervals over a 20-year period
Wastewater system costs include collects
lints, interceptor sewers, pump stations,
force mains, sewage treatment, and sludge
disposal. Where phased constructionis
expected,,,the land use implications of .
population growth and distribution should
be detvrmined. This cost data should deal
with each phase for the entire system, and
be available for review and comment by
the participants in the planning process,
including the advisory group The planners
should analyze how much each alternative
will cost each individual user on a monthly
basis

Federal Grant Eligibility

In determining the local share of costs, the
expenditures that are eligible for federal
funds' must be distinguished from those
that are not In facility planning, eligible
costs under the EPA Construction Grants

Program include planning, design,
construction costs (such as the facility
itself, lab equipment, land purchases, and
interceptor sewers), start-up assistance,
and development of a user charge system
or pretreatment program Ineligible for
EPA funding are costs for sewer hook-ups
and for the long-term operation,
management, and replacement of the
treatment facility Local wastewater
collection lines may also be ineligible

In the past many grantees failed to
properly identify the costs that were
eligible or ineligible for federal funding
support The trCie local costs for an
alternative facility or program-were either
Unknown or were incorrectly estimated and
documented This deficiency was especially
prevalent for operation and maintenance
costs Thus, the end result was higher
Wastewater treatment costs that had to be
paid by the local community



California

I

Five million dollars in
expenditures on a $6 million wastewater
treatment facility in Coachella Valley were
declared ineligible for federal funds.
Because of pos ble overdestgn, the 6,000
rodents of the rea may have to pay for
almost all of the atty. The state is now
assisting the co unity in its
administrative p edures to avoid such a
deastateng luss the community

The advisory group should make
certain that the community knows
.which costs are ineligible for EPA
funding. It is the community's
responsibility to bear these cost.

Costs of Future Growth

The future growth of a community may
play a major role in determining the costs
of Clean water The type. amount. and
location of growth may affect not only the
size of thg treatment plant, but also the
need for constructing and maintaining
sewers The type of growth that occurs is
one unportant consideration. Industrial;
commercial, and residential land uses will
generate different pollution control needs
with corresponding costs Even within a
particular land use category, there may be
varying treatment needs For example,
multi- family residences often have per
capita wastewater flows which differ from
single family homes located on large lots
Similarly, agricultural lands can yield
different nonpoint source pollutants such'
as pesticides and sediment

It is important to estimate, as accurately
as possible, the types of future land uses
and the time likely for their development
Failure to do so can result in financial
hardships for the community For'example,
inaccurate growth projection) have
sometimes led to the construction of
oversized wastewater treatment facilities
that have large capital, operation; and.
management costs- In these nces,/
existing users must suppo their
portion of the total costs an hat which
the new population was expected to
provide

Growth istues
//'

How and where shougithe
community grow?

Can the growth be managed either
directly through land use controls, or
indirectly through the loction of
sewers?

Can the community afford to pay
the costs for new sewers to serve the
growth areas?

What options-akist for funding
future growth?

Will adequate funding be available
for programs or projects to
accommodate future growth'

4,*

Funding Sources
In this time of rising costs and tax
burdens, it is no easy task to secure the
funds that are necessary for wastewater
treatment and the control of nonpoint
sources of pollution Funds are available,
however, and their sources should be
identified and studied through financial
management analysis In general, potential
funding sources can grouped into three
categories. intergovernmental sources of
capital such as loans and grants from the
Farmers Home Administration atd the -
EPA, local sources of capital such as
general obligation bonds and special
assessments; and local sources of operation,
management, and replacement income
such as connection charges, inspection fees,
and user fees

rt
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Funding Sources for Weser Quality Management

Source or Systerri Descriptibn

Intergovernmental Sources
of Capital

FmHA* Community Facility
Loans lid Grants ,

State Grants

or
HUD** Communi ty

'Development Block Grants

EPA Construction Grants

, Loans or grants used to construct or
imprdte sewage systems. Community
must, demonstrate financial need

Grants usually used to decrease the
local share of federally-funded
projects.

When used for water pollution control
purposes, the grants can be used only
for sewers, not a treatment facility

Grants normally of 75 percent for
planning and constructing a treatment
facility, 85 percent for the use of
innovative or alternative technologies

Local Sources of Capital General Obligation Bonds

Revenue Bonds

Special Assessment Bonds

Bonds usually paid for through an
incjimase in taxes These bonfls may
be subject to 'a voter referendum

Bonds paid for by.revenues generated
by the community facility Higher
interest rates than those for general
obligation bonds may often apply

Bonds issued to pay for public improve-
ments where specific and d ect private
benefits exist Payments fr parties
who receive the benefits re ire the
bonds triteresot rates are normally
higher, than general obligation bonds
A special assessment district is
required for this type of funding

Local Operating Income Sources AgrValorem Taxes

Income Taxes

User Fees

Taxes computed on the assessed value of
all property, real and personal, often
consider regressive and unfair, ,

normal)
,

an unpopular method

Taxes computed genvrally as a Nrcent
of income, either as all ITItren451p4
percentage, or as a constant percentag
of income Some local jurisdictions
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may not have the legal atrth'Ority to
_ impose income taxes

N. '.
Prices charged to tfie consumers of '

various public services The charges
may vary among user categories ii.nd(
locations due to differences the 2.
costs of providing service GenerallNi

---\a:favored approach, alt h gh,it may
a burden to lowrincome;seholds .

4 '`

-1 armee, Home keirrfullpfralum
Department of ?fouling and Trion Ikeelopment

4
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If commUnities are to finance the locaj
costs for water quality programs in an c_,7
economical and oquitahle ma7er, it is
important to examine the advantages and
disacitintages of the full range bf capital
and revenue- generating mechanisms. For
example, various funding sources can
change due to legislative actions or
innovations in bond payment andother
financing techniques. Federal and state
assistance programs may also change
Other issues can affect the ability of a
community to secure funds These include
the eligibility of a community to receive
funds from the different federal agencies,
and limitations or requirements on those
funds

FAding Source Issues

14 the community or local agency
eligible to receive funds"

4

Are there limitations or
requirements for using the funds"

Can the local agency meet_
application requirements!)

Is voter approval necessary for a
specific funding method"

Does the4'unding source impact min,
citizens in an equal or fair manner'

FMancing the Local Share

Of great importance and interest to a
community and to advisory groups are the
issues surrounding theilnancing of the
local share of costs. Various
revenue-generatiqg mechanisms can affect
a cvinmunity in different ways For
example, the local costs of a project may be
financed from general, fund revenges. In
this case, the general population supports
the project through an increase in taxes. .

More often, however, self-supporting
revenues specific to the project, stn as
special assessments and user fees, must be
secured. Support for these types of
mechanisms comes'from those who benefit
from the project

a

Michigan. The 234 units of gosern me n t in
the Southeast Michigan Council of
Governments SEMCOG) conduct ongoing
water quality planning with a
self-financing mechanism. Using a
cost-sharing formula based upon both
sewage flow and land area, SEMCOG is ,

able to spread the cast for.planning across
the entire population in'the region. The
funding arrahgement was selected after an
examination of about two dozen alternatives
.based on criteria that included equity,
legality, and political feasibility It was
designed to pay the )ocat share required to
obtain WQM funds' for continuing
planning

The effect on a cOmmunit,4s capital
improvement program is other
consideration to be made in analyzing local
finances When a community undertakes
the responsibility for a wastfwater
treatment facility or nonpoint source
control program, the financial resources
available to the community may be
stretched. Thus, monies that can be used
for other purposes, such as roads or
schOols,may not be readily available.
Higher interest rates may also exist for
loans that can be secured 1

community Finance Issues

What is the community's ability to
incur further debt"

Ho ion the future nee& for capital
relate to the capacity to borrovi"

How will the project affect the
community's other capital investment

priorities?

How will the project schedule affect
the financial alternatives?

To what extent wilt the project
induce growth, increase demands
upon existing infrastructuresuch as
schools and roads, or increase the
need for expansion?

Will the facility provide an
incentive for growth that may
increase, ail revenues?

Does the financial analysis for the
water quality program or project

proyAde sufficient information for
making decisions?

97
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Who Pays and How Much

The determination df who pays and how
much is Crucial in developing acceptable
local funding mechanisms. A first step is
the identification of who is to benefit from
the project or program A clear recognition
of the beneficiaries is necessary before the
public can be expected to support a project
Business, industry, and homeowners may
all benefit directly, for example, from a
wastewater treatment project. The
community as a whole also may benefit
from the project as its lakes and streams
become cleaner Various groups may
benefit differently, those differences should
be reflected in how much each pays

The issue of equity or fairness is also
importantiin determining who pays and
how much How fees are established for
new as opposed to present users, different
income level groups, and for business,
industry, and homeowners are some of the
decisions that nee to be made.

Equity Issues

Will new users be treated the same
as present users?

Should there be entry fees for those
in new growth areas that wish to
extend the sewer system, or service
charges for undeveloped tracts')

What is the basis for determining
connection fees?

Are there portions of the
community's low-income population
who will not be able to afford the
utility bills`' _

How will the revenue-generating
system affect families who wish to
move into the community?

Wilt the system unduly burden
property owners`'

Will the costs adversely influence
Suture ernomic gr wth?

ti
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The funded agency should consult with

41)
the advisory group about Vie
distribution of costs among pr&sent .

and future users. An evaluation should
be made both of the relative
contributions by various types of users,
and the ability of each to pay its share
of the costs-. ,

.,User Charges

User charges are the major way in which
communities generate revenue to cover
operation, management, and replacement
costs In developing a user charge system,
the issues relating to who benefits, who
pays, and how much should be considered

In .wastewater facility planning, the
development of a user charge system is
required by the Clean Water At
Specifically, a user charge System must

9 tnbute costs to each user, or user
ass, in proportion to the user's

ontnbution to the total waste load of the
treatment facility

Provide for the total operatidn,,
,management, and replacement costs of the
treatrueit facility

Undergo reviews and revision's to reflect
the actual costs where necessary

Operate under legislative enactment by
the appropriate authority

Nonpo
recover
replace:

source control programs can also
ration, management, and

nt costs through user charges
For example, routine septic system
inwections and other management
functions can be financed through a user

large system There are no specific
requirements for user charges in nonpoint
coerce control programs. however

y .
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,Impact of Institutional
Arrangements,

A

Institutional arrangements have an impact
on who will bear the costs and who will
obtain funding. They involve`the
assignment of responsibilities to
governmental agencies or private
organizations. Financial managemettt
requires the identification and assignment
of.respinsibilities required for the
implementation of a program,
Responsibilities can'be assigned to various
institutions These include

An informal working group within an
existing governmental department

A new or existing governmental
department

A county, city, or other municipality

A new or existing special district
authority

A new or existing regional organizationt
A new or existing state agency

A ftsderal agency

444

factors in Sclettang of Itaal Autiawsso.

An organization formed by an
intergovernmental contract

A private entity such as _Et private utaly

The major considerations in selecting in
institution are managerial, legal, political,
financial, and public acceptance factors.
Effective management of a wastewater
treatment facility or a Ater quality
management program requires
administrative activities such as
continuous planning, operatip,
management, monitoring, and regulation.
It is important to keep in mind that not all
'agencies have all the necessary authority
and Capabilities, responNbtlities are often
shared.

The advisory group can help identify
and resolve issues related to the
establishment of appropriate.
institutional arrangements.

The advisory group should discuss
issues such as the political
accountability, financial responsibility,
administrative capability, and technical
ability of the institutions.
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Secondary Impacts in
Financial Management

During planning, issues_should be raised
regarding the broad, indirect.consequences
of proposed actions. These indirect effects
are called secondary impacts. For example,
cleaning up a stream may improve fishing
and attract tourists who spend money in
the localliwitimy, thus increasing
community revenues. On the other hand,
the extension of an interceptor sewer
across undeveloped-lands may encourage
growth and increase the demand for
governmental services, thereby placing
stress on a community's budget

Numerous secondary impacts can
accompany a water quality project or
program Impacts with financial
Significance includ economic
development. goverrunental cooperation,
growth projections, community programs
multiple use opportunities, energy
demands, and groundwater pollution.
ITte project may effect the potential for

economic development, By providing
additional treatment capacity, a new
indtstyy may locate in the community On
the her hand, additional 4bwer charges
Tay force some industties to close or move

186

A project may enhance or interfere with
19cal intergovernmental coopeiatiod If a
Project serves both city and county
residents, agreement must be reached on
service areas, and the equitable treatment
of users in each jurisdiction

A project is vulnerable to speculative
growth projections. Building for future

igriliwth does not guarantee that growth
w l occur 4f it does not take place, the
system users will have to pay higher unit
costs to retire the local debt and ensure
proper operation and management
Similarly, a change of existing treatment
capalty will lower or raise the unit costs
to all system users A substantial increase '
in 1,init cost can have an adverse effect on,
low and fixed-income families

A project also may have revenue effects on
other community programs If the project
uses uft most or all of the community's debt
capacity, other'community projects such -as
a neWtown hall, parks, water supply
improvements, and roads may not be
financially' feasible

A project can present opportunities for
multiple use activities such as recreation
If the project-can be integrated Tnto the
community's open space plans by using
sewer rights of way for hiking trails,or by
converting a land disposal site into a park.
costs to develop these recreational
opportunities can -be reduced

A project may significantly alter the
energy demand relative to other
wastewater treatment alternatives
Projects also can require various amounts
of oCher resources such as chemicals and .

land

A project may affect groundwate
pollution, either degrading or enhancing
publicor individual water supplies For
example, a project may trarisfer water out
of 4 watershed and diminish the recharge
of local aquifers.,On the other hand, where
groundwater Aletion has been a problem.
improved onsiti wastewater system
management cap eliminate the need for,
and expense of, new sources of water
supply.,

the ad' isory group can lend many
insiglItti into the significance of the
seco ary,impacts of watel quality
pro) add programa.
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Financial- IpCstitutional Plan

Concerns'such as costs, funding sources,
,institutional arrangements, and secondary
impacts can be dealt with through a.
financial-ir-thtitutional plan All water
quality plans shoulil include a
financial-institutional plan or element.
This element should allow dotal office Is,
policy makers, 4nd citizens to underOand
the approach to the issues of who pays,
how much, and when As a minimum, it
should provide information about the
participating agencies, their
responsibilities, esti6iates of all 'project
costs, the funding sources for each cost,
and the expected burden on each local
citizen and affected institution T The
financial-institutional plan is a de non
document It must do morg than sim
raise issues It also records decisions made
and actions to be taken

In developing the plan, analysts should
discuss potential constraints,
implementation problems, and risks Some
of the issues are

An altered bond rating which may
severely affect a community's ability to
borrow money and the costs of these funds

A voter referendum thet may determine
P

the type of funds that can be used to
finance a program

A change in population growth that will
affect the program implementation and the
costs to users

The advisory g roup should make sure
that the financial-institutional issues
important to the community are
adequately addressed in water quality
plans.

Advisory Groups in
Financial Management,

*
The role of the advisory group is to help an
agency plan; develop, and manage a water
poll tic control project or prOgram. The
goals e to avoid undue financial burdens
for the community, and to see that
residents get their money's worth -

The advisory group can play an
impoit role in gauging the public
perceptions of the need for a project or
program and the willingness to pay for
it. The advisory group can assist
communication among the planners,
engineers, and the blic about the
program costs and b efits.

Since the advisory group represents 9
cross-section of the taxpayers and
residents who will pay for water
quality projects, it rakes sense to
involve the group in }eviewing how the
money will be managed to achieve the
desired benefits. The advisory group
serves to:

Bring forth views about whether the
community can afford and will support
a project

Help identify financial and
institutional issues in the community
that should be addressed during the
planning process

Offer ideas about how
management agencies should function
in order to meet community needs and
problems

Develop an understanding of the
agency's mission and the problem it
faces in financing a project

Take time to review the financial
analyses and ask appropriate questions
about the results

Help determine what is eqaitable
regarding a proportional cost-recovery
system.
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/Summary

4

Financial management canhelp a
community. determine how much it will
cost to achieve water quality goals, ant the
most equitable methods of payment. The
integration of,financial management with
other water quality/ planning tasks should
be accomplishell as early as possible in the
planning process. It' should then be -
continued through to operation of the
wastewater treatment facility or
irillementation of the water quality
management program

'Cost information is imporfant to local
/decision ?bakers for companng
alternatives, for determining the impact on

"other local Rrograms:and for evaluating
the impact on users'ankimplementing
agencies The local shall of the costs
should be expretsed in terms of cost per
user

In planning, several important
assumptions must be made which have
financial impacts, includiqg service area,
future land uses, and population
pfojections They should be developed by
city and county governments The advisory
group can help to assure that these
assumptions are pioperly addressed

Available funding Sources depend on
community resources and legislative
actions In genoral, potential revenue
sources can be grouped into categories that
include intergovernmental and Jocal
sources of capital, operation,. management,
and replacement funds The advisory group
can help to identify issues that relate toy
particular funding sources

Who benefits and who p are important
issues to be considered i 4elopiN water
uality plans Costs should be equitlatly

d tnbuted among users The user charge
system is a method developed by the
agency to distribute local operatick,
management, and replacement (OTM&R)
costs The local share of the capital costs
for construction may be recovered by. user
fees or 'Sewer bills, ad valorem taxes. and
surcharges
. . !

Institutional arrangements involve the
assignment of resporibility for water
quality management The factors to

4
consider in selecting institutions include At
managerial, legal, political, financial, and
pohhe AreflptAnee a:ppm,. City or county,
governments, special districts. state
agencies, private firms, and
intergovernmental organizations may be
capable of carrying out these
"'esponsibilities .t.

..., . .

The advisory group can help identify
and resolve issues related to the
institutional arrangements.

A prcoec may lead to secondary impacts
such s owth spurred by wastewater
treat nt facilities These impacts can
have ng-tevo financial implications
They can be anipcipated and dealt with in
a financial-institutional plan

. . .

The water quality plan sh6u/d include a
financial-institutional element that allows
local officials, policy makers, and citizens
to determine who pays, how much, and
when The advisory group should engage in
and review the efforts of the participating
agencies to make sure that projected
annual capital and O,M &R costs, funding .

sources, household costs, and secondary
impacts are included in the plan
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Case Study

Rehabilitation of Sewei-s

tiuncOmbe County, North Carolina

a r

The problem was over 50 years in the nkkingthree
million feet of dilapidated sewer pipe in Buncombe '
Cgunty North Carolina As a result of poor maintenance
over the years, infiltration and inflow caused the
hydraulic flow at a ceiltral w,astewater treatment facility
to triple during rain storm's Associated water quality and
health problems were compounded by the institutional
situation More than a dozen wastewater collection
systems were in lved

Buncombe County is a mountainous area of 150,000
people in western North Carolina Tile public and private
institutions providing wastewater collection and treatment
include the 'Metropolitan Sewerage District (MSD) which
owns the major interceptor sewers and the treatment
plant Buncombe County. the City of Ashville, small
communities, private church groups

The Issues

The MSD, under a planning grant trom the ki S EPA
studied the problem and completed a facility plan The
most cost-effective altemiltive is the rehabilitation of the
collection system, rather than an expansion of the existing
facility to treat the increasing hydraulic flows However,
in this case cost effectiveness alone may be an insufficient
test of plan feasibility Financial, institutional, and legal
issues may thwart Idcal efforts

0

F!gartelal

Which sewers can be economically rehabilitated and to
what standards"

What is the best way to allocate costs, considering
equity, institutional responsibility, and financial
feasibility?

What shtuld be done about persons who may not be able
to bear their share of the costs"

What happen when the charges to system users are
raised"'

How can the project be funded"

How can phasing in the rehabilitation program affect
the timing of revenue requirements"

InstItationai Issues

How can, the resolve the conflict of local and
federal ownership kolicies9"

Can the county and city work out an agreement where
costs are equal arifiing residents while EPA regulation,'
require that each entity pay its proportionate sharer'

Legal IssLes

Who nts the sewer lines and,or the rights of way for
access to the sewer lines"

Howiong will It take and how much will it cost to
deteanine.the easements for sewer rights of way"

Howiwill this process affect the overall project"'

'TN. EPA 'taint'-as that ',ewe, puhla 44.1 nad eirti th, j
WAD potu-, Ott u di not assume ownership 0 th lines until On, kw , he, n

rahahtlitaldal.
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The Solutions

To address the issues, the Land-of-Sky Regional Council
established the Buncombe County Collector System
Management Task Force' Consisting of representatives of
each of the affected,parties, the task force sought
consensus by bringin) together the various parties

The task force approach includedthe following elements-,
The MSD provided legal opinions concerning the

acquisition of rights of way, and developed standards for
the rehabilitation of collection lines

A survey oncost information was conducted to identify
the sewer lines that could be economically rehabilitated

aistingcosts were identified and translated into figures
which the polio, makers and general public could easily
understand

A public participation program was 'launched

The EPA provided information on securing and
administering grant funds '.

An imyentory'of the' current ir-Ititutional. and financial
characteristics of each of the parties was undertaken,
which included existing wateNctuality policies, service
charges, other fees, current debt, budget, capital costs,
funding possibilities, and financial arrangements .

An institutional assessment yvasyconducted to determine
the responsibilities of each participant both during the
se r reh*balitation 5nd aherwards

e allocation of total shared system costs among
' `various entities using different funding schemes was

addressed

Funding scenarios were proposed and studied

The Results
At this time, the rehabilitation of the collection lines
appears feasible A financial plan must still be formulated
which will reflect the analysis and the political concerns
of the various parties For example, the private church
groups have yirtually no sources of outside funding,
federal and statekAing assistance cannot be used to
rehabilliate these aloes unless the private sySienis come
Into public ownership The questioii thus remains Is

Buncombe County willing to assume ownership of, the
private lines on an interim basis, as well as assume the
management responsibility for the, purpose of receiving 'A,
federal and state con&ruction grant funds for
rehabilitation" The ability W uoe Buncombe County's high
bond rating to finance the local share makes this'approach

O' attractive However, arrangements will have to be made
between the county and the private church groups for
gradual payback to the county of the proportionate,share
attributable to rehabilitation of the private lines owned by
the church groups Additionally, ownership of the
county-owned lines will have to be transferred to the
MSD These and other issues to be reflected in the
financial plan will be the topic of future discussions
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Significance of Events

Although the Buncornk)e County Collector System
Consolidation Program has. not yet been completed, a
number of Iiiiissons can be learned.

First, planning for wastewater programs involving two Or
more pArties is complicated by numerous technical,
financial, institutional, legal, and political issues These
issses should identified early in the planning process

Second, even though the planning advisory body may
consist of elected representatives or spokespersA of the
participating jurisdictions, it should not be assumed that
the views, expectations, or positions of the individual
representative] necessarily reflect those of their respective
organizations Additional means of keeping local bodies
informed seem advisable P

Third, information and data presented to the public, r
advisory committees. and legislative bodies should be ,
appropriate to their level of understanding In this-ca '
there was an initial tendency for some task force member.s
to ask only for summarY' information. such a:, the
monetary cost for eacjo,participant Providing this
information directly without first-addressing the
underlying issues might have caused some parties to
reach premature conclusions The planning process should'
proceed in a manner where information is dealt with at a
rate that allows for thorough debate and an

(understanding of all issues

Fourth, there is a sequence for developing financial'
information planning for wastewater programs, This"
sequence is as follows

A Dp}!1.t.pment of wastewater system cost data that is
useful in the local decision making process, as well as for
comparing technical wastewater treatment alternatives

B Identification of-till pAsibie fuliding sources,

t. Identification of agency responsibilitie's and other
institutional arrangements
D Development of a financial plan that shows the
proposed participating agencies, gives a siJnmary of their
responsibilities, estimates the annual capital and
operating costs, and explains the methods of financing

E Identification of the s,ecoRdaty impacts of the proposed
program

1
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Selected Resources

Environmental Planning The Role of Fi zal Analyst raft Washington, DC: U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. Financia anagem nt Assistance Program, May
1980

444
This document describes the importan e of incorporating analysis into
the environmental planning proces\SQme of the major principles of financial
analysis are discussed. Copies can be obtained from the Municipal Finance

ers Association, Government Fingnce Research Center, 750 K Street NW,
Site 650, Washington, DC 20006

Financial Systems, Proposals, Price Analysis, Negotiations, Grant Administration. Fair
Oaks, CA Cilren Co., 1979

The materials in these three haildbooks were prepared especially for seminar
and workshop training sessions The sample forms in these documents can be.
used by a management agency in the preparation and analysis of grant
proposals and in the ad nistration of projects Copies are available from The
eilren Company, 9912 Fa Oaks Boulevard, Fair Oaks, CA 9628 The cost is
$53 00 per handbook

Planning for Urban Stormwqter Management Financial Issues and Options Draft
'Washington, DC U S Environmental ProtectiOn Agency, Financial Management
Assistance Program, May, 1980

This workbook is designed to serve as a guide for urban stormwater planting
and management It emphasizes financial issues of concern both to perr, is who .
Play a role in the implementation of plans at the local level and to those vdio
bear the costs It is intended for use by agencies, organizations,'and individuals
involved'in the planning for stormwater management. Copies carrbe obtained
from the Municipal Finance Officers Agsociation, Government Finance Research
Center, 750"K Street, Nw, Suite 650, Washington, DC 20006

Rastatter. CleIL , ed Municipal Wastewater Management Citizens Guide to Facilities
Planning FRD-6 Washington, DC U S Environmehtal Protection Agency,' Office of
Water Program Operations, January 79 2C3 pp

t
.

This handbook II- designed o acquaintrcitizens with important decisions-that
need to be made in muni al wastewater management The book lists key
decision points through t the planning process that are brucial to the facility
plan and the community t points out environmental, economic, and social
considerations affecting these decisions. It facilitates citizen input and helps
citizens understand the legal tools for their involvement It is available free of
charge from the General Services Administration (8BRC), Centcalized Mailing
Lists Service, Building 41, Denver Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225

/

Small Community Wastewater Systems Financial Guidelines for Plan. nintand
Management Draft Washington, DC U S. Environmental Protection Agency, Financial
Management Assistance Program, May, 1980

The workbook is a user-oriented document It includes many illustrations and
tables Its purpose is to highlight the major financial issues in planning for
wastewater,kreatment facilities. It suggests a five-step procedure for financial

,analysis le can serve as a primer forkplanning process participants such as
. project engineers and.advisory groups Copies can be obtained from the

Municipal Finance Officers Aesodetion, Government Finance ResearchTenter,
750 K Street, NW, Suite 650, Wa.,hington, DC 20006U,S Environmental Protection Agency, General Grant Regulatidns and Procedures, Title

40 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 30 ederal Register, Vol 43, Na.,1427, June 30,
1978,)ap 28484 - 28489

This document presents the specifi rules and regulatiors which must be met
when applying for a sewage facilities construction grant Copies are available for
$1 00 each from the Office of the FederalRegiler, National Archives and.
Records Service, Washin , DC 2008
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